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ABSTRACT 
 
Development and Evaluation of Operational Strategies for  
Providing an Integrated Diamond Interchange Ramp-Metering Control System. 
(May 2004) 
ZongZhong Tian, B.S., Northern Jiaotong University; 
M.S., Northern Jiaotong University; 
M.S., University of Idaho 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Carroll J. Messer 
 
Diamond interchanges and their associated ramps are where the surface street arterial 
system and the freeway system interface. Historically, these two elements of the system 
have been operated with little or no coordination between the two. Therefore, there is a 
lack of both analysis tools and operational strategies for considering them as an 
integrated system. One drawback of operating the ramp-metering system and the 
diamond interchange system in isolation is that traffic from the ramp, particularly if it is 
metered, can spill back into the diamond interchange, causing both congestion and 
safety concerns at the diamond interchange. While flushing the ramp queues by 
temporarily suspending ramp metering has been the primary strategy for preventing 
queue spillback, it can result in freeway system breakdown, which would affect the 
entire system’s efficiency.  
 The aim of this research was to develop operational strategies for managing an 
integrated diamond interchange ramp-metering system (IDIRMS). Enhanced modeling 
methodologies were developed for an IDIRMS. A computer model named DRIVE 
(Diamond Interchange and Ramp Metering Integration Via Evaluation) was developed, 
which was characterized as a mesoscopic simulation and analysis model. DRIVE 
incorporated the enhanced modeling methodologies developed in this study and could 
be used to perform system analysis for an IDIRMS given a set of system input 
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parameters and variables. DRIVE was validated against a VISSIM microscopic 
simulation model, and general agreement was found between the two models. System 
operational characteristics were investigated using DRIVE to gain a better 
understanding of the system features. Integrated control strategies (ICS) were developed 
based on the two commonly used diamond interchange phasing schemes, basic three-
phase and TTI four-phase.  
 The ICS were evaluated using VISSIM microscopic simulation under three 
general traffic demand scenarios: low, medium, and high, as characterized by the 
volume-to-capacity ratios at the metered ramps. The results of the evaluation indicate 
that the integrated operations through an adaptive signal control system were most 
effective under the medium traffic demand scenario by preventing or delaying the onset 
of ramp-metering queue flush, thereby minimizing freeway breakdown and system 
delays. 
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CHAPTER I: 
INTRODUCTION1 
BACKGROUND  
Freeway interchanges establish interconnections between freeway systems and surface 
street arterials and provide the backbone of highway transportation networks. One of 
the most commonly used interchange types is the tight urban diamond interchange 
(TUDI), where two traffic signals are installed on the arterial street to control the 
interchanging traffic (1, 2). Diamond interchanges are often characterized by complex 
traffic flow patterns, especially high turning movements and limited spacing between 
the signals, which make managing their operations difficult. To complicate matters, the 
majority of freeway ramp meters are located in the vicinity of freeway interchanges 
such as diamond interchanges. As a result, diamond interchange locations are often 
sources of operational bottlenecks for both surface street arterials and freeways.  
 One operational issue existing today is that the diamond interchange and ramp 
metering are primarily treated as independent elements, primarily due to jurisdictional 
responsibilities where the surface street arterial is managed by city or county agencies 
while the freeway and ramp-metering system is managed by the state department of 
transportation.  Traffic engineers and planners typically do not consider the interactions 
between these two elements, nor do they consider the potential benefits that can be 
derived from coordinating their operations. The lack of system integration or 
coordination between the diamond signals and ramp metering often creates major 
operational concerns, among which queue spillback from the metered ramp is the most 
obvious. This situation is illustrated in Figure 1.  
                                                     
This dissertation follows the style and format of the Transportation Research Record. 
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FIGURE 1  Queue spillback at a diamond interchange with ramp metering. 
  
 During typical rush hours, high traffic demands on the freeway often require 
restricted entry of traffic from the metered ramp, thus resulting in long queues on the 
ramp. The fact that the traffic released from the upstream diamond signal arrives in 
platoons also exacerbates the queue spillback effect, where limited storage spacing on 
the ramp cannot accommodate the short-term surge of large platoon arrivals. Unless the 
signal controller at the upstream diamond interchange has some way to sense the queue 
buildup, traffic would continue to flow to the ramp, until the queue spills back to the 
surface street (e.g., frontage road or the diamond signal location). Such queue spillback 
occurrences would interfere with the surface street operation and cause serious safety 
concerns. 
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 Suggested strategies to control queue spillback generally involve some queue 
override policies to flush the ramp queues by either increasing the metering rate or 
terminating metering operations (3). However, such an operation may lead to freeway 
breakdown, a phenomenon indicated by a sudden drop in speed and perhaps in flow. 
Freeway breakdown results in longer vehicle delays and affects the efficiencies of the 
entire system. Therefore, it is of significance to explore whether providing integrated 
operations between a diamond interchange and ramp meters could eliminate the 
deficiencies of the current independent system operations. 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Current operations at a diamond interchange and ramp meters lack system coordination 
between the two components. The lack of system coordination is reflected by the fact 
that little consideration is currently given to diamond operational strategies that 
minimize or eliminate ramp queue spillback when ramp metering is in operation. 
Existing diamond interchange strategies focus on serving traffic demands monitored by 
various traffic sensors on the diamond interchange approaches. Appropriate signal 
phasing and timing are then developed to best serve the traffic demands (4, 5). 
However, existing diamond operations completely ignore the constraints imposed by 
the downstream ramp meter. Excessive and non-controlled release of traffic from the 
diamond often results in queue spillback at the ramp meter (6). 
 Queue spillback resulting from the lack of coordination between the ramp meter 
and diamond interchange creates serious operational concerns on the diamond 
interchange and the surface street arterial. Although queue override policies currently 
being used at ramp meters can eliminate queue spillback, frequent queue flushes can 
lead to freeway breakdown and diminish the main purpose of ramp metering. Therefore, 
a need exists to address the diamond interchange, ramp-metering, and freeway 
components in an integrated and coordinated manner to eliminate the deficiencies of the 
current operations. A need exists to develop modeling methodologies and analytical 
procedures for analyzing the two components as an integrated system so that system 
performances can be adequately assessed. Integrated control strategies (ICS) need to be 
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developed to minimize queue spillback occurrences at the ramp meter while 
maintaining efficient operations for the system.  
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  
The goals of this research are (a) to develop modeling methodologies and analytical 
procedures for the integrated diamond interchange ramp-metering system (IDIRMS), 
and (b) to investigate strategies for operating diamond interchanges and ramp-metering 
systems in an integrated fashion that would reduce the deficiencies of the current 
operations.  Specific objectives of this research include the following: 
• Develop modeling methodologies and analytical procedures for estimating various 
performance measures (e.g., ramp queue length and system delays) for an IDIRMS, 
given a set of system variables and parameters (e.g., ramp-metering rates, traffic 
demand profile on both freeway and diamond interchange approaches, diamond 
signal timing, and geometric information such as spacing between the diamond and 
ramp meter). The overall methodology can be applied for system operations 
analysis, development, and evaluation of ICS aimed at minimizing queue spillback 
occurrences on the metered ramp. 
• Use VISSIM (7), a well-calibrated microscopic simulation model, to validate the 
analytical procedures by comparing the performance measures produced from both 
the analytical procedures and microscopic simulation model.  
• Identify viable ICS for IDIRMS based on a set of established system operating 
objectives and priorities. One example of such an operational strategy is to apply 
special signal timing at the diamond interchange to control traffic demands at the 
ramp, thus minimizing queue spillback and ramp-meter flush occurrences. The ICS 
should take into account the close interactions between the diamond interchange 
signals and the ramp meter.  
• Conduct proof-of-concept evaluations, in a simulation environment, on the 
applicability and effectiveness of the ICS under various traffic flow conditions.  
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• Establish a framework for potential field implementation of the ICS at an IDIRMS, 
including detailed description of the system architecture, data flows, and system 
functions. 
SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
This research’s aim was to explore whether traffic control strategies could be developed 
to better manage the operations between a diamond interchange and the ramp meters 
immediately adjacent to that diamond interchange in an integrated fashion. This 
research was focused on identifying the basic relationships and developing analytical 
tools that could be used in the future to assess operating diamond interchanges and ramp 
meters as an integrated system. Development and evaluations of the ICS are limited to a 
simulation environment. While development of a framework for potential 
implementation of the control system was one of the objectives of this research, no field 
implementation and testing are proposed within the scope of this research. 
 The system configuration and its boundaries to be studied are defined in  
Figure 2. This is a type of diamond interchange with one-way frontage roads, typically 
seen in urban highways in Texas and some other states. The study also assumes that U-
turn lanes are provided for both directions at the diamond interchange. The system 
includes a segment of freeway mainlines, ramp meters, and a signalized diamond 
interchange.  
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FIGURE 2  Proposed integrated system and its boundaries. 
 
ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION 
This dissertation includes a total of eight chapters, including this introductory chapter.  
Chapter II includes a literature review of state-of-the art technologies in modeling the 
operations of a diamond interchange, freeway, and ramp metering. Chapter III 
documents the enhanced modeling methodologies developed in this research for 
studying the IDIRMS. Chapter IV documents the development of DRIVE, a computer 
model that implements the modeling methodologies described in Chapter III. Chapter V 
provides DRIVE model calibration and validation results against both VISSIM 
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microscopic simulation and PASSER III (8) software. Chapter VI includes some system 
operational characteristics obtained from the investigations using the DRIVE software. 
The purpose of such investigations was to gain a better understanding of the system 
features to facilitate the development of ICS. Chapter VII documents the development 
of ICS and the evaluations of the applicability and effectiveness of the ICS using the 
VISSIM simulation model. Finally, Chapter VIII provides a summary and major 
conclusions resulting from this research. 
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CHAPTER II: 
STATE OF THE ART 
This chapter provides a state-of-the-art literature review on studies related to modeling 
diamond interchanges together with freeway and ramp-metering operations. The major 
principle for diamond interchange operations is summarized, including phasing scheme, 
capacity, queue, and delay calculations. Documentation of ramp-metering practice and 
theory includes the ALINEA local traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithm. The 
two-capacity phenomenon of freeway operations and its related studies are noted. 
Research on integrated operations between diamond interchange and ramp metering is 
provided. Finally, the applications of microscopic simulation models in studying ramp-
metering issues are discussed.   
DIAMOND INTERCHANGE OPERATIONS 
Diamond Signal Phasing Schemes 
At a diamond interchange, the two traffic signals are typically controlled by a single 
signal controller. Figure 3 shows the standard signal phase design, which includes the 
standard eight phases (except for φ3 and φ7), as most signal controllers possess. Each 
signal phase controls a particular traffic movement. The two internal through 
movements are controlled using overlap phases, A and B. For example, overlap phase A 
controls the internal through movement, which receives green whenever φ1 or φ2 is 
green. A diamond interchange also applies unique signal phasing schemes to control its 
operations, defining the changing sequence of the signal phases and their associated 
traffic movements.  
 The two most commonly used diamond phasing schemes are basic three-phase 
and TTI four-phase (9), as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The two phasing schemes 
will be simply referred to as three-phase and four-phase in the remaining chapters of the 
dissertation. Some signal controllers such as those manufactured by Naztec, Inc., (10) 
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and Eagle Traffic Control Systems, Inc., (11) have built-in functions and specifications 
to operate these two types of signal phasing schemes.  
Diamond Signal 
φ2 
φ6 
φ4 
φ8
φ1
φ5
A=φ1 + φ2
B=φ5 + φ6
 
FIGURE 3  Diamond interchange standard phase design.  
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FIGURE 4  Three-phase and traffic progression diagram. 
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FIGURE 5  Four-phase and traffic progression diagram. 
  
 Three-phase uses a lag-lag phasing sequence, i.e., the arterial left-turn 
movement lags the through movement on both sides of the interchange and emphasizes 
progression for the arterial through traffic. The frontage road/ramp phases (φ4 and φ8) 
start and end at the same time, followed by the arterial through (φ2 and φ6) and the 
internal left-turn movement phases (φ1 and φ5). Three-phase operation maintains 
progression for the arterial through traffic, i.e., the arterial traffic going through the 
interchange would not stop. The arterial left-turn traffic will be stopped but can 
normally be cleared by the end of the cycle given sufficient green time for φ1 and φ5. 
Some of the frontage road traffic may be stopped depending on the spacing of the 
interchange and the frontage road phase duration. For example, the frontage road traffic 
would have to stop when the phase time (φ4 or φ8) is longer than the travel time, TT1,2 
or TT2,1 (see Figure 4). With the increase of spacing and travel time, the proportion of 
frontage road traffic to be stopped will be reduced. Therefore, three-phase is appropriate 
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when the frontage roads have balanced traffic demands and there are longer spacing and 
storage spaces for the internal left-turn vehicles.  
 Four-phase uses a lead-lead phasing sequence, i.e., the left-turn movements lead 
the through movements on both sides of the interchange, and it is aimed at minimizing 
internal queues. Note that the term “overlap” used in describing the four-phase scheme 
(see Figure 5) has a different meaning than in Figure 3. Overlap in the four-phase 
scheme is a dummy phase used for the purpose of efficiency while still guaranteeing 
traffic progression. This phasing scheme is suitable for diamond interchanges that are 
closely spaced. If timed appropriately, the queues in the internal interchange can be 
completely eliminated with U-turn lanes. There are some conditions, however, when 
traffic might stop. For example, the arterial through movement will not stop only if φ5 
is at least the length of φ2. The frontage road phase (φ4) traffic will not stop only if φ6 
is at least 2Ф long.  
 Several computer programs are available for analyzing diamond interchange 
operations, among which PASSER III is specially designed for analyzing diamond 
interchange operations. The modeling methodologies used in PASSER III are 
documented next, including signal timing, capacity, and delay calculations. 
Calculation of Phase Splits 
A well-known methodology based on the equal-degree-of-saturation principle is often 
used in determining phase splits at signalized intersections. The methodology was 
originally developed by Webster and Cobbe (12, 13), also aimed at minimizing delays at 
signalized intersections. The methodology has been adopted in standard procedures 
such as the Highway Capacity Manual 2000 (HCM) (14) and PASSER III. A brief 
description of the method is given below.  
 Suppose there are n phases with a phase length of фi for phase i. The available 
time to allocate among these n phases is the cycle length, C, in seconds. Phase i has a 
lost time of li = l.  
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 Here, ym is taken as the critical movement in phase i, i.e., the movement in phase 
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 The green split for phase i, gi, can then be determined based on Equation 9, 
which would yield an equal degree of saturation (i.e., volume-to-capacity ratio) for the 
critical movements in each phase: 
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Phase Splits with Three-Phase 
Based on the equal-degree-of-saturation methodology described above, the phase splits 
with a three-phase scheme can be determined based on the following equations: 
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Phase Splits with Four-Phase 
With a four-phase scheme, the phase splits are determined based on the following 
equations: 
Φ+=Φ+Φ+=+++ 28642 CCφφφφ  (14) 
Φφφ −=+ C51  (15) 
 
C2865421 =+++++ φφφφφφ  (16) 
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 Once φ2, φ4, φ6, and φ8 are determined based on Equation 18 for an equal 
volume-to-capacity ratio, φ1 and φ5 are calculated by the following equations: 
lCg −−−= 421 φφ  (19) 
 
lCg −−−= 865 φφ  (20) 
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Capacity and Delay Calculations 
External Movements 
The basic capacity model for the external movement m with phase i is calculated using 
Equation 2, and the basic deterministic delay model for movement m is calculated by: 
321 ddddm ++=  (21) 
  
 In Equation 21, d1 is the first-term uniform delay determined based on the so-
called cumulative arrival and departure method1 (15, 16). This method calculates the 
total areas bounded by the cumulative arrival and departure curves. The cumulative 
arrival and departure method is the major modeling method used in this research, and 
the details of this method will be addressed later in the dissertation.  
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 d2 is the second-term incremental and over-saturation delay, counting the effects 
of over-saturation and assuming random arrival flow.  
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 d3 is the third-term delay due to an initial queue at the beginning of the analysis 
period. d3 would only be accurately estimated when the analysis is carried out for 
multiple cycles; therefore, it is often not counted in deterministic analysis procedures 
such as PASSER III and HCM.  
                                                     
1 The cumulative arrival and departure method has also been referred to as queue polygon method, supply 
and demand method, input and output method.  
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Internal Movements 
The traffic movements within the internal interchange have special arrival and departure 
patterns directly associated with the diamond interchange’s type of phasing scheme. 
The HCM type delay model as shown in Equation 22 cannot be applied to provide 
accurate delay estimates. PASSER III employs a method called delay-difference-of-
offset, originally developed by Wagner et al. (17, 18). The method predicts downstream 
vehicle arrivals on a second-by-second basis based on the offset and distance between 
the two signals. The delays and queues are then calculated based on the cumulative 
arrival and departure queue polygon method. The original paper provided a graphical 
description of the method. A description of the method in mathematical formulas will 
be provided later in the dissertation.  
 In general, the existing methodologies to determine diamond interchange timing, 
capacity, and delay are limited to analyzing an isolated interchange. No consideration 
on queue spillback from ramp metering is given. A number of studies have been 
conducted to address the impact of over-saturation and queue spillback due to adjacent 
signals in the arterial street (19, 20); however, no modeling procedures are available to 
address the potential impact of queue spillback from ramp metering on the diamond 
interchange operations. 
FREEWAY OPERATIONS AND RAMP METERING 
The first ramp-metering application appeared in the early 1960s in the United States, 
mainly as a demonstration project (21). Major implementation of ramp metering 
occurred during the next decade due to ever-growing urban congestion. Currently, there 
are more than 20 metropolitan areas in the United States where ramp metering has been 
implemented (3, 22). Other countries that have also implemented ramp metering include 
Great Britain, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, and Sweden (3, 23).  
 Ramp metering offers several operational features for improving freeway traffic 
flow, safety, and air quality by regulating the flows onto the freeway system. A ramp 
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signal is installed on an entrance ramp, which operates in a green-yellow-red cycle or 
only on a green-red cycle. A metering cycle typically includes a fixed green interval, 
which would allow one vehicle entry per cycle. By varying the red interval, different 
metering cycles would result and the amount of traffic entering the freeway would be 
controlled. Figure 6 shows a typical ramp-metering design used in the United States. 
Major elements of a ramp-metering system include mainline and ramp detectors, a 
ramp-metering signal, and advanced warning devices. The primary (also called 
excessive or advance) queue detector is used as a means of implementing queue flush 
policies. Ramp metering operation is suspended and the ramp queue is flushed 
whenever the primary queue detector detects a queue, as specified by an occupancy 
threshold level. In actual field operations, there is usually a transition period after queue 
flush before resuming normal metering operations. During the transition period, the 
ramp meter would be essentially still in the queue-flush mode. However, in the 
modeling process to be addressed in this research, the transition period is not 
specifically modeled.   
Mainline Upstream Detectors Mainline Downstream Detectors 
Merge Detector 
Metering Signal
Demand Detector
Intermediate Queue Detector 
Primary Queue Detector 
Frontage Road/Surface Street 
Warning Sign/Signal 
Passage Detector 
 
FIGURE 6  Design elements for a ramp-metering system. 
 
Ramp-Metering System Classifications 
Ramp metering can be classified into various types from different perspectives. Figure 7 
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provides a comprehensive classification of the ramp-metering systems.  
Local
System Wide
Fixed Time 
Traffic Responsive 
By Operations Level 
Coordinated Freeway 
Ramp Metering 
Integrated Freeway/Surface 
Arterial Ramp Metering 
Single Lane (w/o HOV)
Multiple Lane (w/o HOV)
By Geometry 
Single Metering— 
One Vehicle per Green
Bulk Metering— 
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Entrance Ramp
Freeway Connector
By Location 
Mainline Metering
Ramp 
Metering 
 
FIGURE 7  Ramp-metering system classifications. 
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 There are basically four types of ramp-metering operations based on the level of 
complexity of the control algorithm: fixed time, local traffic responsive, coordinated 
freeway ramp metering, and integrated freeway/surface street system. Fixed-time 
metering is the simplest form and operates at a constant metering cycle. Fixed-time 
metering mainly serves to break up the platoons of entering vehicles into single vehicle 
entries, which would provide smooth freeway merge and reduce the accidents related to 
merging conflicts. This strategy is mostly used where traffic conditions are predictable. 
The major drawback of fixed-time metering is that the operations cannot react to 
temporary traffic fluctuations on the freeway mainline. When freeway mainline flow is 
low and does not warrant ramp-metering operations, ramp traffic may incur unnecessary 
queues and delays.  
 Local traffic-responsive ramp metering can automatically adjust the ramp-
metering rate based on current traffic conditions in the vicinity of the ramp. Local 
traffic-responsive ramp metering requires detector installation on the freeway mainline. 
Controller electronics and software algorithms can select an appropriate metering rate 
based on occupancy or flow data from the ramp and mainline detectors; therefore, 
traffic-responsive ramp-metering systems can generally deliver better results than fixed-
time metering. More detailed discussions on local traffic-responsive ramp metering are 
provided later in the chapter.  
 The coordinated freeway ramp-metering system seeks to optimize a multiple-
ramp section of freeway, often with the control of a bottleneck as the ultimate goal 
(24, 25). Typically a centralized computer supervises numerous ramps and implements 
control features which can override local metering instructions. This centralized 
configuration allows the metering rate at any ramp to be influenced by conditions at 
other locations within the network. In addition to recurring congestion, system-wide 
ramp metering can also manage freeway incidents, with more restrictive metering 
upstream and less restrictive metering downstream of the incident. Such a metering 
system usually places higher priorities on managing freeway operations with little 
consideration of the surface street traffic.   
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 The integrated freeway/surface street ramp-metering system is the highest-level 
ramp-metering system and has drawn significant interest in studying this subject area 
(6, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31). Such a system attempts to maintain optimal operations for the 
entire corridor, which includes the freeway ramp-metering system and the adjacent 
surface street arterial system. Due to the fact that freeway ramp metering directly affects 
surface street operations, the close interaction between the ramp-metering signal and the 
surface street arterial signal (normally interchange signal) must be taken into 
consideration. As a result, the hardware requirements for this mode of operation are the 
most complex, requiring detectors upstream and downstream of the ramp, as well as a 
communication medium and central computer linked to the ramp signals and surface 
street signals.  
 In our study, the IDIRMS is better classified as a hybrid between the integrated 
freeway/surface street system and the local traffic-responsive system. Only a single 
ramp-metering location (one meter per direction) is considered, but the close interaction 
between the ramp-metering signal and the surface street diamond interchange signal 
needs to be addressed.  
Local Traffic-Responsive Ramp-metering Algorithms 
The basic principle behind traffic-responsive metering is that real-time data are used to 
set the metering rate. The term “real time” actually refers to data retrieved from the 
previous time interval (e.g., 1-minute interval) but not at an instant. The data can be 
occupancy, speed, and traffic volume, as collected by mainline detectors. Various local 
traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithms have been developed. The most common 
traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithm is based on the concept of the demand-
capacity relationship. The ramp-metering rate is regulated so that the total mainline and 
ramp traffic demand would not exceed the freeway bottleneck capacity at the merge or 
somewhere downstream of the merge. Messer (32) describes the metering algorithm in 
the following equations: 
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 Applying the basic flow-density relationship, and assuming a linear relationship 
between density and occupancy, Equation 24 becomes: 
)(51.2)( tfctM Frr πρ−=  (25) 
  
 The algorithm now relates metering rate to occupancy, which can be directly 
obtained from mainline detectors. To implement the ramp-metering algorithm shown in 
Equation 25, a set of metering plans can be established and stored in a ramp-metering 
controller, with each plan having a metering rate associated with a range of occupancy 
values. While various metering algorithms may exist in different forms, they normally 
follow a similar demand-capacity principle.  
 The most well-known traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithm is probably 
the ALINEA algorithm proposed by Papageorgiou et al. (33). The algorithm was 
developed based on the feedback concept of automatic control. A number of studies 
have also led to various modified ALINEA algorithms (34, 35). While ALINEA has 
been widely used in European countries, its applications in the United States is 
somewhat limited (23, 36, 37). The original ALINEA algorithm is described in  
Equation 26 to determine Mr(t), the ramp-metering rate for the time interval t: 
)]([)1()( tKtMtM mRrr ππ −+−=  (26) 
 
 The ALINEA algorithm described in Equation 26 can smoothly react to traffic 
flow changes in the freeway mainline under both free-flow and congested conditions. 
The occupancy is directly related to traffic conditions. When the measured occupancy, 
π(t), is less than the target occupancy, πm , a positive value results for the second term 
on the right-side equation. As a result, the metering rate will be increased to allow more 
vehicles to enter the freeway. Similarly, the metering rate will be reduced when the 
measured occupancy exceeds the target occupancy value. The ALINEA algorithm also 
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has the advantage of easy field implementation and calibration because only the two 
parameters, KR and πm, need to be calibrated.   
Ramp-Metering Threshold 
The main purpose of ramp metering is to prevent or minimize congestion on the 
freeway, thus reducing traffic delays. However, it is believed that ramp metering would 
be necessary and effective only when the freeway demand reaches a threshold value. 
When the freeway demand is so low that traffic from the on-ramp has no difficulty 
finding gaps to merge, ramp metering would not really improve freeway performance in 
terms of reducing congestion and delay. Therefore, there exist threshold values to 
warrant ramp-metering installation and to determine when ramp metering should be 
turned on during different time periods of the day.  
 In practice, the majority of U.S. cities where local traffic-responsive ramp 
metering has been implemented use time-of-day plans to determine the time to operate 
ramp metering, i.e., to turn on/off ramp meters based on preset times of the day 
(typically peak periods) regardless of the freeway conditions. Based on a recent survey 
of some major metropolitan areas where ramp metering has been implemented, only a 
few cities apply some kind of threshold to determine the conditions to operate ramp 
metering. These thresholds are shown in Table 1.  
 The majority of these thresholds were determined based on past experience and 
field observations. As can be seen, the ramp-metering thresholds used in Denver, 
Colorado, are actually close to capacity conditions, which might be too high to 
implement ramp metering. To the author’s best knowledge, no literature is available to 
address the ramp-metering threshold from a theoretical point of view. As a part of this 
research, a gap-acceptance-based model was developed and will be presented in 
Chapter III to explore the ramp-metering threshold issue.  
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TABLE 1  Ramp-metering thresholds in U.S. applications 
Location Metering Threshold  
Chicago, Illinois Upstream Mainline Occupancy, 11.7% 
Denver, Colorado Any of the following for three consecutive 
minutes: 
Volume: 1900 vphpl 
Occupancy: 20% 
Speed: ≤35 mph 
Seattle, Washington Volume: 1200 vphpl 
Occupancy: 12% 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin Volume to capacity ratio (v/c):  
         Urban area: 0.7 
         Rural area: 0.6~0.65  
 
 
Freeway and Ramp-metering Modeling Methodologies 
The modeling methodologies for freeway operations with ramp metering can be 
classified into two major categories. The first category relates to the modeling 
methodologies based on the cumulative arrival and departure method (15, 16, 38, 39).  
 The cumulative arrival and departure method is also referred to as the demand 
and supply method (40) or the input and output method (16). The method has been 
widely used in modeling queue and delay measures at different traffic facilities. 
Equations 27 through 31 provide a generalized description of the cumulative arrival and 
departure method in a similar manner as described by Gartner (41). Given the traffic 
demand, V(t), and the capacity of the facility, c, the cumulative arrival function, A(t), 
the departure rate, O(t), and the cumulative departure function, D(t), can be determined. 
Subsequently, the performance measures of queue length, q(t), and total delay, TD, can 
be obtained.  
)(tV
dt
dA =  (27) 
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 The cumulative arrival and departure method is illustrated in Figure 8 for 
applications in modeling freeway and ramp-metering operations. The basic principle of 
the cumulative arrival and departure method is to plot the cumulative vehicle arrival and 
departure curves. The horizontal offset between the two curves represents the delay for 
an individual vehicle, and the vertical offset represents the queue length at an instant in 
terms of the number of vehicles. The total area bounded by the two curves represents 
the total vehicle delays in vehicle-hour or vehicle-second.  
 Mathematical expressions are given in Equation 32 through Equation 34 for 
calculating the total delays for the freeway, TDFr, and for the ramp, TDRr, shown in 
Figure 8: 
[ ]∫ −+= dttDtDtATD FrRrFrFr )()()(  (32) 
 
[ ]∫ −= dttDtATD RrRrRr )()(  (33) 
 
RrFrTr TDTDTD +=  (34) 
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FIGURE 8  Cumulative arrival and departure method for freeway  
and ramp-metering modeling. 
 
 The cumulative arrival and departure method described above is presented in the 
form of continuous functions. The discrete form of the method is often used when 
modeling freeway operations using time steps, which will be discussed in Chapter III. 
The cumulative arrival and departure method can be applied to model queues and 
delays at any type of traffic facility. However, different facilities would have different 
arrival and departure patterns. For example, the departure of a traffic movement at a 
signalized intersection is not continuous. The arrival of traffic at a ramp meter has a 
platoon structure if an upstream signal exists, such as a diamond interchange signal.  
 The other category is related to the macroscopic models applying fluid dynamic 
traffic flow theories and the shockwave analysis technique (42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 
49). The shockwave-based macroscopic models were established based on the mass 
conservation principle of the fluid dynamics theory, which is expressed in Equation 35: 
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 In Equation 35, the relationship between traffic density, ρ, and flow rate, v, is 
expressed on a continuous time and space domain using the partial deferential equation. 
The flow conservation law is maintained by considering the on-ramp flow, Mr(t), and 
the off-ramp flow, Mo(t).  Equation 35 can also be expressed in the following discrete 
form: 
)]()()()([)()1( ,,1 tMtMtvtvTtntn kokrkkkk −+−∆+=+ −  (36) 
  
 Divide both sides by the segment length ∆k: 
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 If the flow-density relationship is known, i.e., the flow vk(t) can be expressed by 
the densities such as in the form V[ρk(t), ρk+1(t)], the above equation becomes a 
complete traffic flow model and can be solved iteratively given the initial condition of 
the value of )0(0ρ . The shockwave speed at the position of segment k and time t, µs,k(t) 
is expressed by:  
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 Alternatively, a traffic flow model can be established if the flow-speed 
relationship is known, such as in the form µk(t) = U[ρk(t)]. Then, the flow rate can be 
derived based on the fundamental relationship among flow, speed, and density: 
).]([).()().()( tUttttv kkkkk ρρµρ ==  (39) 
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 The flow-density relationship and the speed-density relationship have drawn 
significant research interest and have resulted in various traffic flow models for freeway 
operations with ramp metering. In this research, the cumulative arrival and departure 
method was used in modeling the freeway and ramp-metering components in the 
IDIRMS. Therefore, the details of the shockwave-based models are not further 
documented. 
 While the cumulative arrival and departure method and the shockwave-based 
method would yield different queue length estimations, several researchers have 
demonstrated the compatibility of the two methods in estimating travel time and delays 
on freeway facilities (16, 50). The cumulative arrival and departure method is the 
primary modeling methodology used in this research. 
The Two-Capacity Phenomenon on Freeway Operations 
Unlike other traffic facilities, freeways have a unique operational feature described as 
the two-capacity phenomenon, suggesting that freeway capacity has two distinctive 
regimes: the capacity value during free flow and the capacity value during congested 
flow measured at an active bottleneck location (51, 52). An active bottleneck, as 
originally defined by Daganzo (53) is a bottleneck that is not influenced by another 
bottleneck further downstream. The two capacities are defined as the free-flow capacity, 
cF, and the queue-discharge capacity, cQ. The transition from the free-flow condition to 
the congested condition is often referred to as freeway breakdown, characterized by a 
sudden speed drop, an increase in density, and perhaps a drop in flow rate (54).  
 Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate the breakdown scenario and the two-capacity 
phenomenon, which are based on field detector data collected by the Ministry of 
Transportation of Ontario, Canada, upstream of an active freeway merge bottleneck 
near the Cawthra Rd./Queen Elizabeth Way interchange (55). Figure 9 is a plot of 
occupancy versus flow. Two distinctive regions, the free-flow region and the congested 
region, can be clearly seen. A disconnection between the two regions can also be 
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observed. Lower flow rates can be noticed under the congested region than the highest 
flows that can be achieved under the free-flow region. Figure 10 is a time series plot of 
the flow and speed. At about 6:20 a.m., the freeway experienced a sudden drop in 
speed, indicating the start of breakdown. A lower flow rate under breakdown can be 
clearly seen. While much higher flows can be achieved with 20-second aggregation, the 
capacity flow is often measured at a much longer time interval, for example, a 15-
minute period as defined in the HCM.  
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FIGURE 9  Occupancy-flow diagram. 
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FIGURE 10  Time series flow-speed diagram. 
  
 A significant number of publications have been devoted to studying the two-
capacity phenomenon. While the majority of the studies have confirmed the two-
capacity phenomenon, there has been disagreement on the level of capacity reduction 
once breakdown occurs. Hall and Agyemang-Duah (51) emphasize the importance of 
how the flows should be measured. Firstly, the bottleneck location where flow is 
measured has to be free from downstream congestion, i.e., any queuing and flow drop 
should be solely caused by the freeway merge itself, not the congestion from another 
downstream bottleneck. Secondly, the flow measurement location should not be 
upstream of the merge because it would not reflect the true capacity due to part of the 
capacity being consumed by the ramp traffic. Thirdly, the time interval for flow 
measurement is also critical. Although much higher flows could be achievable within a 
shorter time period, the flow rate for determining the capacity should be measured over 
a prolonged period, such as at least 15 minutes as defined in the HCM for capacity flow. 
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Another important point that Hall and Agyemang-Duah made was that the measurement 
of pre-breakdown flow should be restricted to the period when demand is close to 
capacity.  
 Complying with the above conditions, Hall and Agyemang-Duah selected a 
freeway merge site in Toronto, Canada, and concluded that the two-capacity 
phenomenon does exist and the capacity drop after breakdown is about six percent 
based on the study site. The literature that supports the two-capacity phenomenon 
includes studies by Cassidy and Bertini (56), Persaud et al. (54, 57), Lorenz and 
Elefteriadou (58), and Zhang and Levinson (59). These studies report that the range of 
capacity drops between two percent and 16 percent once breakdown occurs. There are 
also many unpublished documents based on field observations to support the two-
capacity phenomenon (60, 61, 62). 
 On the other hand, literature was also found to dispute the two-capacity 
phenomenon, among the most prominent of which is probably the papers by Banks 
(52, 63). He studied the two-capacity issue using the data collected at four sites in San 
Diego, California. Although he supported the existence of the two-capacity 
phenomenon while examining the flows on individual lanes, he concluded that there is 
no evidence that the flows are significantly different once breakdown occurs when 
looking at traffic across all the lanes. He actually found that the flows increased after 
breakdown occurred in three out of the four sites examined. Ringert and Urbanik (64) 
studied the freeway breakdown issue at three freeway merge locations in Texas. They 
found that the queue-discharge flow was higher at one site, lower at one site, and no 
different at another site.  
 By examining the methodologies used in these studies, a few factors are 
suspected to have led to their conclusions. For example, Banks used a data collection 
point upstream of the merge (i.e., a location that does not include the ramp flows), 
which may not have reflected the true freeway capacity. The higher queue-discharge 
flows may be due to the measurement of pre-breakdown flow that had not reached its 
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capacity level, which might be encountered often. Strictly speaking, the true free-flow 
capacity should not be lower than the queue-discharge capacity if the two-capacity 
phenomenon exists.  
 Nonetheless, all the literature tends to agree that freeway breakdown is 
probabilistic in nature, i.e., freeway breakdown could occur at different flow levels 
(54, 57, 58, 65). Random variations exist for the flows under both free-flow and queue-
discharge-flow conditions. Generally, the variations in the queue-discharge flows are 
smaller than those before breakdown.  
 One of the major purposes of ramp metering is to maintain the freeway in the 
free-flow region by controlling vehicle entry to the freeway so that freeway demand 
does not exceed its bottleneck capacity. In fact, it is the two-capacity phenomenon that 
determines the significance of ramp-metering applications. If no two-capacity 
phenomenon exists and freeway capacity is a single value, ramp metering itself would 
not achieve any reduction on overall system delay.  
 Consider the case when the total freeway demand without ramp metering (i.e., 
mainline demand, VFr, plus ramp demand, Rr) is greater than the freeway capacity, but 
the total demand with ramp metering (i.e., mainline demand, VFr, plus ramp metering 
rate, Mr) is less than the freeway capacity. When ramp metering is in operation, the 
freeway would actually have a throughput of VFr + Mr, which is lower than the 
throughput of cFr when metering is not present. With ramp metering in operation, the 
freeway capacity may be under-utilized, thus resulting in higher overall delays for the 
entire system. The excessive delays would be primarily imposed on the ramp traffic. A 
numerical example is given below to illustrate this point.  
 Figure 11 illustrates a 1-hour traffic demand profile at the freeway mainline and 
the ramp. A single regime capacity of 6500 vehicles per hour (vph) is assumed for the 
freeway bottleneck location, and a fixed ramp-metering rate of 1200 vph is also 
assumed. The illustrated traffic demand profile indicates that during the initial ten 
minutes of the analysis period, the freeway mainline demand of 5000 vph plus the ramp 
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demand of 2000 vph exceed the freeway bottleneck capacity of 6500 vph. Without ramp 
metering, the throughput at the freeway bottleneck would equal its capacity of  
6500 vph. Assuming that the ramp traffic and the mainline traffic have the same priority 
to be serviced, the delay would then occur to both the mainline traffic and the ramp 
traffic. However, with ramp metering in operation, the total demand at the freeway 
bottleneck would be the mainline demand 5000 vph plus the ramp-metering rate 1200 
vph, which is less than the freeway bottleneck capacity 6500 vph, resulting in under-
utilization of the freeway capacity. In this case, delay would occur only to the ramp 
traffic.  
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FIGURE 11  Freeway and ramp traffic demand profile. 
  
 The detailed queue and delay calculations are shown in Table 2 for both a two-
capacity regime scenario and a single-capacity regime scenario. The cumulative arrival 
and departure method introduced earlier was used for the calculations. For the two-
capacity regime scenario, the free-flow capacity, cFr, was assumed 6600 vph, and the 
queue-discharge capacity, cQr, was assumed 6000 vph. For each 5-min interval, the 
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freeway and ramp traffic demands, the freeway capacity, the freeway and ramp queues, 
and the freeway and ramp delays were calculated.   
TABLE 2  Delays with/without ramp metering and 
with different capacity scenarios   
 
No Metering With Metering  
t 
(min) 
VFr(t) Rr(t) cFr(t)1 qFr(t) TDFr 
+TDRr 
ORr(t) qRr(t) VFr(t) 
+ORr(t) 
cFr(t)1 qFr(t) TDFr 
+TDRr 
0~5 5000 2000 6000 83 3.5 1200 67 6200 6600 0 2.8 
5~10 5000 2000 6000 167 10.4 1200 133 6200 6600 0 8.3 
10~15 8000 2200 6000 517 28.5 1200 217 9200 6000 267 25.7 
15~20 8000 1000 6000 767 53.5 1200 200 9200 6000 533 50.7 
20~25 4000 800 6000 667 59.7 1200 167 5200 6000 467 56.9 
25~30 4000 600 6000 550 50.7 1200 117 5200 6000 400 47.9 
30~35 4000 600 6000 433 41.0 1200 67 5200 6000 333 38.2 
35~40 4000 600 6000 317 31.3 1200 17 5200 6000 267 28.5 
40~45 4000 600 6000 200 21.5 800 0 4800 6000 167 18.8 
45~50 4000 600 6000 83 11.8 600 0 4600 6000 50 9.0 
50~55 4000 600 6000 0 3.5 600 0 4600 6000 0 2.1 
55~60 4000 600 6600 0 0.0 600 0 4600 6600 0 0.0 
315.3 veh-hr2 288.9 veh-hr2 Total Delay  
168.1 veh-hr3 
Total Delay 
197.9 veh-hr3 
Note:  1. For the two-regime capacity scenario, the freeway capacity, cFr(t) is equal to cFr if qFr(t-1) = 0  
     and VFr(t) + ORr(t) ≤ cFr; otherwise, cFr(t) is equal to cQr. For the case of No Metering, ORr(t) = RRr(t) 
 2. Results with the two-regime capacity: cFr = 6600 vph, cQr = 6000 vph; 
 3. Results with the single-regime capacity: cFr = cQr = 6500 vph. 
  
 
 As shown in Table 2 that the freeway had a lower capacity (6000 vph) at the 
beginning of the analysis period without ramp metering, indicating the case of a 
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breakdown. With ramp metering, however, the freeway was able to maintain at a free-
flow condition, thus had a higher capacity (6600 vph) at the beginning of the analysis 
period. Ramp metering was able to reduce the system delays (from 315.3 veh-hr to 
288.9 veh-hr) when the two-capacity regime existed. Similar calculations were carried 
out assuming a single-regime capacity of 6500 vph. In this case, ramp metering actually 
increased the system delays (from 168.1 veh-hr to 197.9 veh-hr). 
INTEGRATED OPERATIONS 
The concept of integrated operations between the surface street signal system and 
freeway ramp control system dates back to the early 1970s in the context of corridor 
control (6). Several researchers developed mathematical models for an integrated 
freeway corridor control system (66, 67, 68). Field implementation and testing have also 
been conducted in recent years and sought to improve the freeway corridor as a whole, 
consisting of both the freeway ramp-metering system and the parallel arterial streets 
(28, 29, 30, 69, 70). However, the majority of the studies on integrated systems often 
emphasize too broad a range of the network, while not many detailed investigations 
have been carried out regarding the close interactions between ramp metering and the 
nearby upstream signalized intersection, such as a diamond interchange. Ignoring the 
basic integration elements between ramp metering and upstream signals has lead to 
unsuccessful field operations (28, 29). 
 A limited number of literature sources were found to be related to this research 
subject. Gordon (71) studied the effect of the ramp-metering sampling interval on ramp 
queues. One of the conclusions of his study is that queue spillback can be significantly 
reduced by using a shorter sampling interval, i.e., a more responsive metering operation. 
His study mainly focused on the ramp metering itself without addressing how the 
upstream signal timing might affect the ramp queues.  
 Chaudhary and Messer (72) studied the ramp-metering queues given a fixed 
ramp-metering rate and stochastic traffic demand at an upstream diamond interchange. 
Their study was based on simplified assumptions of the diamond interchange timing 
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and traffic flow, and an empirical equation was developed for estimating the ramp 
queue length. For example, one of the simplifications was to consider only one side of 
the diamond interchange, and all the traffic departed from the signal was assumed to 
arrive at the ramp, which is not the case with the frontage road system.  
 Han and Reiss (73) studied the relationship between a simple two-phase 
upstream signal and a ramp meter. They concluded that using a varied ramp-metering 
rate would be more effective in eliminating the short-term queue spillback that resulted 
from signal-controlled vehicle arrivals.  
 Yuan and Kreer (74) addressed the ramp-queuing issue in modeling a 
coordinated ramp-metering system. In their proposed traffic flow models, they 
introduced a system constraint for the purpose of balancing the ramp queues among all 
the metered ramps within the system. However, their study did not consider the effect of 
an upstream signal on the ramp queue.  
 Gettman (45) also introduced a system constraint in his non-linear programming 
model to take into consideration the queue spillback issue, but he did not address how to 
achieve coordination between the diamond interchange and the ramp-metering signals. 
 Two studies found in the literature are more closely related to this research 
topic. One was conducted by Head and Mirchandani (75) to specifically look at the 
coordination between ramp-metering and diamond interchange operations. Their study 
sought to develop a real-time adaptive control system that would achieve the 
coordination between ramp metering and a diamond interchange’s operation. Their 
study focused more on the adaptive feature of the diamond interchange by developing 
detection and prediction algorithms. Consideration of ramp metering was limited to a 
fixed ramp-metering rate.  
 Venglar and Urbanik (76) proposed a system architecture aimed at developing 
an adaptive control system for a diamond interchange, incorporating various 
technologies including video detection, a traffic simulator, fiber-optic lane assignment 
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signing, and communication equipment. The system was intended to integrate various 
transportation modes and respond to various transportation needs. Unfortunately, ramp 
metering was not a component of the system. 
MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODELS 
With the advance of computing technology, microscopic simulation models have been 
widely used in studying transportation issues such as ramp-metering applications 
(27, 77, 78, 79). While various traffic simulation models are available, VISSIM (7) and 
Paramics (80) are two widely used microscopic simulation models for studying traffic 
problems, such as ramp metering. Unlike other microscopic simulation models such as 
CORSIM (81), INTEGRATION (82), and SimTraffic (83), both VISSIM and Paramics 
provide users with the flexibility of developing special signal control logics and 
algorithms, which are essential in evaluating new control strategies and algorithms. For 
example, VISSIM is equipped with a Vehicle Actuated Programming (VAP) function. 
VAP is similar to an advanced programming language, which allows users to develop 
and simulate any signal control algorithm in VISSIM. VAP also provides features such 
as incident detection and dynamic routing for system monitoring and management 
purposes. VISSIM was selected in this research as the model for evaluating and testing 
ICS. 
SUMMARY 
The state-of-the-art literature review indicates that a significant number of studies have 
been conducted in the individual areas of diamond interchange operations, freeway 
operations, and ramp-metering operations. Existing methodologies and models of 
diamond interchange operations are limited to isolated operations without consideration 
of the potential impact of ramp-metering queue spillback. A number of studies have 
also addressed integration between the freeway ramp-metering system and surface street 
arterial system. However, studies on integrated modeling and operations between a 
diamond interchange and ramp metering are limited. There are no methodologies and 
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procedures available to model the interactions between surface street diamond 
interchange signals and ramp-metering signals.  
 At most urban transportation networks, freeway ramps and ramp metering often 
exist in the vicinity of signalized diamond interchanges. As an essential element of 
either a coordinated freeway ramp-metering system or an integrated freeway/surface 
street system, ramp metering and its adjacent diamond interchange need to be treated as 
an integral system due to the close interactions between the ramp-metering signal and 
the diamond interchange signal. It is important to have a better understanding of the 
system operational characteristics for better managing system operations when 
integration strategies are sought. A major challenge of this research is then to build on 
what has been achieved individually in diamond interchange and ramp-metering 
operations. 
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CHAPTER III: 
MODELING METHODOLOGIES 
This chapter documents the enhanced modeling methodologies for an IDIRMS. The 
system boundaries and major elements are defined. Traffic demands at an IDIRMS are 
given in the form of an origin-destination (OD) matrix. Calculations of the related 
parameters are discussed, and a model is presented to estimate the OD matrix based on 
link volume counts. The enhanced modeling methodologies include diamond 
interchange together with freeway and ramp-metering operations. The methodologies 
address the close interactions between ramp-metering and diamond interchange 
operations, particularly the traffic flow profiles at the ramp meters and the impact of 
ramp queues on diamond interchange operations. A gap-acceptance-based model is also 
presented to derive the freeway volume thresholds for ramp-metering applications. 
 Modeling of the traffic queues and delays for freeway, ramp metering, and 
diamond interchange operations is based on the basic principle of the cumulative arrival 
and departure method as discussed in Chapter II. However, modeling of the external 
traffic movements at the diamond interchange is carried out on a cycle-by-cycle basis, 
where the vehicle arrivals are assumed uniform within the same cycle. Modeling of the 
freeway and ramp metering operations is carried out on a second-by-second basis, 
which is expected to provide enough accuracy due to the nature of the macroscopic or 
mesoscopic level analyses. 
INTEGRATED SYSTEM AND ITS MAJOR ELEMENTS 
System Definition and Its Boundaries 
The proposed IDIRMS and its system boundaries were shown previously in Figure 2. 
This is a type of diamond interchange with one-way frontage road systems, mostly seen 
in urban highways, such as in Texas. The system includes a diamond interchange, 
segment of freeway mainlines, and ramp meters on both on-ramps.  
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System Variables and Parameters 
Figure 12 illustrates the proposed numbering conventions for the traffic movements and 
demands in an IDIRMS. First, traffic demands in the system are defined by an OD 
matrix that includes six origins and six destinations, which can be used to derive the 14 
turning movements at the diamond interchange, the two freeway mainline flows, and 
the two on-ramp flows. Table 3 and Table 4 define the relationships among these 
various traffic flow variables.  
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FIGURE 12  Selected numbering convention for IDIRMS. 
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TABLE 3  Calculation of traffic movement demands 
Diamond/Ramp Location Movement Traffic Movement and OD Flows 
LT (M1) V1 = v1,3 + v5,3 
TH (M2) V2 = v1,5 + v5,5 + v5,1 
RT (M3) V3 = v1,4 + v5,4  
 
Left-Side Frontage 
Road  
U (M13) V13 = v5,6 + v5,2 + v1,6 
LT (M4) V4 = v3,2 + v3,6  
TH (M5) V5 = v3,3  
 
Arterial A-Direction  
(Left to Right)  
RT (M6) V6 = v3,1 + v3,5 
LT (M7) V7 = v6,4 + v2,4  
TH (M8) V8 = v6,6 + v6,2 + v2,6  
RT (M9) V9 = v6,3 + v2,3  
 
Right-Side Frontage 
Road  
U (M14) V14 = v6,5 + v6,1 + v2,5 
LT (M10) V10 = v4,1 + v4,5  
TH (M11) V11 = v4,4  
 
 
 
 
 
Diamond 
Interchange 
 
Arterial B-Direction  
(Right to Left) 
RT (M12) V12 = v4,6 + v4,2  
Left-Side Ramp  R1 R1 = v3,1 + v4,1 + v5,1 + v6,1 On-Ramp 
Right-Side Ramp  R2 R2 = v3,2 + v4,2 + v5,2 + v6,2 
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TABLE 4  Calculation of proportion of ramp traffic 
Ramp Movement, m Proportion, pm,r 
M2  
M6  
M10  
 
 
R1 
M14  
M8  
M12  
M4  
 
 
R2 
M13  
 
 The total traffic demand for on-ramp r, Rr, relates to the diamond interchange 
turning movements in the following equation:  
2,1),1,(,, =⋅=⋅= ∑∑ rxMincpUpR mm
m
rm
m
mrmr  (40) 
 
 
Origin-Destination Estimation 
One of the major input data requirements for analyzing an IDIRMS is the OD traffic 
demand matrix. OD flows can be obtained either from an actual OD survey or can be 
estimated based on specific link and turning movement counts. OD estimation is a 
complex subject in itself that has attracted significant research interest (84, 85, 86, 87). 
However, previous studies usually involved much larger networks with limited sample 
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link volume count data. Therefore, the estimated OD generally involved large errors and 
variations. For the system to be analyzed in this research, we have a relatively small-
scale network and can normally obtain sufficient traffic volume counts at key locations. 
A more reliable and accurate OD estimation is likely.  
 A non-linear optimization model developed in this research is presented below 
for an OD estimation based on link volume counts. The objective function can be 
expressed in Equation 41: 
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0, ≥dov  (44) 
 
 
 The objective function expressed in Equation 41 is to minimize the errors 
between the estimated variables (vo,d, V′m, R′r ) and the measured variables (VOo, VDd, 
Vm, Rr).  The minimization is to take place over all the OD flows, vi,j, subject to 
Equations 42 to 44. Equation 42 establishes the relationship between the estimated OD 
flows and the estimated turning movement flows. Equation 43 establishes an additional 
set of constrains for pm,r, the proportion of ramp traffic of each feeding movement. Each 
pm,r is subject to the lower boundary, αm,r, and the higher boundary, βm,r, which would 
be determined either based on field measurement or estimation. Equation 44 defines 
that the OD flows must be positive. 
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 The above non-linear programming model can be solved using several 
optimization algorithms (e.g., the Newton algorithm) included in the Solver function of 
Excel. The following illustrates an example of the OD estimation process and results. 
 
Origin Flows, VOo:  
VO1 = 7150, VO2 = 3850, VO3 = 520, VO4 = 610, VO5 = 767, VO6 = 413 
Destination Flows, VDd:  
VD1 = 7430, VD2 = 3782, VD3 = 344, VD4 = 631, VD5 = 912, VD6 = 210 
Turning Movement Counts, Vm:  
V1 = 81, V2 = 1359, V3 = 133, V4 = 130, V5 = 140, V6 = 250, V7 = 329,  
V8 = 171, V9 = 124, V10 = 340, V11 = 170, V12 = 100, V13 = 9, V14 = 58 
On-Ramp and Off-Ramp Counts, Rr, Roff,r:   
R1 = 1095, R2 = 201, Roff,1 = 815, Roff,2 = 269 
The boundary values of αm,r and βm,r must be positive numbers, and the range of 
values can be specified if they can be estimated.  
Table 5 is the estimated OD matrix. A comparison between the assumed flows 
and the estimated flows is shown in Figure 13. A perfect match can be seen between the 
two flows as indicated by R2 = 1. The resulting pm,r values are given below: 
p2,1 = 0.40, p6,1 = 0.83, p10,1 = 0.86, p14,1 = 0.98, 
p8,2 = 0.53, p12,2 = 0.33, p4,2 = 0.52, p13,2 = 1.00 
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TABLE 5  Origin-destination estimation results 
O/D D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 VOo 
^
oVO  
O1 6335 _ 79 117 619 0 7150 7150 
O2 _ 3581 63 159 0 47 3850 3850 
O3 207 67 140 _ 43 63 520 520 
O4 292 33 _ 170 48 67 610 610 
O5 540 9 1 16 201 0 767 767 
O6 57 92 61 170 2 32 413 413 
VDd 7430 3782 344 631 912 210 
^
dVD  
7430 3782 344 631 912 210 
 
Total = 13310 
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FIGURE 13  Comparison between assumed counts and estimated flows. 
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When the complete turning movement and link volume counts are available, the 
only additional estimates given by the OD estimation process are the pm,r values. Of 
course, the same procedure can still be used to provide estimates if only a portion of the 
volume counts are available. An OD matrix is usually given in a transportation planning 
process through travel demand forecasting models. In this case, the values of all other 
traffic flow variables can be derived based on the relationships defined in Table 3 and 
Table 4.  
ENHANCED DIAMOND INTERCHANGE MODELING 
As discussed in Chapter II, the existing models for analyzing diamond interchange 
operations lack consideration of queue spillback from ramp meters. The existing 
modeling methodologies are also based on deterministic traffic demands without 
consideration of random traffic flows. An enhanced modeling methodology was 
developed in this research to overcome the shortcomings of the existing models. The 
enhanced methodology was designed to perform operational analysis over multiple 
cycles, with consideration of not only the random traffic flow variations, but also the 
effect of ramp-metering queue spillback. The modeling methodology is addressed next 
in separate procedures for the external and internal movements.  
Delay and Queue Modeling for the External Movements 
The cumulative arrival and departure method as described in Chapter II was used to 
model the delays and queues for the external movements at the diamond interchange 
with consideration of ramp queue spillback. Figure 14 through Figure 17 illustrate 
various cases for a particular signal cycle where an initial queue, a residual queue, and 
ramp queue spillback conditions exist. Figure 14 represents a more generalized case and 
was used in the following discussions to demonstrate how queues and delays were 
calculated. It is noted that modeling of the external movements at the diamond 
interchange was carried out on a cycle-by-cycle basis due to the assumption of uniform 
arrival within a cycle. However, the impeded departure flow, S′m, due to ramp queue 
spillback needs to be obtained based on second-by-second modeling, which will be 
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addressed in the section of modeling freeway and ramp metering operations. 
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FIGURE 14  Profile with residual queue and spillback (case 1). 
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FIGURE 15  Profile with spillback but no residual queue (case 2). 
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FIGURE 16  Profile without residual queue and no spillback (case 3). 
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FIGURE 17  Profile with residual queue and no spillback (case 4). 
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 As shown in Figure 14, the average traffic demand for movement m during a 
particular cycle j was assumed to be jmV . 
j
mV  was different among cycles for 
considering the random variations. Traffic would discharge from the interchange 
approach at saturation flow rate Sm when no ramp queue spillback occurred, and at a 
reduced flow rate S′m when ramp queue spillback occurred. There may exist both an 
initial queue, 1−jmN , and a residual queue,
j
mN . The residual queue consists of a portion 
due to signal over-saturation itself ( jmNC ) and a portion due to ramp queue spillback 
( jmNR ). The exact total delay for traffic movement m during the cycle can be 
represented by the total areas of the queue polygon (areas of A1, A2, and A3). In fact, if 
j
mNR  in Figure 14 could be obtained, the delay calculations could be carried out without 
having to know S′m. The calculation of jmNR  will be addressed later in the section on 
modeling ramp queue spillback. 
 jmNC  can be determined based on Equation 45: 
1
3600
)( −+−= jm
j
m
j
mj
m NC
cVNC  (45) 
  
 jmc , the unimpeded capacity of movement m, can be calculated based on 
Equation 46: 
m
j
mj
m SC
rCc −=  (46) 
 
 The total shaded areas of the queue polygon represent the total delays 
experienced by the vehicles arriving in the current cycle j. The total delays are 
calculated from the following equations: 
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 The average delay for movement m during cycle j is: 
j
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 The queue length is represented by the vertical distance in the queue polygon in 
Figure 14. The maximum number of vehicles in the queue usually occurs at the start of 
the green interval.  
Delays and Queues for the Internal Movements  
Modeling of the queues and delays for the internal movements (i.e., the left-turn and 
through movements within the interchange) is based on the basic principle of the delay-
difference-of-offset method as discussed in Chapter II but with consideration of the 
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impact of ramp-metering queues. The internal movements have unique traffic arrival 
and departure patterns determined based on the diamond phasing schemes, spacing, and 
traffic flows. In this section, the flow profiles are depicted for the two types of phasing 
schemes studied: three-phase and four-phase. Calculations of the related parameters, 
delays, and queues are then expressed in mathematical form.  
Three-Phase  
Figure 18 shows the arrival profile for the internal through movement at the left-side 
diamond interchange (denoted as MA) with three-phase operation, and Figure 19 is the 
cumulative arrival and departure flow profiles. The time reference zero of the profile is 
the start of the frontage road phases (φ4 and φ8). Note that MA, being serviced by the 
overlap phase A, has the green indication during the arterial phase (φ2) and the internal 
left-turn phase (φ1). It has the red indication during the frontage road phases (φ4 and 
φ8).  
 The first part of the platoon traffic is from M7, the left-turn movement from the 
right-side frontage road. It arrives at the left-side diamond interchange at time t1, which 
is equal to the travel time, TT2,1. After the platoon, the arrival flow becomes the average 
demand flow of V7, represented by the dashed line. The flow drops to zero during the 
lost time l8. For simplicity, the flow depicted in the dashed line was converted into the 
average flow rate, V′7, over the non-saturated portion of phase 8. The next platoon 
arrival is from M11, the right-side arterial approach with the average flow of V11. The 
end of the arrival profile, t5, marks the end of green for phase 6, after which there are no 
further arrivals.  
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FIGURE 18  Arrival flow profile for the internal through  
movement (MA): three-phase. 
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FIGURE 19  Arrival/departure flow profiles for the internal through  
movement (MA): three-phase. 
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 Equation 53 through Equation 57 describe the calculations of the variables 
shown in Figure 18. Assume random arrival for the traffic movements (e.g., M7, M8) on 
the frontage road approaches; then: 
77
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 For the arterial approach movements (e.g., M4_5, M10_11), the random arrival 
assumption would not be appropriate due to the fact that the diamond interchange is 
most likely coordinated with adjacent traffic signals. Therefore, the following equations 
are more appropriate for calculating gq,6-11: 
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 Note that when an arrival is random, P10_11 = g6/C and gq,6-11 can be simplified 
as: 
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 Equation 58 through Equation 64 describe the calculations of delay and queue 
for the internal through movement (MA): 
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 gq,A is solved from Equation 60: 
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 Similarly, the traffic flow profiles for the internal left-turn movement (M10) are 
depicted in Figure 20 and Figure 21.  
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FIGURE 20  Arrival flow profile for the internal left-turn  
movement (M10): three-phase. 
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FIGURE 21  Arrival/departure flow profile for the internal left-turn movement 
(M10) with ramp queue spillback: three-phase. 
 
In Figure 21, the effect of ramp queue spillback is indicated by the reduced 
saturation flow rate, S10′. Other related parameters are calculated based on Equation 65 
through Equation 70 for the internal left-turn movement (M10): 
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Note that gq,6-10 = gq,6-11 when M10 and M11 are assumed to distribute evenly 
among all the travel lanes on the arterial approach. 
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 Similarly, the queues and delays for the internal movements at the right-side 
interchange are depicted in Figure 22 and Figure 23 and in Equation 71 through 
Equation 74: 
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FIGURE 22  Arrival flow profile for the internal through  
movement (MB): three-phase. 
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FIGURE 23  Arrival flow profile for the internal left-turn  
movement (M4): three-phase. 
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Four-Phase 
With four-phase operation, the traffic flow profiles are depicted in Figure 24 through 
Figure 27. Note that the start of φ1 is referenced as the time zero point. The initial offset 
t1 of two seconds for the first platoon arrival (see Figure 24) indicates the 2-second 
difference between travel time and the overlap phase in four-phase operation, i.e., the 
platoon from the right-side arterial (φ6) arrives two seconds after phase 1 starts. Setting 
the overlap two seconds shorter than the travel time is a common practice to ensure 
drivers see the signal turning green without incurring significant deceleration. Queues 
and delays for the internal movements can be calculated using equations similar to those 
for the three-phase operation. 
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FIGURE 24  Arrival flow profile for the internal through  
movement (MA): four-phase. 
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FIGURE 25  Arrival flow profile for the internal left-turn  
movement (M10): four-phase. 
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FIGURE 26  Arrival flow profile for the internal through  
movement (MB): four-phase. 
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FIGURE 27  Arrival flow profile for the internal left-turn  
movement (M4): four-phase. 
 
FREEWAY AND RAMP-METERING OPERATIONS 
Modeling of freeway and ramp-metering operations is also based on the cumulative 
arrival and departure methodology with consideration of stochastic traffic flow on the 
freeway mainline and the unique arrival flow patterns at the ramp meters that resulted 
from the upstream diamond interchange signal. The cumulative arrival/departure flows 
on the freeway mainlines and the ramps are derived for every 1-second interval based 
on the flow-balance principle (72).  First, a gap-acceptance-based model is introduced 
for determining ramp-metering thresholds. Mathematical formulations are then given to 
describe the modeling process for freeway operations and ramp metering. Finally, the 
representation of ramp arrival flow profiles is described. 
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Ramp-Metering Threshold 
As discussed in Chapter II, ramp metering is effective only when the freeway mainline 
traffic reaches a minimum threshold value. Currently, most ramp-metering thresholds 
are empirically derived based on field observations. In this section, a model based on 
the gap-acceptance theory was presented which explored the characteristics at a freeway 
merge and the effect of ramp-control strategies. The modeling process also yielded a 
theoretically derived ramp-metering threshold.  
 Figure 28 illustrates three cases for a typical freeway merge operation, when no 
disruption would occur to the freeway mainline traffic: (a) a freeway mainline gap is 
large enough to handle the ramp traffic; (b) the mainline gap is not large enough, but the 
vehicle can slow down to yield a large gap; and (c) the mainline gap is not large 
enough, but the freeway vehicle can make a lane change and yield a large gap. In the 
figure, a platoon size of four vehicles is shown. These three conditions were used to 
establish the mainline volume threshold when ramp metering is not necessary. 
Obviously, the volume threshold is related to the size of the platoon.  
 In general, the distribution of the headways/gaps in a traffic stream follows a 
function f(τ) = f(τ,V), where τ is the length of the headway and V the traffic volume in 
vehicles per second. One of the commonly used headway distributions for traffic stream 
is the Cowan’s M3 model (88). Sullivan and Troutbeck (89) proved that the Cowan’s 
M3 model can accurately represent vehicle headways in both freeway and arterial street.  
 Cowan’s M3 model is a dichotomized distribution. Its cumulative density 
function, F(τ), is given in Equation 75. Cowan’s M3 model was evolved from the 
shifted negative exponential distribution with two additional parameters: ε, the 
proportion of free-moving vehicles, and θ, the flow rate within non-bunched vehicles. ε 
and the minimum headway, δ, in Equation 75 need to be calibrated based on site 
locations. For example, the factors affecting ε include the flow rate, the number of 
travel lanes, the traffic composition, and the distance to an upstream signal (90).  
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FIGURE 28  Freeway merge and gap conditions without disturbance. 
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 For normal traffic conditions without impedance of upstream signals such as the 
freeway traffic, the following equations apply (91): 
δε ⋅−= V1  (76) 
 
V=θ  (77) 
 Thus, Equation 75 yields: 
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 To further model the ramp-merging process, the traffic volume in the merging 
lane needs to be known, which can be obtained if the total mainline volume and the lane 
volume distribution are known. In this research, field data were collected at two site 
locations for estimating the lane flow distributions. One of the sites is a two-lane 
freeway section in College Station, Texas. The other site is a three-lane freeway section 
in Toronto, Canada.  
 Based on the data from the two-lane freeway in College Station, Texas, the 
proportion of lane volume distribution, pl, has the regression form shown in  
Equation 79: 
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 Based on the field data collected in the three-lane freeway section in Toronto, 
Canada, the lane volume distribution has the following regression form shown in 
Equation 80:  
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 Figure 29 and Figure 30 illustrate the above regression equations. As can be 
seen from these figures, the proportion of traffic volume in the merge lane (lane 1), p1, 
decreases as the freeway flow increases, which is consistent with the results 
documented in Figure 3.6 of May’s Traffic Flow Fundamentals (40). However, this 
contradicts the results found by Park (92). Park indicates that p1 increases as freeway 
volume increases.  
 Once pl is obtained, the traffic flows in each lane can then be calculated:  
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 The probability of no disruption to freeway mainline traffic, as defined in the 
three cases shown in Figure 28, can be determined and used to determine the ramp-
metering threshold based on an assumed acceptable level of probability. For case a, the 
probability of no disruption, PND,a, is equal to the probability that the length of a gap in 
the mainline traffic stream in lane 1 is larger than the platoon size, B, measured in 
seconds. That is, the probability of no disruption in this case is simply the probability of 
τ ≥ B.  
)(
1,
1)(1)( δτ εττ −⋅−⋅==−=≥= BVaND leBFBPP  (82) 
 
 where ε1 is the proportion of non-bunched vehicles in lane 1 traffic of the 
freeway mainline. 
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FIGURE 29  Lane flow distribution: two-lane freeway. 
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FIGURE 30  Lane flow distribution: three-lane freeway. 
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  For case b, we are looking for the probability of τ1+ τ2>B + δ under the 
condition of τ1≤B, where τ1and τ2 are two consecutive gaps in the major stream. We can 
consider the event of τ1+ τ2>B + δ and the event of τ1≤B to be independent; thus, we 
have: 
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 Since τ1+ τ2obeys the shifted-Erlang distribution (93), we have: 
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 For case c, the probability of no disruption, PND,c, is the probability of τ1 < B, τ2 
> τc,2, and τ1+ τ2 < B + δ. Thus, the probability of no disruption is: 
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 Once the platoon size of the ramp traffic, B, measured in seconds is known, PND 
can then be obtained from the equations described above. For example, with random 
arrival (no upstream signal), B can be estimated by: 
R
R
x
hx
B −= 1  (89) 
   
 Equation 89 indicates that the ramp volume-to-capacity ratio, xR, is a major 
variable to determine the size of the platoon, B. The capacity of the freeway on-ramp, 
cramp, can be calculated based on either the gap-acceptance model as shown in  
Equation 90 or based on the HCM linear model as shown in Equation 91: 
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 Figure 31 illustrates the probabilities of no disruption as defined in Equation 82, 
Equation 83, Equation 87, and Equation 88 for a three-lane freeway and with random 
ramp arrivals. The capacity is based on the HCM deterministic capacity formula shown 
in Equation 91, and the ramp traffic demand is 500 vph. Figure 32 illustrates the 
probability of no disruption with different ramp demand levels. If the acceptable 
probability level is assumed to be 0.90, the mainline threshold without disruption is 
approximately between 3500 vph and 4500 vph for a three-lane freeway. In the next 
section of this chapter, the modeling of the ramp-metering operations in determining the 
ramp-metering rate is discussed, which applies the mainline volume threshold to 
determine whether the meter should be on or off (refer to Equation 95 in the next 
section). 
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FIGURE 31  Probabilities of no disruption. 
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FIGURE 32  Probability of no disruption with random ramp arrival. 
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 The above gap-acceptance-based threshold model provides a first step to explore 
ramp-metering thresholds from the theoretical point of view. The model could be 
expanded to conduct more detailed investigations on this subject. Further research 
results can be found in a possible future publication (94).  
Freeway and Ramp Metering  
The modeling of freeway and ramp-metering operations in this research consists of 
procedures for determining traffic-responsive ramp-metering rate, stochastic freeway 
mainline capacity, queues, and delays on both the ramps and the mainlines. Again, the 
cumulative arrival/departure method is used to calculate queues and delays. The 
analysis is carried out on a second-by-second basis, including detailed descriptions of 
the arrival and departure flow profiles.  
 Equation 92 through Equation 94 derive the freeway mainline flow expected to 
arrive immediately upstream of the on-ramp at time interval t. The initial randomly 
generated demand, )(tFr , is capped at a level that equals a factor γ times the free-flow 
capacity, Frc , representing the maximum flow rate that could get to the ramp merge 
point. )(tFr′′  is the average flow at time step t during the ramp-metering interval, a. 
)(tFr′′  will be used to determine the ramp-metering rate in Equation 95 so that the same 
ramp-metering rate would result in the same metering interval. 
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 The ramp-metering rate determined from Equation 95 follows the basic demand-
capacity principle as described in Equation 24. However, it does have a component of 
terminating ramp-metering operation if the mainline flow is below the metering 
threshold, VT, where SRr, the ramp queue flush rate, would result.  
 Equations 96 through 99 represent the cumulative arrival and departure method 
in discrete forms. Equation 96 is the number of cumulative arrivals for the ramp, r. 
Equation 97 is the ramp queue length at time t. Equation 98 is the cumulative departure 
function at the ramp. Equation 99 is the ramp throughput flow at time t.  
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 Equation 100 determines the freeway mainline capacity at time t, which has the 
two-capacity nature with random variations, as given by the random variable generation 
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function, 1−F (). 1−F () produces a random variable based on the normal distribution 
with the mean freeway capacity, either cQr or cFr, and the standard deviation, either σQr, 
or σFr, depending on the conditions described in Equation 100. The mean capacities and 
their standard deviations would have to be obtained either from field studies or through 
simulation. η in Equation 100 is called the breakdown factor (calibrated at 1.3 later in 
the dissertation) to reflect that the freeway will break down once the bottleneck demand 
is 1.3 times or higher than the free-flow capacity, Frc . Introducing ηin the equation is to 
allow freeway to maintain at free-flow condition even with marginal queues on the 
freeway. 
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 Equations 101 through 104 represent the modeling process using the discrete 
form cumulative arrival and departure method for the freeway mainline. Equation 105 
and Equation 106 are the total delays in terms of vehicle-hours for the ramp and the 
mainline, respectively. 
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Ramp Arrival Flow Profiles 
Modeling ramp operations using the cumulative arrival and departure method requires 
adequate description of the traffic arrival and departure flow profiles. With the 
existence of upstream diamond interchange signals, vehicles arrive at the metered on-
ramps with unique flow structures, which are related to the type of control and the 
signal timing at the diamond interchange signals. Similar to the graphical description of 
the internal traffic movement profiles, the ramp arrival profiles are created considering 
the diamond signal phasing, timing, and flow distribution between the ramp and the 
frontage road. Only the profiles for R1 are illustrated below to demonstrate the 
processes for creating the profiles. Profiles for R2 follow the same procedures. The 
profiles do not take into account the possible platoon dispersion as traffic moves 
downstream to the ramp. 
Profiles without Arterial Right-Turn Control 
When the arterial right-turn traffic and the U-turn traffic are not controlled by the 
diamond signal, uniform arrivals are assumed for the right-turn and U-turn traffic. 
Figure 33 is the arrival flow profile with the three-phase scheme.  
 Each traffic movement controlled by the diamond interchange signal (i.e., M2 
and M10 in this case) would leave the diamond interchange and arrive at the ramp with 
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two flow regimes: the saturated queue discharge regime and the unsaturated regime. 
The flow rate (Wj) is the actual traffic flow rate arriving at R1, which does not include 
the traffic going to the frontage road. For example, during the frontage road phases (φ4 
andφ8), the first portion of the flow, Wj, occurs when the frontage road movement M2 
discharges at its saturation flow rate (S2). Therefore, Wj is composed of the flows S2, V6, 
and V14. After the queue of M2 is cleared, the flow rate reduces to its average demand 
(V2). After the green interval of φ4 and during φ2, the only components of the ramp 
arrival flows are those from the arterial right-turn movement (M6) and the U-turn 
movement (M14). The relationship between the individual flows should satisfy: 
∑
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FIGURE 33  Ramp arrival flow profile without right-turn control: three-phase. 
  
 The related parameters in Figure 33 are calculated in the following equations:  
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 Figure 34 is the ramp arrival flow profile with the four-phase scheme. For the 
case of four-phase diamond phasing, the profile needs to take into consideration the 
phases of the other side interchange (i.e., φ6 and φ8). The dashed line during the period 
between t1 and  t2 is a more accurate representation of the actual arrival flow; however, 
for modeling purposes, the flow profile is simplified by using the average flow rate 
during the unsaturated green portion and the clearance interval.  
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FIGURE 34  Ramp arrival flow profile without right-turn control: four-phase. 
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 The related parameters in Figure 34 are calculated in the following equations: 
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 When arterial traffic has random arrival: 
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 As shown in Figure 33 and Figure 34, the ramp arrival profiles with both three-
phase and four-phase can be represented with five different flow regimes when the 
arterial right-turn traffic movement is not controlled by the signal.  
Profiles with Arterial Right-Turn Control 
When the arterial right-turn movement is controlled with the arterial through movement 
and with a signal, the profiles will be different. Figure 35 shows the ramp arrival profile 
with a three-phase phasing scheme, which includes six flow regimes.   
 The related parameters in Figure 35 are calculated in the following equations: 
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FIGURE 35  Ramp arrival flow profile with right-turn control: three-phase. 
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 Figure 36 shows the profile with right-turn control and four-phase, and the 
related parameters, gq,4-2, gq,6-10, gq,2-6, u6, u10, V′2, and V′10, have been defined 
previously. 
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FIGURE 36  Ramp arrival flow profile with right-turn control: four-phase. 
 
MODELING RAMP QUEUE SPILLBACK  
At the diamond interchange, the traffic released from the diamond signal may 
experience impedance from ramp queues once queue spillback occurs. In the previous 
section on modeling diamond interchange operations, the impeded discharging flow rate 
and the residual queues that resulted from ramp queue impedance need to be 
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determined. This section documents the modeling process of ramp queue spillback and 
how these variables are obtained.  
When there is sufficient storage between the ramp meter and the diamond signal 
to store the vehicle queues, the diamond interchange signal can discharge the vehicles 
according to the traffic flow profiles depicted in Figure 33 through Figure 36 without 
incurring any impedance. However, when the storage space is filled with queued 
vehicles due to either limited spacing or simply over-saturation, the ramp queues would 
impede traffic flows discharged from the diamond signals, resulting in reduced capacity 
and increased delay for the affected traffic movements. Previous studies on modeling 
queue spillback at signalized intersections used two general approaches. One approach 
is to reduce the saturation flow rate (95, 96).  For example, Messer and Bonneson (95) 
proposed using a simple factor to adjust the saturation flow rate based on the queue 
length of the downstream link. The other approach is to reduce the effective green time 
(97), considering the queue block effect as equivalent to the loss of effective green time. 
Both approaches proved to be appropriate in reaching similar modeling results.  
 Since the ramp operations and ramp queues are modeled on a second-by-second 
basis, it is possible to have a detailed modeling of the impact of spillback on diamond 
interchange operations. The following discussions describe the proposed modeling 
methodology, which follows the approach of adjusting discharge flows. 
 The basic principle used to model vehicle discharge from the diamond signal 
with potential queue spillback is that the vehicle would discharge at a flow rate that is 
governed by a minimum of three flows: the actual demand flow, the saturation flow, 
and the spillback and blocking flow. Because not all the traffic discharged from the 
diamond interchange will arrive at the ramp (some will go to the frontage road), there 
are two steps involved in deriving the number of vehicles impeded and the residual 
queues for the diamond movements that feed the ramp. The first step is to calculate the 
number of impeded vehicles in terms of the ramp arrival flow rate. The second step is 
then to convert the ramp vehicles to the diamond feeding movement vehicles.  
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 Equation 117 shows the calculation of the ramp arrival flow rate at time t, which 
constitutes a portion of the flows from the diamond movements: 
)](),(),([)( tVtVtVMintV BrMrWrr =  (117) 
 
 In Equation 117, VWr(t) is the unimpeded demand flow when there is no queue 
spillback to the diamond signal so that vehicles can discharge freely from the signal 
according to traffic flow profiles described in Figure 33 through Figure 36. VMr(t) is the 
maximum possible flow rate that can be discharged from the diamond signal that would 
arrive at the ramp meter. VMr(t) is the portion of flow that would arrive at the ramp 
meter when the diamond signal is discharging at saturation flow rates during a 
particular phase. VMr(t) varies depending on the diamond phasing scheme, and its values 
are determined based on Table 6. 
TABLE 6  Determination of VMr(t) values 
Time and Maximum Flows  
Phasing Scheme 
 
Phase Sequence  
(Ramp 1/Ramp 2) 
No Right-Turn 
Control 
With Right-Turn 
Control 
φ4/φ8 t2, W1 t2, W1 
φ2/φ6 t3, W3 t4, W3 
 
Three-Phase 
φ1/φ5 t5, W4 t6, W5 
φ4/φ8 t2, W1 t2, W1 
φ6/φ2 t5 - φ2, W3 t7 - φ2, W3 
 
Four-Phase 
φ8,2/φ4,6 t5, W5 t7, W6 
Note: Refer to Figure 33 through Figure 36 for referencing tj, Wj. 
  
  
 As an example for ramp 1 with three-phase and no right-turn control (refer to  
Figure 33), the phasing sequence is φ4, φ2, φ1. W1 is the ramp arrival flow when M2 
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discharges at its saturation flow rate. This flow can last to the point at t2 as long as there 
is sufficient demand. W3 is the ramp arrival flow when M6 and M14 discharge at their 
saturation flow rates, and it can last to the point at t3. W4 is the ramp arrival flow when 
M10 of φ1 discharges at its saturation flow rate, and it can last to the point at t5.  
 VBr(t) is the flow that would result in queue spillback at ramp r to block the 
diamond signal, which can be determined based on Equation 118: 
)()]1([3600)( tMtqQtV rRrRrBr +−−=  (118) 
 
 The ramp queue storage space, QRr, is expressed in an integer number and is 
assumed to be constant, although it may actually change depending on the ramp 
metering rate and the vehicle moving speed. Chapter V includes discussions on this 
assumption and how it should be counted when calibrating and validating the model 
based on microscopic simulation. In order to ensure enough accuracy, the queue length, 
qRr, needs to carry a significant number of digits because the analysis is on a 1-second 
basis. Equation 118 also implies that even with the queue storage filled up at time t, the 
ramp would still receive vehicle arrivals at the same rate as the metering rate, Mr(t).  
 The above modeling approach to the blocking flow rate does not take into 
consideration the time lag for the current ramp-metering rate to take place at the 
diamond interchange location. The time lag is a result of a backward-moving 
shockwave due to changes in ramp-metering rates between metering intervals. For 
example, during the queue flush mode, Mr(t) reaches the highest metering rate, i.e., the 
saturation flow rate at the ramp. However, this ramp discharging flow rate could only 
take effect some time later when the backward shockwave reaches the diamond signal.  
 In general, the shockwave effect should not significantly impact the modeling 
results in this research. With queue flush operation, the advanced queue detector could 
be placed at such a location that the ramp queue would never reach the diamond signal 
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and cause blocking to the signal. When queue flush is not used, the shockwave effect 
would not be so obvious because dramatic changes in metering rates between metering 
intervals are not expected in real operations. Due to the complexity of accurately 
determining the shockwave speed (e.g., the ramp does not have a uniform arrival flow 
due to the diamond signal) and the insignificant impact on the modeling results, the 
modeling process used in this research does not specifically address the shockwave 
effect. 
 Given the demand profile and the discharge profile at the ramp, any vehicles that 
cannot be discharged freely are considered residual queues for the current cycle. These 
residual queues are recorded and will be used to calculate the traffic demand for the 
following cycle. They are also used to calculate delays, as discussed earlier in this 
chapter, where both the initial queue and the residual queue are taken into 
consideration. 
 Calculations of the residual queues are performed for each diamond movement 
that feeds the ramp, once the number of residual queues in terms of the ramp traffic is 
obtained with the procedures described. The ramp residual queues are distributed 
among all ramp-feeding movements based on the pm,r values of the current cycle. 
Depending on the type of phasing scheme and whether the arterial right-turn movement 
is controlled by the signal, the distribution of the residual queues among all the 
movements is different. The following procedure illustrates when the diamond operates 
at three-phase and the arterial right-turn movement is not controlled by the signal. 
 During the current cycle j, the traffic demands feeding R1 from the four feeding 
movements (M2, M6, M10, and M14) are given by Equation 119 through Equation 122:  
jjj VpV 21,212 =−  (119) 
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jjj VpV 101,10110 =−  (120) 
 
jjj VpV 61,616 =−  (121) 
 
jjj VpV 141,14114 =−  (122) 
 
 The phasing sequence at the diamond signal is φ4, φ2, φ1. The residual ramp 
queues are recorded as jN 4φ , 
jN 2φ ,
jN 1φ , respectively, during each phase. Note that the 
arterial right-turn movement (M6) and the U-turn traffic (M14) are free movements and 
are assumed to arrive at the ramp uniformly. Therefore, jN 4φ  is contributed by three 
movements: M2, M6, and M14; jN 2φ  is contributed by two movements: M6 and M14; 
and jN 1φ  is contributed by three movements: M10, M6, and M14.  
 The residual queue for M2, jNR2  is then: 
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 The residual queue for M10, jNR10 , is determined by: 
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 The residual queue for M6, jNR6 , is determined by: 
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 The residual queue for M14, jNR14 , is determined by: 
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 The queues distributed in this way have the underlying assumption that once the 
ramp queue blocks the diamond signal, the entire feeding movement will be blocked, 
including that traffic heading for the frontage road. However, spillback has no impact 
on those diamond movements that do not feed the on-ramps, such as the right-turn and 
left-turn movements on the frontage road, and the arterial through movements. The 
modeled situation is equivalent to the case when no blocking to the cross-street traffic is 
allowed, i.e., no interchange lockup would occur. 
 When the arterial right-turn movement is controlled by the signal, the 
distribution of the residual queues would be slightly different with the equations 
described below. The residual queue for M2, jNR2 , is determined by: 
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 The residual queue for M10, jNR10 , is determined by: 
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 The residual queue for M6, jNR6 , is determined by: 
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 The residual queue for M14, jNR14 , is determined by: 
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SUMMARY 
Major modeling methodologies were developed and documented in this chapter for 
IDIRMS. The cumulative arrival and departure method was the basis for estimating 
performance measures at different traffic facilities within an IDIRMS. A non-linear 
programming model was developed for estimating the OD matrix, which is a major 
system input for analyzing IDIRMS. The OD estimation model can be solved using the 
Solver function included in Excel. Enhanced methodologies were developed for 
analyzing diamond interchange performance, with a special consideration of the impact 
of ramp-metering queue spillback. Modeling of queue spillback was only considered 
blocking on the ramp-feeding movements from the diamond interchange. Blocking on 
the cross-street traffic movements and interchange lockup were not considered but 
identified as potential future research topics. The ramp-metering threshold was 
investigated from the gap-acceptance theory, and the modeling process provided a 
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starting point for further research on the issues related to the ramp-metering threshold. 
Modeling methodologies were also developed for freeway and ramp-metering 
operations. Ramp traffic arrival profiles were established based on the diamond 
interchange signal timing and traffic flow, which are essential elements for providing 
reliable estimates of ramp performances. The two-capacity phenomenon was 
specifically considered in modeling freeway operations with ramp metering. 
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CHAPTER IV: 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DRIVE SOFTWARE  
This chapter documents the development of DRIVE (Diamond Interchange Ramp 
Metering Integration Via Evaluation), a computer software that implemented the 
modeling methodologies documented in Chapter III. DRIVE was designed to perform 
simulation and analysis for an IDIRMS, including performance measures at the 
diamond interchange, freeway ramp meters, and freeway mainlines. DRIVE is 
characterized as a mesoscopic simulation and analysis model. It models the traffic flow 
at the macroscopic level, but the stochastic variation in traffic demands was taken into 
consideration in a multi-cycle analysis process. Mesoscopic models have the advantage 
of the faster computing speed that macroscopic models possess while still considering 
the stochastic traffic flows as microscopic simulation models do. The main features and 
the modeling process of DRIVE were documented. A sample case study was also 
presented to illustrate its applications and modeling capabilities.  
SOFTWARE FEATURES 
DRIVE is characterized as a mesoscopic simulation and analysis model, written using 
the VisualBasic programming language in Excel. VisualBasic in Excel has the 
advantages of both the traditional VisualBasic programming language features and 
Excel spreadsheet functions. Excel also served as the simple user interface for 
processing input and output information. The modeling methodologies documented in 
Chapter III serve as the primary theoretical basis for DRIVE. The current version of 
DRIVE was designed to perform analysis for a duration of 100 diamond signal cycles, 
considering stochastic traffic flow variations over the entire analysis period. The 
modeling features in DRIVE present significant enhancements over deterministic 
models such as PASSER III and HCM. Table 7 summarizes the major input and output 
parameters and variables for DRIVE. 
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TABLE 7  Input/output information for DRIVE  
Input/Output Input Data and Performance Measures 
Traffic Demand OD Traffic Demand Matrix 
 
 
 
 
Geometry and Traffic 
Flow  
Diamond: Internal storage space, lane 
configuration, diamond spacing, arterial speed 
On-Ramp/Frontage Road: Ramp queue storage, 
queue block storage, ramp-metering rates, queue 
flush rate 
Freeway: Free-flow capacity and its standard 
deviation, queue-discharge capacity and its 
standard deviation, freeway breakdown factor 
 
Signal Timing Cycle length, phasing scheme, lost time, metering 
interval 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Input 
Other  Right-turn control type, meter flush mode, signal 
control type, fixed or stochastic demand option, 
random number seed  
 
Diamond Interchange 
Total delay, average delay, maximum queue, 95-
percentile queue, average queue, residual queue  
 
 
Ramp 
Throughput, maximum queue, 95-percentile 
queue, average queue, total delay, average delay, 
number of queue flush, time duration of queue 
flush, ramp-meter attainability, % time ramp queue 
spillback, % time queue blockage  
Freeway Throughput, total delay, average delay 
 
 
 
 
 
Output 
 
Summary Profiles 
For every time step: Queue length on both freeway 
mainline and on-ramp, ramp-metering rates, 
freeway mainline and on-ramp throughputs  
   
 The required data inputs mainly include those required for analyzing individual 
traffic facilities within an IDIRMS. However, the analysis considers the 
interrelationships among these system components in an integrated fashion and provides 
performance measures based on a comprehensive modeling process. In addition to the 
direct summary output for those specified performance measures, DRIVE also creates 
ASCII data files, detailing the second-by-second queue length and traffic flow rate at 
each traffic facility. These ASCII files can later be imported into standard software 
packages such as Excel for plotting various traffic flow profiles.  
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MODULES AND FLOW CHART 
The DRIVE software consists of several modeling and computational modules, which 
are depicted in Figure 37. The modeling workflow chart is shown in Figure 38. 
FLOW GENERATION  
Generation of stochastic traffic flow demands in DRIVE consisted of two components: 
the freeway mainline demands (i.e., random flows with means of v1,1, v2,2) and the 
surface street demands (i.e., all other OD flows). The Poisson distribution has been 
widely used for generating random traffic flows in studying traffic issues. Figure 39 
shows the probability density functions with different λ values, the average number of 
arrivals during time interval t. As can be observed in Figure 39, when λ is greater than 
10, the Poisson distribution can be approximated by a Normal distribution. Therefore, in 
DRIVE, the Poisson distribution was used for generating the traffic demands for the 
surface street OD flows, while a Normal distribution was used to generate freeway 
mainline demands.  
It should be noted that the random flows were generated once every cycle for the 
surface street demands, consistent with the previous assumption that the traffic demands 
within a particular cycle are uniform. For the freeway demands, however, the flows 
were generated once every second in order to adequately model the ramp-metering 
algorithm and freeway operations.  
 The length of the interval to use for random variable generation has a significant 
impact on the variations in flows generated. The variation has to be in a reasonable 
range for more realistic modeling of traffic operations. If the variation is too high, the 
analysis tends to predict worse performance measures. On the other hand, if the 
variation is not high enough, the analysis tends to predict better performance measures. 
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DRIVE 
Initialization 
Initialize parameters and 
variables
Freeway Flow 
Generate random freeway 
mainline demand 
Diamond Flow 
Generate random demands 
for diamond interchange 
traffic movements 
Parameter Calculations 
Calculate actual demand 
considering residual 
demands from previous 
cycle 
Diamond Signal Timing 
Calculate saturation flow 
rates and green splits  
Flow Profile 
Generate on-ramp arrival 
flow profile
Ramp Metering 
Ramp-metering operations, 
freeway and ramp queues, 
delays, and residual queues 
and demands 
Diamond MOEs 
Movement delays, queues, 
throughputs, and residual 
queues 
Output 
Performance measures and 
statistics
 
FIGURE 37  DRIVE modules and functions. 
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Generate Freeway Flows (Both Directions) for 
Duration of 100 Cycles on 1-sec Basis 
Generate Non-freeway OD Flows for the Next Cycle 
Calculate Traffic Demands at Both the Diamond 
Interchange and the Metered Ramps (Consider 
Residual Demands) 
Data Input and System Initialization  
Determine Diamond Signal Timing 
Generate Arrival Flow Profiles on Metered Ramps 
Model Freeway, Ramp Metering, and Diamond 
Interchange Operations: 
• Model Freeway Flow and Ramp Arrivals on a 
1-sec Basis 
• Keep Track of Queues at the Ramps, Internal 
and External Approaches of the Interchange 
• Record Residual Demands, Junction Capacity, 
and Other Performance Measures 
100 Cycles 
Calculate System Performance Measures 
No 
Yes 
 
FIGURE 38  DRIVE workflow chart. 
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FIGURE 39  Probability density functions for Poisson distribution with different λ. 
  
 For surface street demand flows, which were generated once every cycle, the 
cycle length of the diamond interchange was used as the time interval. However, for 
freeway mainline demands, which were generated once every 1 second, the average 
arrivals during a 1-minute interval were used in order to produce a reasonable flow 
profile. The flow rate for each 1-second interval actually represents the flow for a 1-
minute moving average. The mean for the Normal distribution is VF/60, and the 
standard deviation is sqrt(VF/60). 
 Figure 40 illustrates the freeway mainline demand profile generated in DRIVE. 
The variations and the average demands on both freeway mainline directions are shown. 
Figure 41 illustrates the demand profiles summarized by the 14 traffic movements at the 
diamond interchange. Intuitively, the average demands based on the random variable 
generations matched the average input demands closely.  Details on the flow generation 
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with statistical testing results will be documented in Chapter V when model calibration 
and validation are discussed.    
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FIGURE 40  Freeway mainline random demands. 
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FIGURE 41  Diamond interchange traffic movement random demands. 
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A SAMPLE CASE ANALYSIS  
This section illustrates the applications of DRIVE in performing analysis for a sample 
network. Figure 42 shows the network configuration, the link traffic volume counts 
during the a.m. peak period, and the estimated OD matrix. The network data are based 
on the Mayfield Road/SH 360 interchange located in Arlington, Texas. The same 
network and traffic demand data are also used later in the model validation section. The 
Mayfield Road/SH 360 interchange is one of the interchanges along the SH 360 
corridor. A ramp-metering system consisting of five diamond interchanges is in 
operation along the corridor. Ramp meters are installed only for the northbound 
direction (R1) at the subject interchange. They are in operation during the a.m. peak 
period between 6:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. For illustration purposes, ramp metering is 
assumed to exist on both ramps. 
 The diamond interchange signal is currently operating with three-phase, but it is 
not coordinated with the other signals on Mayfield Road. Ramp metering is operating as 
local traffic responsive; however, only one ramp-metering rate is being used, which is 
900 vph, the maximum metering rate for a typical single-lane ramp meter. An excessive 
queue detector is located near the end of the on-ramp, and it is used for triggering the 
queue flush. To flush the ramp queue as a means of preventing spillback to the surface 
street is the policy adopted in many states (22). 
 As Figure 42 indicates, the average ramp demand is 855 vph during the peak 
hour. Due to stochastic traffic demand fluctuation, the ramp traffic demands exceed the 
900 vph metering capacity during a portion of the peak period; therefore, queue flushes 
were occasionally observed in the field. The off-peak direction ramp (R2) has a 
relatively low demand, and the occurrence of queue spillback is unlikely. As for the 
diamond interchange itself, there is sufficient capacity to handle the traffic demands at 
the diamond interchange signal. Because the ramp meter is operating with the queue 
flush option, no queue spillback would occur.  
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FIGURE 42  Traffic demand data for the sample case analysis. 
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 Table 8 lists the input parameters and variables for performing the sample 
analysis using DRIVE. The input parameters are grouped based on the three sub-
systems: diamond interchange, ramps, and mainlines. Table 9 lists the major 
performance measures from DRIVE, which are also grouped based on the three sub-
systems.  
 
TABLE 8  Input parameters for sample calculations 
Sub-system Input Parameters  Values  
 
Diamond 
Interchange 
Cycle Length C, sec:  
Phasing:  
Spacing, ft:  
Travel Time TT, sec:  
Overlap Ф, sec:  
Left-Turn Storage QMm, cars: 
 
Right-Turn Control:  
100  
4 
300 
13 
11 
Left: 20, 
Right: 20 
No 
 
 R1 (NB) R2 (SB)  
 
Ramps 
Ramp Storage, cars:  
Block Distance, cars:  
Metering Threshold, vph: 
Min. Metering Rate Mr,min, vph:  
Max. Metering Rate Mr,max, vph:  
Metering Interval a, sec:  
Queue Flush Option:  
Queue Flush Flow, vph:  
20  
50  
4000  
900  
450  
20  
Yes 
2000 
15  
30  
4000  
900  
450  
20  
Yes 
2000 
 F1 (NB) F2 (SB)  
Freeway 
Mainlines 
Free-Flow Capacity cFr, vph: 
F.F. Standard Deviation σFr, vph: 
Queue-Discharge Capacity cQr, vph: 
Q.D. Standard Deviation σQr, vph: 
Breakdown Factor η: 
7040 
110 
6700 
50 
1.3 
7040 
110 
6700 
50 
1.3 
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TABLE 9  Output performance measures for the sample calculations 
Sub-system Performance Measures  Values 
 
 
Diamond 
Interchange 
 
 
 
 
Average Delay dm, sec 
 
Maximum Queue qMm, veh: 
 
95% Queue, veh: 
 
50% Queue, veh: 
 
Residual Queue Nm, veh: 
By Movement 
M1, M2, M3, M4_5, M6, M7, M8,  
M9, M10_11, M12, M4, M10, M13, M14 
 
20.6, 24.5, 22.1, 40.4, 43.8, 30.9, 33.0, 
34.5, 31.8, 35.4, 0.7, 3.3, 0.0, 0.0 
6.2, 22.9, 8.7, 15.3, 12.7, 9.5, 11.7, 
10.3, 17.7, 11.1, 3.2, 9.0, 0.0, 0.0 
5.0, 18.6, 6.2, 12.7, 9.3, 7.3, 10.3, 8.8, 
15.5, 10.3, 2.1, 5.9, 0.0, 0.0 
2.5, 13.6, 4.3, 7.6, 5.9, 3.7, 5.9, 5.1, 
11.1, 6.6, 0.0, 3.1, 0.0, 0.0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
 R1 (NB) R2 (SB)  
 
Ramps 
Throughput Ur, vph: 
Maximum Queue qMr, veh: 
95% Queue, veh: 
50% Queue, veh: 
Average Delay dRr, sec/veh: 
Queue Flush Rate, flush/hr: 
Metering Attainability, %: 
Ramp Queue Spillback, %: 
Diamond Interchange Block, %: 
852 
24 
22 
18 
55.8 
14 
78% 
2.8% 
0% 
508 
6 
5 
2 
10.5 
0 
100% 
0% 
0% 
 F1 (NB) F2 (SB) Freeway 
Mainlines 
Throughput UFr, vph 
Average Delay dFr, sec/veh 
6714 
45.3 
3431 
1.5 
 
 DRIVE produces a complete set of performance measures regarding different 
components of the IDIRMS. Some of the most useful information from DRIVE is 
related to the ramp performance on queue flush and queue spillback, which can be used 
to judge whether problems exist for the system operations and whether ICS are 
necessary to control queue spillback. Both the system throughput and delay measures 
can be used to evaluate ramp-metering policies such as trade-offs between queue flush 
and no queue flush. Besides the numerical output results shown in Table 9, DRIVE also 
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creates detailed data sets in ASCII format, which can be used for plotting various traffic 
flow profiles. Figure 43 and Figure 44 illustrate the ramp traffic arrival flow profiles 
(only the first six cycles are shown). Figure 43 shows the profiles with three-phase and 
four-phase operations when the arterial right-turn movement is not controlled, while  
Figure 44 shows when the arterial right-turn is controlled by the signal. From these 
figures, the stochastic variation in the traffic flows can also be seen.  
 Figure 45 illustrates the simulated ramp-metering rate based on the ramp-
metering algorithm described in Chapter III, with the data given in the sample 
calculation. As shown in the figure, ramp metering remained in normal operation until 
about 1400 seconds after simulation started. It then fluctuated between queue flush, as 
indicated by the highest rate at 2000 vph and the minimum rate at 450 vph. Figure 46 
illustrates the ramp queues at any instant during simulation. As can be seen, the ramp 
always had vehicle queues before queue flush started. Once queue flush started, the 
ramp queues varied between zero and the queue storage spaces of 20. Occasional 
queues exceeding the storage space 20 were observed because the ramp arrival rate 
(e.g., high platoon) exceeded the queue flush rate.  
 Figure 47 illustrates the simulated freeway capacity values as described in 
Chapter III. As can be seen, the freeway has stochastically varied capacity values. The 
average values of the capacity also indicate that the freeway operated at the higher free-
flow capacity before queue flush started. Once queue flush started, the freeway 
experienced breakdown, and its capacity dropped to the lower queue-discharge 
capacity. The freeway never recovered from breakdown.  
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FIGURE 43  Ramp arrival flow profiles without arterial right-turn control. 
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FIGURE 44  Ramp arrival flow profiles with arterial right-turn control. 
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FIGURE 45  Simulated ramp-metering rates. 
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FIGURE 46  Simulated ramp queues. 
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FIGURE 47  Simulated freeway capacities for the case analysis. 
 
SUMMARY 
The development of DRIVE and the main features and functions of DRIVE were 
documented in this chapter. DRIVE is characterized as a mesoscopic simulation and 
analysis model for analyzing IDIRMS. It takes the advantages of both macroscopic 
models and microscopic models with fast computing speed and with consideration of 
stochastic traffic flows.  
 DRIVE is the first analysis tool yet developed to analyze freeway, ramp, and 
diamond interchange operations in an integrated manner. The current version of the 
model was developed based on the type of diamond interchange and phasing schemes 
typically seen in Texas. Modeling other types of interchange and signal control would 
require modification of the model structure.  
 Although the current version of DRIVE can be used to assess system 
performance with independent signal control at the diamond interchange and the ramp 
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meter, it does not yet have the capability to simulate the adaptive system required to 
achieve integrated control strategies for the diamond interchange signal and the ramp-
metering signal. However, DRIVE provides an analysis tool for investigating and better 
understanding the system characteristics and operations of an IDIRMS. 
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CHAPTER V: 
DRIVE MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION  
This chapter documents the process for calibration and validation of the DRIVE 
software. Model calibration is the process of modifying the model input parameters to 
produce output results that match a set of observed performance measures based on 
certain specified criteria. Model validation is used to test the model on another 
independent data set to see whether the model produces valid results.  
 In this study, field data were limited to some basic information, including traffic 
volumes and geometric data. Therefore, the model calibration and validation were 
carried out based on the VISSIM traffic simulation model. A VISSIM study was 
established based on the field-collected traffic volumes and geometry data. In practice, 
microscopic simulation models should also be calibrated based on field observations. 
Due to lack of comprehensive field data, the majority of the parameters in VISSIM 
were based on the model default values. However, adjustments were made on some of 
the parameters in order to yield a reasonable modeling situation. Based on the calibrated 
parameter settings in VISSIM, some emerging model parameters were then derived and 
used as inputs for the DRIVE software. Validation of DRIVE was then carried out by 
comparing the results between DRIVE and VISSIM. For diamond interchange 
operations, special considerations were given to validate diamond operations in the case 
of over-saturation and queue spillback. 
VISSIM MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND CALIBRATION 
A VISSIM model was established based on the traffic flow and geometric information 
at the Mayfield/SH 360 interchange location as presented in Figure 42 but with the 
following modifications:  
• Since no information was available on the percentage of trucks in the traffic 
volumes, all the vehicles were coded as passenger cars. 
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• Ramp metering was coded for both directions to obtain one additional data point for 
the ramp. Traffic-activated ramp metering with a fixed metering rate was coded 
which was consistent with the current field operations.  
 Once the VISSIM network was established, a basic calibration process was 
conducted to ensure the coding accuracy and adequate representation of the general 
traffic flow characteristics. Specific issues addressed in the basic calibration process 
include the following: 
• The traffic volumes obtained from simulation were checked to match the traffic 
counts from the field. 
• The maximum ramp-metering throughput was checked to match the metering 
capacity (e.g., 900 vph). 
• The two-capacity phenomenon on the freeway mainlines was well reflected. 
 One of the common mistakes in using simulation models is to have the traffic 
demands coded wrong, which would result in incorrect performance measures. One way 
to check such errors is to compare the output flows from simulation to the input 
demands. It is important to realize that the output from simulation may not necessarily 
reflect the true traffic demand, especially if a bottleneck in the network exists that filters 
the downstream demands. One strategy to avoid demand filtering is to code the entry 
links of the network with sufficient length. Modification of link geometry and signal 
control may be necessary measures to resolve bottleneck occurrences, such as 
increasing the number of lanes or eliminating signal control.  
 In VISSIM, there is no special signal control logic designed for ramp metering. 
Simply treating a ramp-meter signal as a regular traffic signal would not yield the 
correct metering rate. For example, the shorter ramp-metering cycle does not always 
guarantee every vehicle will stop at the signal. In this research, a ramp-metering control 
algorithm was specially developed using VAP in VISSIM. VAP is similar to an 
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advanced programming language and allows users to develop special signal control 
routines. One critical element in coding the ramp-metering control is to have a demand 
detector coded at the metering signal, similar to the demand detector used in the field. 
The ramp-metering signal would remain in red unless there is a demand call at the 
demand detector. Only in such a way does it ensure that all the vehicles stop at the 
metering signal and a flow of one car per metering cycle is achieved.  
THE TWO-CAPACITY PHENOMENON IN VISSIM 
As discussed previously in Chapter II, the two-capacity phenomenon is one of the most 
critical aspects in modeling ramp-metering and freeway operations. It is the two-
capacity phenomenon that signifies the importance and purpose of ramp-metering 
applications; therefore, any simulation model, when used for studying ramp-metering 
issues, should have the capability of producing the two-capacity phenomenon.  
 While microscopic simulation models have been widely used in evaluating 
ramp-metering algorithms, no literature has been found to document whether the 
simulation model used reflected this freeway operational feature. In fact, most 
microscopic simulation models were developed based on established car-following 
theories, and by default these car-following models do not necessarily yield the two-
capacity phenomenon.  
 An investigation was conducted to see whether VISSIM, the selected simulation 
model for validating DRIVE and evaluating IDIRMS, can actually produce the two-
capacity phenomenon. It was found that only with careful selection of the model 
parameters can the two-capacity phenomenon be produced in VISSIM. The following 
summarizes the specific model coding requirements in order to achieve the two-
capacity phenomenon. It is noted, however, that these modifications only applied to 
VISSIM Version 3.60. With further development and enhancement, later versions of the 
software may better simulate the operations. The required modeling coding elements 
are: 
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• Code the freeway links as urban motorized road instead of freeway link. 
• Use the Wiedemann-74 car-following model instead of the Wiedemann-99 model. 
• Code the merging section no more than 400 feet. 
• Create an adequate traffic demand profile such as that shown in Figure 48. 
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FIGURE 48  Traffic demand profile for achieving the two-capacity phenomenon. 
  
 In Figure 48, the free-flow capacity and the queue-discharge capacity of the 
freeway bottleneck were assumed to be known as shown (they need to be measured and 
estimated from VISSIM). The traffic demand profile is created to ensure freeway 
breakdown occurrences by having a period of demand exceeding the free-flow capacity. 
On the other hand, a reasonable period of free-flow condition should also exist with 
sufficient demand so that the free-flow capacity can be estimated. While the queue-
discharge capacity can normally be obtained over a prolonged period, the free-flow 
capacity is more difficult to obtain because breakdown could easily occur when the 
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demand is close to the capacity. Strictly speaking, estimating the free-flow capacity 
based on the throughput flows would always result in under-estimation because the 
freeway demand has to be below the free-flow capacity to maintain the free-flow 
condition. At the demand level close to the capacity, the free-flow condition could only 
last for a short period before breakdown occurs due to the stochastic nature of traffic 
flow. Of course, to achieve the above demand profile and a good estimate of the free-
flow capacity, it would require several trial-and-error experimental runs.   
 Figure 49 illustrates the flow-occupancy plot obtained from VISSIM based on 
20-second intervals. The data were collected at a detector location near the end of the 
merge lane. Again, it is important to emphasize that such flow-occupancy data should 
be collected downstream of the ramp where the flows would represent the total freeway 
mainline and ramp flows. Data collected upstream of the on-ramp would not reflect the 
true freeway capacity because a portion of the capacity is consumed by the ramp traffic 
(51). This figure was produced when the ramp metering was not on. As can be seen, the 
plot closely resembles the field data shown in Figure 9, where the two flow regimes can 
be clearly identified. 
 Figure 50 and Figure 51 are the time series flow-speed plots with a 20-second 
interval and 5-minute interval, respectively. Freeway breakdown and free-flow 
conditions can also be recognized from these figures. For this particular simulation run 
(seed = 100), the free-flow capacity was estimated at 7190 vph, and the queue-discharge 
capacity was estimated at 6320 based on the two time periods shown in Figure 50. Note 
from the two figures that much higher flow rates can be observed with the shorter 20-
second time intervals than with the 5-minute time intervals. Under free-flow conditions, 
the average speed on the freeway is about 60 mph. Under breakdown conditions, the 
average speed is slightly above 30 mph. Figure 52 illustrates the time series flow-speed 
plots from different simulation runs based on different random seeds. The figure clearly 
indicates the stochastic nature of freeway breakdown and its capacity values, i.e., even 
with similar average traffic demand levels, freeway breakdown could occur under 
different conditions with different capacity flows.   
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FIGURE 49  Flow-occupancy diagram from VISSIM. 
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FIGURE 50  Speed-flow diagram from VISSIM with 20-second intervals. 
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FIGURE 51  Speed-flow diagram from VISSIM with 5-minute intervals. 
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FIGURE 52  Speed-flow diagrams from different VISSIM runs. 
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 Figure 53 illustrates the estimated capacity values from 10 different simulation 
runs with different random seeds. The average free-flow capacity is estimated at 
7040 vph with a standard deviation of 110 vph, and the queue-discharge capacity is 
estimated at 6500 vph with a standard deviation of 55 vph. The variation in the queue-
discharge capacity under breakdown conditions is smaller than that under the free-flow 
conditions, which confirms the findings from previous studies as discussed in  
Chapter II.   
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FIGURE 53  Capacity values from 10 VISSIM runs. 
  
 The simulation results presented above indicate that the two-capacity 
phenomenon is adequately reflected when ramp metering is not turned on in VISSIM. 
However, traffic flow characteristics were found to be different when ramp metering 
was turned on. Figure 54 through Figure 56 illustrate the flow-speed diagrams from 
three simulation runs with the same random seed but with different ramp controls. 
Figure 54 shows the diagram when ramp metering is not turned on; Figure 55 shows the 
diagram when ramp metering is on but without queue flush; and Figure 56 shows the 
diagram when the ramp metering is on but with queue flush.  
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FIGURE 54  Flow-speed diagram from VISSIM without ramp metering. 
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FIGURE 55  Flow-speed diagram from VISSIM 
with ramp metering and no queue flush. 
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FIGURE 56  Flow-speed diagram from VISSIM 
with ramp metering and queue flush. 
  
 Figure 54 through Figure 56 reveal some interesting features. In general, higher 
capacity flows are associated with higher speeds in all the ramp control cases. However, 
the difference between the free-flow capacity and the queue discharge capacity is more 
significant when ramp metering is not on. For example, the free-flow capacity without 
ramp metering is about 7100 vph, while its queue-discharge capacity is about 6290 vph. 
With ramp metering and no queue flush, the two capacities are about 6880 vph and 
6760 vph, respectively. The drop in free-flow capacity with ramp metering reflects the 
impact of ramp traffic (i.e., the ramp metering equivalency factor as discussed in 
Chapter II). Furthermore, with ramp metering and queue flush, it is no longer easy to 
differentiate the two capacity regimes (see Figure 56). For the model calibration and 
validation to be presented in the following sections, the queue-discharge capacity was 
estimated at 6700 vph from simulation and was used in DRIVE to reflect the effect of 
ramp-metering operations. 
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 Figure 56 also indicates that the freeway at the merge location seems to 
frequently transition between breakdown (lower speed) and free-flow (higher speed), 
which was observed in VISSIM as a persistent shockwave movement. The average 
throughput flow under this traffic condition could be seen as approximately 6880 vph. 
Similar observations can also be found for the speeds. With ramp metering, the speeds 
under free-flow conditions are lower than those without ramp metering. This is due to 
the ramp traffic accelerating to its desired speed after entering the freeway from the 
ramp meter. On the other hand, with ramp metering the speeds under breakdown 
conditions are higher than those without ramp metering. This suggests that ramp 
metering does show some effectiveness in minimizing the capacity drop after 
breakdown, which confirms the findings by Zhang and Levinson (98) based on field 
studies, i.e., ramp metering can generally produce higher freeway throughputs under 
breakdown conditions than without ramp metering.   
 While the results based on simulation indicate frequent transitions between 
breakdown and recovery, it is not confirmed whether field operations would support 
this finding. In observing field operations, freeway recovery from breakdown seems 
much slower than what has been shown in simulation. The point to make here is that the 
calibration and validation of DRIVE will be based on VISSIM. DRIVE should have the 
flexibility of adjusting its various model parameters to match the VISSIM results. 
However, when discrepancies exist between the two models, it is not suggested which 
model is more accurate than the other, but rather further validation based on field 
studies is recommended. For example, the modeling of freeway operations, especially 
the breakdown phenomenon in VISSIM, should be further validated based on field data.  
CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION FOR DRIVE 
The calibration of the DRIVE model mainly focused on comparing the random flows 
generated from DRIVE and VISSIM to ensure consistent traffic demand profiles 
between the two models. This requires that both models produce identical mean traffic 
demand values, but it also demands equal variance because the level of variation in 
traffic flows has a significant impact on the modeling results. The common parameters 
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in both models were kept consistent between the two models. Validation of the model 
was based on comparing various performance measures from the two models. 
 Table 10 lists the traffic demands from DRIVE and VISSIM for the 14 diamond 
interchange turning movements and the two freeway on-ramps. also includes the t-test 
results on comparing means and the F-test results on comparing the variances. The 
turning movement demands were based on the average of 100 simulated signal cycles. 
Because DRIVE generates and models freeway flows in a very different way than 
VISSIM does, it is not necessary to compare the flow profiles from both models as long 
as the average demands are identical in both models. Figure 40 in Chapter IV has 
demonstrated that DRIVE generated random freeway demands that have mean values 
well matched with the input demands.  
 As the results in Table 10 indicate, both VISSIM and DRIVE produced mean 
flows that are statistically identical to the true means. The majority of the movements 
also have equal variances except for M1, M7, and M8. The two on-ramp flows also have 
equal means and variances, which ensures that the two models will produce ramp 
performance measures based on identical traffic flows.  
 The following results are presented to illustrate whether DRIVE yielded valid 
performance measures compared to VISSIM. For model validation, average delay was 
selected as the primary performance measure for comparison because the delays in both 
models are measured in identical manners. Queue length would be another candidate 
performance measure for comparison; however, the queues from both models are not 
identically measured. VISSIM reports the backup queues in distance measured from a 
specified location, while DRIVE reports the queues in terms of number of vehicles in a 
queue. Although the distance queue could be translated into the number of vehicles 
knowing the average space that a vehicle occupies, discrepancies would still exist in the 
queue lengths from both models. First, the ramp queue is not at a standstill state in 
VISSIM, and the space occupied by the vehicles varies depending on the ramp-metering 
rate. For example, a higher metering rate would result in longer spaces between 
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vehicles. Second, VISSIM reports the maximum backup queue, while DRIVE reports 
the number of vehicles in the queue. The maximum backup queue takes into account the 
shockwave effect, which is usually larger than the number of vehicles in the queue.  
TABLE 10  Traffic demands from DRIVE and VISSIM and statistical test results 
VISSIM DRIVE  
Movement 
 
True 
Mean 
Mean S.D. P-value 
(t-test)1 
Mean S.D. P-value 
(t-test)1 
 
P-value  
(F-test)2 
M1 168 163 81 0.52√ 159 68 0.19√ 0.04 
M2 805  799 165 0.71√ 804 194 0.95√ 0.05√ 
M3 249  249 99 0.98√ 269 113 0.09√ 0.09√ 
M4 151  152 78 0.94√ 152 72 0.90√ 0.19√ 
M4_5 319  308 104 0.28√ 334 100 0.14√ 0.36√ 
M6 241  245 86 0.66√ 235 88 0.53√ 0.40√ 
M7 198  187 72 0.12√ 194 88 0.68√ 0.02 
M8 281  282 96 0.96√ 286 116 0.66√ 0.03 
M9 238  233 91 0.55√ 233 94 0.62√ 0.35√ 
M10 387  391 139 0.78√ 409 120 0.07√ 0.07√ 
M10_11 554  551 152 0.85√ 575 145 0.15√ 0.33√ 
M12 326 316 107 0.34√ 333 106 0.53√ 0.46√ 
M13 113 103 63 0.13√ 109 60 0.52√ 0.35√ 
M14 142 154 72 0.09√ 138 78 0.57√ 0.21√ 
R1 854 878 200 0.24√ 864 181 0.60√ 0.19√ 
R2 504 488 131 0.23√ 525 142 0.15√ 0.22√ 
Note: (1). t-test is to test the mean against the true mean; (2). F-test is to test equal variance between 
VISSIM and DRIVE; (3). Movements with √ marked indicate the null hypothesis on either equal mean or 
equal variance is accepted at the 95% confidence level. 
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 It should be noted that the cumulative arrival and departure method as applied in 
DRIVE for delay calculations does not capture the delays associated with vehicle 
deceleration and acceleration. However, the delays reported from VISSIM and other 
microscopic simulation models would include such delay components. Therefore, 
VISSIM would always report a minimum delay when ramp metering is in operation 
where all the vehicles would have to stop. On the other hand, freeway mainline traffic 
would also incur such deceleration and acceleration delays resulting from normal car-
following and driving behavior.  
 To make it consistent between the delays reported by both DRIVE and VISSIM 
models, such minimum delays were estimated in VISSIM and then added to the delays 
from DRIVE. In estimating the minimum delay due to ramp metering, a very low ramp 
demand was coded to make sure that the delays reported from VISSIM were primarily 
due to ramp metering and not due to traffic congestion. This minimum delay was 
estimated to be about 7.0 sec/veh. Because the minimum delays for the freeway 
mainline traffic are related to traffic flow levels, they were estimated by using the same 
freeway mainline demands but with the ramp demands eliminated. In this way, the 
delays were primarily related to the normal car-following behavior at that freeway 
demand level while no delays related to breakdown were involved. For the northbound 
(peak) direction, the minimum delay was estimated to be at about 6.0 sec/veh, while for 
the southbound (off-peak) direction, the minimum delay was estimated to be about  
1.5 sec/veh. 
Under-saturated Conditions 
Considered as part of the model calibration process, the existing under-saturated 
conditions (i.e., no existence of ramp queue spillback) were analyzed using  
PASSER III, VISSIM, and DRIVE.  Efforts were made to calibrate both VISSIM and 
DRIVE to match PASSER III results for the diamond interchange movements.  
Figure 57 and Figure 58 show the average delay results from the three models for the 
surface street traffic movements with the three-phase and four-phase schemes.  
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FIGURE 57  Delays with three-phase and under-saturated conditions. 
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FIGURE 58  Delays with four-phase and under-saturated conditions. 
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 Table 11 has the detailed results along with the t-statistical results. The ramp 
meters were set with a queue flush option. Only those movements being affected by the 
ramp meters are listed. Delays for M4_5 and M10_11 occurred on the external arterial 
approaches associated with M4, M5, M10, and M11. The results for both VISSIM and 
DRIVE were based on the average of 10 simulation runs, with a total simulation time of 
100 cycles (10,000 seconds in this case for a cycle length of 100 seconds) in each run. 
The standard deviations from VISSIM and DRIVE runs are also shown in the figures. 
 Conducting multiple runs using any simulation model is a necessary step in 
order to provide reliable estimates and conduct statistical comparisons (99). Generally, 
the existence of higher variations would require a higher number of simulation runs in 
order to achieve the desired precision in the estimates. Modeling over-saturated traffic 
facilities has always been a challenge due to the high variability of its results.  For the 
purpose of conducting statistical tests and adequate computing time, 100-cycle 
simulation with 10 replications is considered reasonable in this study.  
 A general observation of the results shown in Figure 57, Figure 58, and Table 11 
is that both DRIVE and VISSIM produced delay estimates that matched well with those 
from PASSER III.  Even though the null hypothesis on statistically identical means was 
rejected for the majority of the traffic movements, the delay difference between DRIVE 
and VISSIM was generally less than 5 seconds, which may be considered an acceptable 
level from a practical point of view. Statistically different results were mainly due to the 
small variances in the delays from each individual run. 
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TABLE 11  Validation results for under-saturated conditions 
P-III DRIVE VISSIM 
Mean Mean (1) s.d. Mean (2) s.d. 
Error 
(1) - (2) t-statistic 
Accept Null 
Hypothesis? Movement 
Three-Phase 
R1 NA 44.7 10.2 55.3 19.1 -1.3 1.55 Y 
R2 NA 11.3 0.4 14.8 0.3 -3.6 22.06 N 
M1 22.1 23.0 1.1 25.3 1.8 -1.6 3.32 N 
M2 25.2 25.6 0.8 28.2 2.3 -1.8 3.45 N 
M4_5 39.7 41.2 1.0 41.7 1.8 -0.2 0.78 Y 
M7 22.5 22.8 1.2 23.5 1.8 -1.1 1.04 Y 
M8 23.4 24.0 1.5 25.6 1.2 -1.4 2.63 N 
M10_11 26.3 26.4 0.7 28.3 0.7 -2.0 6.01 N 
M4 22.5 24.1 1.4 28.9 0.2 -4.9 10.99 N 
M10 6.8 7.2 0.3 12.4 1.0 -4.8 15.40 N 
 Four-Phase 
R1 NA 42.2 8.4 51.2 11.6 -4.7 1.99 Y 
R2 NA 10.6 0.3 15.5 0.5 -4.7 26.84 N 
M1 21 21.9 1.1 27.4 1.8 -5.8 8.36 N 
M2 24 24.4 0.7 31.2 1.0 -6.7 17.27 N 
M4_5 39.2 40.5 1.0 39.7 1.0 1.3 -1.92 Y 
M7 30.1 30.5 1.6 26.1 1.2 3.5 -7.02 N 
M8 31.3 32.2 2.2 28.6 0.7 3.8 -5.07 N 
M10_11 31.6 31.8 0.8 31.3 0.8 0.7 -1.39 Y 
M4 0 0.8 0.2 3.8 0.1 -3.0 54.88 N 
M10 2.6 3.4 0.4 3.2 0.7 0.6 -0.49 Y 
 
Note: (1) P-III: PASSER III;  (2) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (3) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
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 Figure 59 and Figure 60 compare the freeway mainline delays between DRIVE 
and VISSIM for the under-saturated cases when ramp metering was operating with 
queue flush. As can be seen, the freeway mainline delays were primarily in the peak 
(northbound) direction. The off-peak (southbound) direction only exhibited a minimal 
level of delay. The freeway delays showed significantly high variations among different 
simulation runs. Even though DRIVE seemed to have produced higher delays than 
VISSIM, the t-statistical tests indicate that both models yielded identical average delay 
values at the 95 percent confidence level as indicated by the P-values greater than 0.05. 
Although the delays in the off-peak direction showed statistically different results as 
indicated by the P-values less than 0.05, the delays were low and the difference is still 
acceptable from a practical point of view. The higher delays and variations in the 
freeway mainline as reported by DRIVE were probably contributed by the modeling 
process of freeway operations. As pointed out earlier, VISSIM results seemed to have 
shown much faster recovery from breakdown than what has been observed in the field.  
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FIGURE 59  Freeway mainline delays with three-phase: under-saturated 
conditions (with queue flush). 
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FIGURE 60  Freeway mainline delays with four-phase: under-saturated  
conditions (with queue flush). 
 
Over-saturated Conditions 
Over-saturated conditions were created by increasing 10 percent of the traffic demands 
at the diamond interchange and freeway on-ramps from the under-saturated conditions 
presented previously. Ramp-metering operations were also set without queue flush to 
increase the queue spillback occurrences. PASSER III was no longer applicable to the 
over-saturated conditions; therefore, comparisons were made only between DRIVE and 
VISSIM. Similarly, Figure 61 and Figure 62 illustrate the delay results for the surface 
street traffic movements, and Table 12 includes the t-statistical results. 
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FIGURE 61  Delays with three-phase and over-saturated conditions.  
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FIGURE 62  Delays with four-phase and over-saturated conditions. 
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TABLE 12  Validation results for over-saturated conditions 
P-III DRIVE VISSIM 
Mean Mean (1) s.d. Mean (2) s.d. 
Error 
(1) - (2) t-statistic 
Accept Null 
Hypothesis? Movement 
Three-Phase 
R1 NA 166.0 19.9 131.9 11.6 34.1 -4.68 N 
R2 NA 11.5 0.5 15.9 0.4 -4.4 23.72 N 
M1 21 23.7 1.0 188.2 97.1 -164.5 5.36 N 
M2 24 128.9 95.1 240.5 117.4 -111.6 2.34 N 
M4_5 39.2 40.6 1.5 43.1 1.9 -2.5 3.31 N 
M7 30.1 24.3 1.1 23.8 1.5 0.5 -0.91 Y 
M8 31.3 25.3 0.9 25.0 1.1 0.3 -0.62 Y 
M10_11 31.6 40.0 26.2 88.1 66.0 -48.1 2.14 N 
M4 0 25.6 2.0 29.0 0.3 -3.4 5.37 N 
M10 2.6 52.1 32.5 57.9 23.5 -5.8 0.45 Y 
 Four-Phase 
R1 NA 173.4 15.1 131.1 10.4 42.3 -7.31 N 
R2 NA 11.2 0.4 17.1 0.6 -5.9 26.79 N 
M1 21 22.3 1.0 40.2 13.1 -17.9 4.32 N 
M2 24 52.6 16.1 58.9 22.5 -6.3 0.72 Y 
M4_5 39.2 39.6 1.4 42.0 2.2 -2.4 2.91 N 
M7 30.1 32.1 1.5 30.1 2.4 2.0 -2.31 N 
M8 31.3 33.6 1.2 30.9 2.1 2.7 -3.50 N 
M10_11 31.6 441.7 244.6 252.1 125.8 189.6 -2.18 N 
M4 0 0.8 0.2 3.9 0.1 -3.1 47.31 N 
M10 2.6 95.3 37.4 78.7 20.7 16.6 -1.23 Y 
 
Note: (1) P-III: PASSER III;  (2) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (3) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
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 Some traffic movements, especially those feeding R1 (e.g., M1, M2, and M10) 
experienced significant delay increases. The delay increases were contributed by ramp 
queue spillback to the diamond interchange. Both DRIVE and VISSIM also revealed 
significantly higher variances in the delays for these traffic movements. R2 remained 
under-saturated, and, therefore, those traffic movements feeding R2 were not 
significantly affected. Under three-phase operation, the delays for M1 were also quite 
different from DRIVE and VISSIM, which was due to the so-called short-lane and 
blocking effect. In the field, M1 (the frontage road left-turn movement) was served by a 
left-turn pocket, where queue spillback from M2 would cause blocking to the M1 traffic 
and significantly increase the delays. Microscopic simulation models such as VISSIM 
can easily simulate such a short-lane effect. However, like other deterministic analytical 
models, DRIVE was not designed to model the short-lane effect, i.e., a short-lane 
pocket was basically treated as an exclusive lane. Modeling of the short-lane effect 
involves complicated mathematical procedures (100), which is still one of the 
shortcomings for most deterministic analytical models such as the HCM and 
PASSER III.  
 Another interesting observation from the delays under the queue spillback 
condition is that three-phase and four-phase resulted in a different pattern of how the 
delays were increased for the related movements. Both DRIVE and VISSIM indicated 
that with three-phase, the delays increased more on the frontage road movements (e.g., 
M1 and M2), while with four-phase, the delays increased more on the arterial left-turn 
movement (M10 and M10_11). Note that the delays on M10 were capped at a level that 
was related to the left-turn storage space. Once the storage space was used up, the 
delays occurred on the external arterial street approach (i.e., M10_11). The implication 
is that the two phasing schemes do exhibit different impacts on the arterial and frontage 
road movements once queue spillback occurs. Three-phase seems to favor the arterial 
movement, while four-phase seems to favor the frontage road movement. This 
operational feature is further verified later in the dissertation.  
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 The statistical testing results in Table 12 still indicate significantly different 
results for most of the movements between VISSIM and DRIVE. The higher variations 
during over-saturated conditions are directly associated with the nature of traffic flow, 
and calibrating a traffic model during over-saturated conditions has always been a 
challenging task. While DRIVE does have its limitations in modeling the short-lane 
effect, VISSIM, like any other simulation models, also has limitations in modeling 
over-saturated conditions. A common problem found for most simulation models is 
modeling the driver’s lane selection process. In reality, drivers tend to select the correct 
lane to travel in much in advance. Even when a driver may have entered a wrong lane, 
he/she would normally try to merge into the correct lane without having to block the 
following vehicles. In simulation, however, vehicles tried to get into the correct lane 
based on the availability of the gap. During over-saturated conditions, it is typical for a 
vehicle not being able to find a gap to merge into the correct lane to block the following 
vehicles. This situation was observed in VISSIM at two particular locations: the over-
saturated ramp location and the over-saturated arterial street approach. For example, 
when the on-ramp and the frontage road were filled up with traffic queues, some traffic 
destined for the freeway entered the right-side lane and caused blocking to the traffic 
destined for the frontage road. Vehicle blocking was also observed on the arterial street 
approaches, where M10 (the arterial left-turn traffic) vehicles blocked the M11 (the 
arterial through) vehicles. In many cases, simulation models tend to overestimate such 
blocking effects compared to those observed in field operations. Due to the reasons 
discussed above, model validation during over-saturated conditions is probably only a 
qualitative perspective.  
 Figure 63 and Figure 64 are the delays for the freeway mainlines for the over-
saturated conditions without ramp-metering queue flush. Again, significantly high 
variations can be observed for the peak direction freeway mainline. While DRIVE 
seemed to have yielded lower delays than VISSIM, the statistical test results showed 
that both models actually yielded statistically identical delay estimates based on the 
95 percent confidence level, indicated by the P-values greater than 0.05 in both figures.  
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FIGURE 63  Freeway mainline delays with three-phase:  
over-saturated conditions (no queue flush). 
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FIGURE 64  Freeway mainline delays with four-phase: 
over-saturated conditions (no queue flush). 
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SUMMARY  
Calibration and validation of the DRIVE model were conducted against the VISSIM 
microscopic simulation model. Selecting VISSIM for model calibration and validation 
was mainly due to two reasons. The first was that no sufficient field data were available. 
VISSIM could provide adequate and sufficient information for model calibration and 
validation purposes, especially where data for statistical results were required. The 
second was that VISSIM is a well-calibrated simulation model, and it has been widely 
used in studying transportation problems.  
 A basic calibration of the VISSIM model was conducted on the modeling 
capabilities of the two-capacity phenomenon for freeway operations. The stochastic 
traffic demands generated from DRIVE were compared with those from VISSIM to 
ensure identical flow patterns in terms of equal means and variances. Both DRIVE and 
VISSIM were also calibrated against PASSER III for under-saturated conditions (with 
queue flush), which would reflect normal driving conditions in the United States.  
Validation of DRIVE was then carried out for the over-saturated conditions (without 
queue flush) where ramp queue spillback to the diamond interchange occurred. Delay 
was used as the primary performance measures for the model calibration and validation 
process.  
 It was found that with careful selection of the model parameters, VISSIM was 
able to produce the two-capacity phenomenon that resembled field data. The results 
confirmed the findings from previous studies that the freeway would have a lower 
queue-discharge capacity under breakdown than the free-flow capacity. Freeway 
breakdown and its associated traffic flows are stochastic in nature. The variations in the 
free-flow capacity are higher than that in the queue-discharge capacity. It was also 
found that the difference between the two capacities depended on the type of ramp 
control. The difference between the two capacities tends to reduce with ramp metering 
on, suggesting that ramp metering may be effective in minimizing the impact from 
breakdown. However, VISSIM seems to have shown much faster recovery from 
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breakdown than what has been observed in the field; therefore, the modeling of freeway 
breakdown warrants further field validation.  
 Regarding the results for the freeway mainlines, both DRIVE and VISSIM 
yielded statistically identical delay measures during both under-saturated (with queue 
flush) and over-saturated (without queue flush) ramp conditions. In the results for the 
surface street traffic movements, both DRIVE and VISSIM yielded delay results that 
matched well with PASSER III for under-saturated conditions without queue spillback. 
For over-saturated conditions with queue spillback, the difference between DRIVE and 
VISSIM was more significant, which could be caused by model limitations in both 
models. One specific case is the modeling of the short-lane effect and lane blocking. 
Nevertheless, for the one case studied, both DRIVE and VISSIM revealed a consistent 
trend in how the delays increase on the ramp-feeding traffic movements with the two 
types of diamond phasing schemes. Three-phase seems to favor the arterial left-turn 
traffic, while four-phase seems to favor the frontage road movement. As a result, 
validation of DRIVE for over-saturated conditions should probably be stated from a 
qualitative perspective.  
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CHAPTER VI: 
ANALYSES OF SYSTEM OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
One of the major objectives of this research is to develop operational strategies for 
better managing an IDIRMS. Development of operational strategies must be based on a 
good understanding of the system and its operational characteristics. The DRIVE 
software documented in Chapter IV provides an analysis tool for investigating such 
system operational characteristics. This chapter contains the analysis results using 
DRIVE from various system operational perspectives. Through investigating the system 
characteristics, it is desired to provide some theoretical bases for development and 
justification of implementing ICS. Specifically, the analyses in this chapter attempt to 
address the following questions related to IDIRMS: 
• What effect does the random variation of traffic demand have on the ramp queues? 
• What effect does the type of ramp-metering operations have on freeway operations 
(e.g., fixed metering versus responsive metering, queue flush versus no queue 
flush)? 
• What effect does the type of phasing scheme at the diamond interchange have on 
system performance?  
• What effect does a change of phase split and cycle length have on the ramp queues? 
• What effect does the control on the arterial right-turn movement have on ramp-
metering performance? 
• What effect does the ramp flow split have on the ramp queues? 
 The results presented in this chapter were all produced from DRIVE based on 
similar traffic demand and network geometry data used in Chapters IV and V (see 
Figure 42 for the traffic demand data and Table 8 for the basic model parameters). Any 
modifications from this basic data set will be noted. All the results were based on 10 
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replications with different random seeds in DRIVE wherever statistical tests were 
required for presenting the results. The 95 percent confidence level was the criterion 
used in accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis while performing the statistical tests.  
EFFECT OF RANDOM FLOW VARIATION 
For under-saturated ramp conditions, large ramp queues are mainly contributed by the 
random variation of the traffic demands at the diamond interchange and the ramps. 
Figure 65 and Figure 66 show the cumulative arrival and departure curves for four 
continuous simulation cycles with a fixed demand and a random demand, respectively.  
 As can be seen, if the ramp traffic released from the diamond interchange can be 
cleared every cycle (i.e., under-saturated condition every cycle), the ramp queues would 
only be contributed by the platoon arrivals. It is the random flow variation that results in 
over-saturation during certain cycles, where significantly longer queues might result. As 
indicated in Figure 66, the ramp experienced over-capacity between 100 seconds and 
300 seconds in simulation (i.e., the second and third simulation cycle), and the queue 
length was significantly larger than that shown in Figure 65. Therefore, to minimize the 
ramp queues and potential queue spillback, signal-control strategies might be 
implemented at the diamond interchange to reduce the variations of the flows arriving at 
the ramp meter.  
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FIGURE 65  Ramp arrival and departure flows with a fixed demand. 
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FIGURE 66  Ramp arrival and departure flows with a stochastic demand. 
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EFFECT OF RAMP-METERING OPERATION  
An investigation was conducted using DRIVE of how the ramp-metering operation and 
its policies (e.g., responsive versus fixed metering rates, metering with queue flush 
versus without queue flush) might affect freeway operations. Using the same random 
seed, three types of ramp-metering operations were analyzed: traffic-responsive 
metering without queue flush, traffic-responsive metering with queue flush, and fixed 
metering without queue flush. The ramp-metering rates for traffic-responsive operations 
ranged between 400 vph and 1000 vph, and the ramp-metering rate for fixed metering 
was 900 vph. The queue-discharge capacity of 6260 vph (about a 11 percent drop from 
the free-flow capacity) was used for easy identification of the impact of freeway 
breakdown on system performance.  
 Figure 67 shows the freeway throughput flows with a traffic-responsive ramp-
metering operation and without queue flush. Figure 68 illustrates the freeway 
throughput flows with a traffic-responsive ramp-metering operation and with queue 
flush. In both figures, the random throughput flows and the ramp metering rates during 
the entire simulation (10,000 seconds) are shown.  
 Figure 67 indicates that with a traffic-responsive ramp-metering operation 
without queue flush, the freeway maintained higher throughput flows and did not 
experience breakdown. With queue flush, however, breakdown occurred on the freeway 
about 1800 seconds into the simulation, resulting in reduced throughput flows (see 
Figure 68). Once queue flush started, the ramp metering rates jumped between the 
minimum rate, 400 vph, and the maximum rate, 1000 vph. 
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FIGURE 67  Freeway throughput flows from DRIVE 
with traffic-responsive metering and no queue flush. 
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FIGURE 68  Freeway throughput flows from DRIVE 
with traffic-responsive metering and queue flush. 
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 Figure 69 illustrates the freeway throughput flows from DRIVE with a fixed 
ramp-metering operation and without queue flush. As shown in Figure 69, freeway 
breakdown occurred with fixed metering operation even though queue flush was not 
permitted. 
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FIGURE 69  Freeway throughput flows from DRIVE 
with fixed metering and no queue flush. 
 
 The above analysis results indicated that ramp-metering operations with queue 
flush increased the likelihood of freeway breakdown, and the freeway never recovered 
once breakdown occurred for the case demonstrated. Traffic-responsive ramp metering 
provided the flexibility of adjusting ramp metering rate and showed more effective in 
preventing freeway breakdown, compared to fixed-metering operation. Therefore, a 
conclusion might be reached based on the analyzed case that keeping ramp metering in 
operation for as long as possible is a preferred operating strategy over metering with 
queue flush. Further more, traffic-responsive ramp metering, when properly designed, is 
more effective than fixed metering in preventing freeway breakdown. 
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EFFECT OF DIAMOND PHASING SCHEME 
One potential strategy that could be used to achieve better system operations would be 
selecting an appropriate diamond phasing scheme, either three-phase or four-phase, as 
addressed in this study. As shown in Figure 70 and Figure 71, three-phase and four-
phase signal operations result in different ramp arrival patterns. As shown in these 
figures, the two signal-controlled ramp-feeding movements (M2 and M10) are served in 
different sequences. With the three-phase scheme, M10 is served before M2 and after a 
low ramp flow period of φ2. The sequence for serving M10 and M2 is the opposite with 
the four-phase scheme, i.e., M2 is served before M10 and after a low ramp flow period 
of φ2. Therefore, M2 would be more likely to experience ramp queue spillback with the 
three-phase scheme than with the four-phase scheme, a finding suggested in the 
previous chapter, i.e., the three-phase scheme favors the arterial left-turn movement 
(M10), while the four-phase scheme favors the frontage road movement (M2) when 
ramp queue spillback conditions exist. This operational feature is further verified based 
on the analysis results from DRIVE as presented next. 
 In analyzing the effect of the diamond phasing scheme, the first case 
investigated was ramp queues during under-saturated conditions, i.e., no queue 
spillback from the ramp meters. Using a 100-second cycle length, the queue lengths 
(both the average queue, i.e., the 50-percentile queue, and the 95-percentile queue) on 
R1 were recorded from each analysis run with both three-phase and four-phase 
schemes. Because DRIVE generated the exact same traffic flow patterns when the same 
random seed was used under the cases of three-phase and four-phase, the paired t-test 
was conducted to compare the mean values. Figure 72 shows the results along with the 
P-values from the paired t-test. 
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FIGURE 70  Ramp flow profile with the three-phase scheme. 
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FIGURE 71  Ramp flow profile with the four-phase scheme. 
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FIGURE 72  Ramp queue length results with three-phase and four-phase schemes. 
  
 As can be seen from Figure 72, although the four-phase scheme resulted in 
slightly lower queues than the three-phase scheme, no statistically significant difference 
was found between the queues with three-phase and four-phase schemes, as indicated 
by the P-values greater than the acceptable criterion 0.05. The slight difference reflects 
the stochastic nature of traffic flows, not the phasing schemes.  
 The effect of the diamond phasing scheme was further investigated for the over-
saturated conditions, where ramp queue spillback occurred. The investigation in this 
case focused on how queue spillback would affect the diamond interchange movements. 
Figure 73 and Figure 74 illustrate how traffic demand evolved when the ramp queue to 
allowed to spill back to the diamond interchange, with the three-phase scheme and the 
four-phase scheme, respectively. Only the traffic movements being affected by the R1 
queues are illustrated. For simplicity and demonstration purposes, a constant traffic 
demand was assumed for the entire analysis period, i.e., no demand variations existed 
among cycles.  
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FIGURE 73  Traffic demands evolution during over-saturated  
ramp conditions: three-phase. 
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FIGURE 74  Traffic demands evolution during over-saturated 
ramp conditions: four-phase. 
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 In Figure 73 and Figure 74, each line represents the traffic demand in vehicles 
per hour in each cycle of a simulation of 100 signal cycles. The level horizontal lines at 
the beginning of the analysis indicate that the ramp queue had not reached the diamond 
interchange yet; therefore, no queue spillback occurred and no residual demand 
resulted. Once the ramp queue reached the diamond interchange, queue spillback 
blocked the traffic movements that feed R1, and residual demands resulted. Such 
residual demands were shifted to the following cycles, resulting in a continued increase 
in traffic demands in the following cycles.   
 Figure 75 and Figure 76 illustrate the impact of queue spillback on diamond 
interchange operations from the perspective of ramp-metering residual queues. Ramp-
metering residual queues in each cycle are the number of vehicles that were kept at the 
diamond interchange due to spillback and that were supposed to be released from the 
diamond interchange and enter the ramp (refer to jmNR  in Equation 123 through 
Equation 126).    
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FIGURE 75  Residual queues from ramp spillback: three-phase. 
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FIGURE 76  Residual queues from ramp spillback: four-phase. 
 
 By comparing the profiles for the three-phase and four-phase schemes as shown 
in the above figures, it can be seen that the demand increased faster for M10 under the 
four-phase scheme (see Figure 73 and Figure 74). As a result, the residual queue also 
started later for M2 with the four-phase scheme (see Figure 75 and Figure 76). With the 
three-phase scheme, all four movements started to experience queue spillback around 
the 16th cycle in the analysis. However, with the four-phase scheme, M6, M10, and M14 
started to experience queue spillback around the 13th cycle in the analysis, but M2 only 
started to experience queue spillback around the 17th cycle. This phenomenon 
confirmed the author’s earlier assumption with the particular case analyzed that four-
phase scheme seemed to benefit the frontage road movement (M2), while three-phase 
scheme seemed to benefit the arterial movement (M10). From the above figures, an 
equilibrium condition was also observed as indicated by no further increases in the 
demands and queues for M6 and M14. This equilibrium state may be directly related to 
the modeling process of queue spillback used in DRIVE. A further explanation of this 
equilibrium state is given below. 
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 It is noted that M6 and M14 are non-signal-controlled free movements, and they 
arrive at the ramp uniformly. The capacities for these two movements were assumed to 
be equal to their saturation flow rates. As documented in Chapter III on the modeling of 
an over-saturated traffic movement at a diamond interchange, the residual queues for a 
particular ramp-feeding movement are composed of two parts: one is due to demand 
exceeding its signal capacity, and the other is due to ramp-metering queue spillback. 
The equilibrium state is when ф4 and ф1 are fully saturated, i.e., the total number of 
vehicles that are discharged from the diamond interchange and arrive at the ramp 
becomes constant every cycle. Therefore, the portion of the residual queues due to 
ramp-metering spillback also becomes constant. When distributing these residual 
queues among all the ramp-feeding movements, each movement gets its portion of the 
residual queues that also becomes constant. This residual queue plus the queue due to 
signal capacity overflow are transferred to the next cycle as the new demand. For the 
case analyzed, these new demands for M6 and M14 never exceeded their signal 
capacities (i.e., saturation flow rates); therefore, only the residual queue due to ramp-
metering spillback was transferred to the next cycle, causing both the demands and the 
queues to become constant for M6 and M14 once the equilibrium state was reached. For 
the other two signal-controlled feeding movements, they experienced both signal over-
capacity and meter queue spillback; therefore, the queues and the demands kept 
increasing. 
 In summary, three-phase and four-phase do not exhibit significant differences in 
the ramp queues during under-saturated conditions. However, based on the particular 
case studied, they do seem to have different impacts during over-saturated conditions 
when spillback occurs. Three-phase seems to benefit the arterial left-turn movement, 
and four-phase seems to benefit the frontage road phase movement.  
EFFECT OF CONTROLLED ARTERIAL RIGHT-TURN  
To effectively control the vehicles entering the ramps, the arterial right-turn movement 
may be placed under control of the diamond traffic signal. With signal control applied 
to the arterial right-turn movement, the traffic arrival patterns at the ramps will be 
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changed (see Figure 35 and Figure 36), which may result in different ramp 
performances. Similarly, the ramp queue lengths were obtained from DRIVE simulation 
runs for the cases where the arterial right-turn movement was controlled and not 
controlled by the diamond traffic signal. Both the average queue length and the 95-
percentile queue lengths were compared as shown in Figure 77.  
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FIGURE 77  Queue length results with and without arterial 
right-turn movement control. 
  
 Although queues were slightly higher when the arterial right-turn movements 
were controlled by the traffic signal, the difference was not statistically significant (as 
indicated by the high P-values). As a result from the particular data set analyzed, 
whether or not the arterial right-turn movement is controlled by the signal does not 
seem to affect the ramp queues significantly. In fact, signal-controlled arterial right-turn 
traffic actually created more non-uniform ramp arrivals, which might have contributed 
to the slight increase in ramp queue lengths. However, the particular data set did not 
have a significant arterial right-turn traffic flow; therefore, the impact on ramp queues 
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due to signal control of the right-turn movement was not significant. When the arterial 
right-turn traffic becomes the major ramp-feeding movement, providing signal control 
to the right-turn movement might be essential to minimize spillback and provide equity 
service to all the traffic movements.  
EFFECT OF PHASE SPLIT 
Another means of controlling vehicle entry to the metered ramps is by adjusting the 
phase splits at the diamond interchange. The effect of adjusting the phase split on the 
ramp queues was investigated. However, the objective of controlling ramp queues may 
not be achieved by simply reducing the phase splits. For a movement that is over-
saturated (i.e., the demand exceeds its capacity), reducing the green time for that 
movement would also reduce the number of vehicle entries to the ramp, thus reducing 
the ramp demand and queue. However, for a movement that is under-saturated (i.e., the 
demand is less than its capacity), reducing the green time for that movement would 
actually increase the size of its platoon and, therefore, increase the cyclic queues.  
 The relationship between phase split, gi, and the saturated green portion, gq,i-m is 
demonstrated in Equation 131 and Figure 78. The size of the platoon is directly 
associated with gq,i-m because gq,i-m measures the time duration of vehicle discharge at 
the saturation flow rate. 
 As can be seen from Figure 78, with the increase of green split, the saturated 
green portion, gq,i-m, increases during over-saturated conditions but decreases during 
under-saturated conditions. Such an operational feature was further validated using 
DRIVE and is presented next.  
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FIGURE 78  Relationship between green splits and saturated portion of green. 
  
 Using DRIVE, the effect of adjusting phase splits on ramp queue length was 
analyzed. Figure 79 illustrates the ramp queues for the cases with and without split 
adjustment. For the case with phase split adjustment, the ramp-feeding movement phase 
(ф1 for M10) was increased by 5 seconds (also 5 percent) from the normal phase splits, 
while the arterial phase (ф2) was reduced by 5 seconds. It can be seen that while the 
queue lengths under both cases do not show significant difference from a practical point 
of view, the paired t-test results revealed statistically different queue length results. This 
is because the queue lengths were consistently lower with split adjustment than those 
without split adjustment. This analysis confirmed the conclusion that for under-
saturated traffic movements at the diamond signal, increasing their phase splits would 
actually result in smaller ramp queues.  
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FIGURE 79  Queue lengths with/without phase split adjustment. 
 
EFFECT OF CYCLE LENGTH 
Another potential strategy that could be used to minimize ramp queues in an IDIRMS 
would be changing the cycle length at the diamond interchange to. The effect of cycle 
length on ramp queues was investigated using DRIVE. The first case was to examine 
the ramp queue distribution in histogram forms with different cycle lengths. Figure 80 
and Figure 81 compare the histograms of the queue length distributions with the two 
types of phasing schemes and two cycle lengths. 
 As can be seen, the median queues increase with longer cycle length; however, 
the shapes of the histograms are similar between three-phase and four-phase. The 
distribution resembles an exponential distribution with the shorter 60-second cycle 
length, while the distribution tends to resemble a normal distribution with the longer 
120-second cycle, except for the high percentage of zero queues. 
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FIGURE 80  Queue length distribution histograms: 60-second cycle. 
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FIGURE 81  Queue length distribution histograms: 120-second cycle. 
  
 Figure 82 illustrates the estimated cumulative density functions (CDF) for the 
ramp queue distributions with different cycle lengths. These CDF curves provide 
percentile queue length values that were counted over time. For example, with a cycle 
length of 60 seconds, the 80th percentile queue length is about three vehicles, i.e., the 
ramp queue length is less than three vehicles during 80 percent of the entire analysis 
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period. It can be seen that with the increase of cycle length, the maximum ramp queue 
length per cycle increases. This finding implies that under certain traffic conditions, 
such as a low ramp demand level, the ramp queues may be effectively contained by 
simply using a shorter cycle length at the diamond interchange without having to get 
into more sophisticated operation and control systems. In practice, however, there are 
limitations on how short the cycle length can be, either due to minimum phase 
constraints or capacity concerns at the diamond interchange.   
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FIGURE 82  Effect of cycle length on ramp queue length. 
 
EFFECT OF RAMP FLOW SPLIT 
Ramp flow split refers to the distribution of the traffic between the frontage road and 
the on-ramp.  It is measured by the proportion of the on-ramp traffic over the total 
traffic released from the diamond interchange that heads for the ramp and the frontage 
road destinations. To investigate what the effect of ramp volume split has on ramp 
queues, the ramp demand was kept at the same level of 855 vph, while a range of flow 
split was generated randomly. The average ramp queue length was then obtained from 
DRIVE.  
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 It should point out that the average queue length for each volume split case was 
based on one simulation run. Because the OD demands were generated randomly to 
obtain a specific volume split, each volume split case would only represent one out of 
many possible traffic flow patterns. For example, for the same ramp volume split of 
0.30 (or 30%) at R1, there could be many combinations of the ramp-feeding movement 
volume, Vm , and the proportion of each movement going to R1, pm,1. Therefore, the 
results presented next would only be based on limited data points.  
 Figure 83 shows the average queue length (50-percentile) with respect to the 
ramp flow split. The regression model is also displayed along with the data points to 
illustrate the trend of data relationship.  
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FIGURE 83  Effect of ramp flow split on ramp queue length. 
 
 As can be seen, the ramp queue length seems to be non-linearly related to the 
ramp flow split. The queue increases while the ramp flow split increases. The scattered 
data points could be explained by the high random variation due to many other factors 
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not being considered in the relationship between queue length and ramp flow split. 
There seem to be other factors that need to be taken into account in developing a better 
regression model, such as the turning movement volume distribution and the volume 
split for each individual feeding movement.  
SUMMARY 
Traffic operational characteristics for the IDIRMS were analyzed using DRIVE from 
various perspectives for the purpose of gaining a better understanding of the system and 
providing justifications of pursuing integrated operations between diamond interchange 
and ramp metering operations. The analyses focused on the impact of ramp-metering 
operations, random variation in traffic demand, diamond signal timing (i.e., cycle, 
phasing, and split), arterial right-turn movement control, and ramp flow split. The 
analyses were conducted by examining both over-saturated and under-saturated cases.  
 Traffic-responsive ramp-metering operations with a varied metering rate proved 
to be more effective in maximizing freeway throughput flows and preventing freeway 
breakdown. Ramp metering with queue flush could result in earlier freeway breakdown; 
thus, this strategy is not a preferred operational strategy. Random variation in traffic 
demand has shown to be the primary contributor to large ramp queues. Therefore, ICS 
should be sought to prevent or delay the onset of ramp queue flush and smooth the ramp 
demand through better management of an IDIRMS, particularly through signal control 
strategies at the diamond interchange.  
 For the case of an under-saturated diamond interchange, no significant 
difference was found in the system performance between three-phase and four-phase 
operations and whether the arterial right-turn movement is signal controlled or not. The 
ramp queue length seems to be non-linearly related to the ramp flow split, indicating an 
increase in the ramp queue length with the increase of the ramp flow split. Ramp 
metering performance is directly affected by the length of the ramp storage. Longer 
ramp storage improves ramp-metering performance by reducing queue spillback and its 
related queue flush time. The analyses also proved that by increasing the phase split for 
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the ramp-feeding movement, the ramp queues may actually be reduced due to reduction 
in the size of platoons. To achieve control of ramp demand through split adjustment 
would only be possible when the ramp-feeding movement becomes over-saturated. The 
ramp queues were found to increase with the increase of diamond cycle length. The 
ramp queue length distributions do not follow normal distributions due to a significant 
number of zero queues.  
 For over-saturated ramp conditions where queue spillback existed, the type of 
phasing scheme exhibited different operational impacts on the diamond interchange 
operation. The four-phase scheme seemed to benefit the frontage road phase movement, 
while the three-phase scheme seemed to benefit the arterial left-turn movement.  
 Development and evaluation of viable ICS are addressed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER VII: 
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF  
INTEGRATED CONTROL STRATEGIES (ICS) 
The processes of developing and evaluating ICS for an IDIRMS are documented in this 
chapter. ICS for an IDIRMS were developed focusing on the strategies dealing with 
recurring freeway congestion. The primary system operational objective is to maintain 
ramp metering in operation as a means of preventing freeway breakdown, which would 
require minimizing ramp queues and spillback occurrences. The ICS were implemented 
and evaluated using the VISSIM microscopic simulation model. The VISSIM 
simulation model was used to capture the details and dynamics of the operations. 
Microscopic simulation models such as VISSIM also provide users with the capability 
of developing signal control logics that resemble actual signal controller operations. 
Evaluations of the effectiveness of ICS were conducted based on three generally 
defined demand scenarios as characterized by the ramp conditions. Finally, the 
proposed system architecture and the detailed system functional diagrams were also 
developed at the conceptual level to guide future field implementation of the ICS.  
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY  
One of the key elements for a successful development and implementation of ICS is to 
achieve better management of the available resources in IDIRMS under various traffic 
flow conditions. The ICS should be designed to respond to specific traffic conditions 
such as recurring and non-recurring traffic congestion. The ICS should be applicable in 
real-time traffic operations, where the outcome can usually only be measured but not 
well predicted. The key to a successful operational strategy relies on identifying all the 
critical elements and determining which elements can be managed and controlled. 
Operational strategies should address a broader range of impacts on the entire 
transportation system.  
The resources within an IDIRMS include three major facilities: the freeway 
mainlines, the ramp meters, and the diamond interchange. The properties of each 
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facility that needs to be managed include the capacities, throughput flows, and queue 
storage spaces. In general, we have little or no control of the freeway mainline 
demands. However, we can manage the freeway mainlines to maintain free-flow 
conditions without breakdown using ramp metering so that the freeway would produce 
the maximum throughput flows. Both field operations and previous analyses indicate 
that ramp queue flush is one of the major causes of freeway breakdown. Flushing the 
ramp queue results in a sudden increase in freeway demands due to platoon vehicles 
entering the freeway, which increases the likelihood of freeway breakdown. Therefore, 
an effective approach to prevent freeway breakdown is to maintain ramp metering in 
operation without queue flush. However, ramp metering implies restricted ramp entry, 
thus increasing the likelihood of ramp queue spillback into the diamond interchange 
signal.  
Queue spillback into the diamond interchange can cause blockage to other 
traffic movements and result in unnecessary delays. While effective traffic-responsive 
ramp-metering operation is essential to reduce ramp queues, the best approach to 
controlling ramp queue spillback is probably through proactive signal control of the 
ramp-feeding traffic movements using the diamond interchange. Therefore, the best 
location for ramp demand control is at the diamond interchange.  
Strategies to prevent queue spillback to the diamond interchange are then used 
to manage the demand and store the excessive queues outside the interchange, either on 
the arterial street approaches or on the frontage road approaches. However, the most 
advantageous queue storage locations must be determined based on the analyses of 
potential impacts and operational trade-offs. Storing the queues on the arterial street 
approaches seems to be a preferred alternative because excessive queues on the frontage 
road approach may present a more severe threat to the traffic system operations than 
storing queues on the arterial street. Queue spillback to the frontage road approach and 
perhaps extension to the freeway mainline may interfere with mainline operations, 
which would result in reduced freeway throughput (101, 102). Excessive queues on the 
frontage road approach would also cause blockage to the left-turn and right-turn 
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movements. On the other hand, queues on the arterial approaches must also be limited 
because excessive queues on the arterial approaches may interfere with other signalized 
intersections along the arterial.  
Because the available queue storage spaces on both the frontage road and the 
arterial locations have limits, the objective of the ICS is therefore to maximize the usage 
of these available queue storage spaces. When the last resort (i.e., all storage spaces) is 
used up, the excessive queues and demands may eventually need to be released, such as 
by terminating the ramp-metering operation. If ramp queue flush is then considered as a 
failure event, the ICS should delay its occurrence, but it may not be able to completely 
avoid it.  
THE SYSTEM’S OPERATING OBJECTIVES 
As discussed in the previous section, ICS should be developed for achieving specific 
operating objectives. In this study, the focus was on minimizing system delay as the 
primary objective although many other aspects of the operations, such as safety and 
equity issues, may also play important roles in practice. From the point of view of 
managing the entire IDIRMS operation and considering the trade-offs, the following 
operating objectives were identified for IDIRMS in priority order: 
1. maximize freeway mainline operations at free-flow conditions and minimize 
freeway breakdown; 
2. minimize ramp queue flushes and maximize normal ramp-metering operation;  
3. minimize ramp queue spillback into the diamond interchange signals; 
4. control vehicle entries to the ramp meters through proactive signal control at the 
diamond interchange; and  
5. store excessive demands and queues in the most advantageous locations so that all 
the queue storage spaces can be efficiently used without interfering with freeway 
mainline and adjacent arterial signal operations.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF ICS 
ICS were developed to achieve the operating objectives noted above. The ICS can be 
classified into three categories, with each category dealing with a specific traffic 
condition: (a) low-level integration, (b) non-recurring congestion, and (c) recurring 
congestion. Descriptions of the general strategies related to the low-level integration 
and non-recurring congestion are briefly discussed next, followed by details of the 
strategies related to recurring congestion. 
Low-Level Integration  
The low-level integration strategies are simply those that could be achieved through 
efficient management of the available resources without having to acquire additional 
sophisticated detection and control equipment. Examples of such strategies may include 
adjusting the cycle length and splits at the diamond interchange, more efficient traffic-
responsive ramp-metering design, and adequate location of the advance queue detector.  
 Adjustment to the diamond signal cycle length and splits may result in smaller 
cyclic queues that are manageable with available resources. Adjustment to ramp-
metering operations may involve changing the maximum and minimum metering rates 
to allow more flexibility for the ramp-metering flows to best utilize the freeway 
capacities. One alternative to increasing the metering rate is to allow multiple entry per 
green (also referred to as bulk metering) for a single-lane ramp meter. The location of 
the advance queue detectors should be set back as far as possible to maximize ramp 
queue storage space. For example, the advance queue detectors may be better located on 
the frontage road instead of the end of the on-ramp, as long as the ramp queues would 
not spill back to block the diamond interchange. These low-level integration strategies 
are primarily fine-tuning with existing resources and therefore may be treated as 
mitigation measures under low traffic demand conditions. The DRIVE model could be 
used to provide assessments of the traffic conditions and whether such operational 
strategies would provide satisfactory system performance measures.   
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Non-recurring Congestion 
Non-recurring congestion is also referred to as incident-related congestion, where 
dramatic change in traffic flow patterns may result. Non-recurring congestion often 
creates significant turbulence to normal traffic operations. Incidents can block freeway 
lanes, distract drivers, and thus significantly reduce freeway capacities. Incidents could 
also result in travel pattern changes due to traffic diversion from routine travel paths. 
The travel pattern change and traffic diversion will depend on the nature of an incident 
such as its location and its severity. The changes in traffic flow patterns would require 
special treatments of the diamond signal timing and ramp-metering operations. 
 Figure 84 and Figure 85 illustrate the two types of incident locations and the 
possible traffic diversions. For example, an incident occurring within the interchange 
(refer to Figure 84) may result in traffic diversion via the off-ramp, and the on-ramp 
demand would increase while the mainline demand at the ramp merge location would 
decrease. Strategies dealing with such an incident may involve increasing the ramp-
metering rate or metering suspension, and increasing the green split for the frontage 
road/off-ramp approach (27). On the other hand, incidents occurring downstream of the 
on-ramp (refer to Figure 85) would result in reduced freeway capacity. While traffic 
may divert through the off-ramp and attempt to enter the freeway at the downstream on-
ramp, the reduced downstream capacity may require restricted ramp entry. Therefore, 
the strategies dealing with such an incident may involve traffic control measures such as 
ramp closure. Ramp closure would result in traffic diversion to the downstream 
diamond interchange, where the potential impact on the downstream interchange should 
be further evaluated. This study does not go beyond the scope of an isolated diamond 
interchange location. Therefore, strategies dealing with major incident conditions are 
not further addressed in this study. 
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Incident within 
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FIGURE 84  Incident within interchange. 
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FIGURE 85  Incident downstream of interchange. 
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Recurring Congestion  
Recurring congestion refers to the situation where traffic demand exceeds capacity on a 
regular basis. Recurring congestion can be classified into short-term and long-term 
congestion, which are all subjectively defined.  Short-term congestion may refer to the 
situation where over-saturation lasts only for a short period of time (e.g., a period of 
15 minutes or a few signal cycles at the diamond).  Long-term recurring congestion may 
refer to a situation where over-saturation may last for a prolonged period (e.g., at least 
30 minutes or more). Both short-term and long-term congestion are encountered in daily 
operation and, therefore, are addressed in this research.  
Under conditions of short-term congestion, queue spillback to the diamond 
interchange may or may not occur depending on how long the congestion period is and 
whether there are enough queue storage spaces between the ramp meter and the 
diamond interchange. Under long-term congestion, traffic demands exceed the ramp-
metering capacity for a prolonged period, and queue spillback to the diamond 
interchange signal will most likely occur.  
In either case, proactive control at the diamond interchange must be executed in 
order to prevent queue spillback occurrences. Such a proactive control could be 
achieved through adjustment of the diamond interchange signal timing. For example, in 
order to prevent queue spillback to the diamond interchange, the traffic movements 
feeding the ramp may be restricted entry to the downstream frontage road and the ramp. 
Such a control measure could not be accomplished by some minor adjustments to the 
signal cycle length and splits. Special signal timing may be necessary to achieve 
restricted vehicle entry such as using all-red extensions or holding a particular signal 
phase. All-red extension implies displaying extended red signal indications as a means 
of stopping traffic going through the interchange. Such an operation, although it may 
serve the purpose of restricting vehicle flows, may not be a practical application. The 
ICS developed in this research are based on the principle of holding a particular signal 
phase to achieve the objective of restricted vehicle entry.  
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ICS UNDER RECURRING CONGESTION 
A Demand Reduction Model for Spillback Control 
Under recurring congestion, when ramp demand exceeds its metering capacity, ramp 
queues will grow steadily until spillback to the diamond interchange occurs. In order to 
prevent queue spillback, the traffic demand feeding the ramp must be reduced during 
the period of consideration, which has to be implemented through adjustment of signal 
operation at the diamond interchange. A demand reduction model is presented next to 
illustrate the basic principles. Demand reduction can be applied equally to all the 
feeding movements or to just one of the movements. When demand reduction is applied 
to more than one movement, an equal v/c approach as used in determining normal 
diamond signal timing is appropriate. When demand reduction is applied to only one 
movement, the exact amount of green split reduction can be calculated. The following 
presentation of the model uses on-ramp R1 as an example.  
 The normal traffic demand at R1 is shown in Equation 132. Note that the 
throughput um is used in the equation instead of the demand Vm.  
1,14141,10101,661,221 pupupupuR +++=  (132) 
 
With this demand, the predicted ramp queue length is qR1, which is ∆qR1 longer 
than the queue storage space QR1. 
1R1R1R Qqq −=∆  (133) 
  
The required hourly flow rate reduction to R1, ∆R1, is obtained from: 
C
qR R11
3600∆=∆  (134) 
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This amount of demand reduction can be applied to either M2 or M10 or both by 
reducing the phase splits associated with these two movements. The following example 
illustrates the demand reduction applied to both M2 and M10, with consideration of 
achieving equal v/c ratios after the phase split adjustments.  
1,10101,2211,10101,22 pupuRpupu ′+′=∆−+  (135) 
  
u′2 and u′10 , the new demands after reduction, should be set equal to the capacity 
flows of M2 and M10 with the reduced green splits of g′4 and g′10.  
2
4
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Demand reduction of M10 can be achieved through adjusting either the left-turn 
phase (φ1) or the external arterial phase (φ6) as indicated in Equation 137: 
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With different diamond signal phasing schemes, the demand reduction will be 
achieved differently. With the four-phase scheme, the throughputs for M2 and M10 can 
be reduced by reducing the phase splits of ф4 and ф6. The extra time can then be 
allocated to ф2 and ф8. Equation 138 through Equation 142 describe how the phase 
splits can be adjusted to achieve equal v/c ratios for M2 and M10: 
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From Equation 134 through Equation 137: 
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Solve Equation 139 and Equation 140 for g′4 and g′6. 
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The extra green times [(g4 – g′4) + (g6 – g′6)] can be distributed to ф2 and ф8 to 
achieve equal v/c ratios for the associated traffic movements, or the time can be 
distributed to one of the phases, which is equivalent to holding that phase, a strategy 
with adaptive signal control that will be discussed later in this chapter.  
 With the three-phase scheme, there are two alternatives to control throughputs 
for M2 and M10. One alternative is to only reduce throughput for M10, which can be 
achieved by reducing the green split for ф6 as illustrated in Equation 143 through 
Equation 145: 
1,101011,1010 puRpu ′=∆−  (143) 
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Solve Equation 143 and Equation 144 for g′6: 
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 Similarly, the green split for ф2 can be reduced to reduce throughput for M4 for 
controlling demand for R2. The extra green times, (g6 – g′6) and (g2 – g′2), can be 
distributed only to the internal phases (ф1 and ф5), which is equivalent to holding the 
internal left-turn phases as a means of reducing flows to both ramps.  
Another alternative to controlling demand with the three-phase scheme is to 
reduce phase splits for ф4 and ф1. The extra time can then be reallocated to ф2 and 
perhaps ф6, which is equivalent to holding ф2 and ф6, another strategy that will be 
discussed later in the chapter.  
Strategies of spillback control through proactive diamond signal timing are used 
to achieve smoothed ramp demand, as shown in Figure 86. Figure 86a shows the ramp 
demand profile when proactive control was not applied to the traffic from the diamond 
interchange, while Figure 86b shows the profile after proactive control was applied. In 
these cases, the ramp meter had a fixed metering capacity of 900 vph. As can be seen, 
even when the average ramp demand is less than the metering capacity, the stochastic 
traffic flow variation resulted in several cycles where the demand exceeded the 
metering capacity, which could potentially result in queue spillback. With proactive 
diamond signal control, the ramp demand never exceeded its metering capacity during 
the entire analysis period, while the same ramp-metering throughput was maintained. 
Of course, the figures here illustrate the best scenario that could be achieved. In reality, 
to achieve such perfect demand control would require accurate demand detection and 
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quick signal operation response, which has been a challenging task facing traffic 
engineers and researchers. 
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FIGURE 86  Smoothed ramp demand profile through diamond control. 
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Basic System Requirements for Adaptive Control 
To prevent ramp queue spillback, the diamond interchange signal must be able to sense 
any ramp queue buildup and respond with adequate signal control. Therefore, the 
diamond signal system must have adaptive control features, which would require 
additional detection, communication, and signal control devices. Such a system can be 
developed based on the existing functions and features of most traffic signal controllers 
currently used in Texas.  
 Figure 87 is a proposed detection design, where additional detectors need to be 
installed in addition to the detectors used for a standard diamond interchange control 
system and a traffic-responsive ramp-metering system. The additional detectors on the 
arterial street approaches and the freeway off-ramps serve the purpose of detecting 
excessive vehicle queues so that the system can respond to the traffic queues and 
prevent further spillback that would interfere with freeway mainline and adjacent 
signalized intersections.  
 There are two types of queue detectors on each external approach to the 
diamond interchange: the boundary queue detectors and the intermediate queue 
detectors. The boundary queue detectors set limits of allowable queue spillback at a 
particular location. Further queue spillback beyond these boundaries should be avoided 
since interference with other traffic facilities might occur, such as the adjacent traffic 
signals in the arterial or the freeway mainlines. Selecting these boundary detector 
locations should be based on analyses of site-specific characteristics. The intermediate 
queue detectors sense the potential queue buildup that results from the special signal 
operations during ICS applications, and they would serve the purpose of adjusting the 
phase splits to achieve balanced use of available queue storage spaces. The queue 
spillback/interface detectors on the frontage roads downstream of the diamond 
interchange signals are for the purpose of detecting ramp queue buildups and serve as 
interfaces between the ramp metering system and the diamond interchange system. 
Traffic flow data such as occupancy and volume could be measured using the queue 
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spillback/interface detectors, serving as the outputs from the diamond interchange and 
the inputs for the ramp metering.  
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FIGURE 87  Enhanced detection system and detector layouts.  
  
 A brief description of the basic principles of ICS is presented next. The diamond 
interchange signal would remain in normal operation if none of the boundary queue 
detectors (i.e., arterial detectors, off-ramp detectors, and spillback detectors) detects 
traffic queues. However, minor phase splits may be adjusted based on the queue 
conditions at the intermediate queue detectors. The existence of a traffic queue is 
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typically determined based on a specified occupancy level from the detectors. The 
occupancy of a queue detector is usually sampled over specified time intervals (e.g., 
20 seconds). A traffic queue is defined when the sampled occupancy exceeds a 
predefined threshold value (e.g., 60 percent). Whenever a ramp queue is detected by the 
queue spillback detector, the diamond signal quickly transitions to a particular signal 
phase to hold so that further vehicle entry to the ramp is controlled and queue spillback 
to the diamond interchange signal would be prevented. The diamond signal goes back to 
normal operation once the ramp queue is dissipated.  
 The location of the queue spillback detector should be some distance away from 
the diamond signal to avoid queue spillback occurring during the transition period 
between normal diamond signal operations and the special integrated control 
operations. The signal phase(s) to hold should be the one(s) that would restrict further 
release of vehicles from those traffic movements feeding the ramp (e.g., the through 
movement on the frontage road approach and the left-turn movement on the internal 
arterial street approach). The green splits after the phase hold may be designed to 
facilitate clearing excessive queues that resulted from the phase hold. The control 
strategies should be designed to result in the maximum usage of the available queue 
storage spaces on the external diamond interchange approaches. Ramp metering would 
remain in operation until all the queue storage spaces are filled up.  
 It should be pointed out that ICS do not consider switching between phasing 
schemes during the operations because it is uncommon to use two types of phasing 
schemes at the same diamond interchange location during different time periods of the 
day. One particular case to prevent phasing scheme switching is related to the special 
lane configuration for the internal movements. For example, a shared left/through lane 
may be used for the internal movements with the four-phase scheme. With the three-
phase scheme, however, the left-turn lanes need to be exclusive lanes. Unless a dynamic 
lane assignment strategy is implemented, switching between three-phase and four-phase 
schemes may not be a viable option. The following discussions specifically address the 
conditions and the possible holding phases with three-phase and four-phase strategies. 
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Strategies with Three-Phase 
Figure 88 through Figure 90 illustrate the conditions and the proposed holding phases 
with three-phase operations. Figure 88 shows the holding phases being the internal left-
turn phases (φ1 and φ5). By holding these phases, no further vehicle entries to the 
metered ramps would result (except for the uncontrolled arterial right-turn and U-turn 
traffic). Holding the internal left-turn phases would provide equal treatment to the two 
metered ramps; therefore, it would be suitable when the two ramps have similar traffic 
conditions. The disadvantage of holding the internal phases is that the arterial through 
traffic would be stopped and unnecessary delays to the traffic would occur.  
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FIGURE 88  Hold internal phases with three-phase. 
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FIGURE 89  Hold arterial phases with three-phase. 
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FIGURE 90  Hold frontage road phase with three-phase and conditional service. 
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 Figure 89 shows the holding phases being the arterial through phases (φ2 and 
φ6). Although control of vehicle entry to the ramps would also be achieved by holding 
these phases, it has the potential of queue spillover within the internal left-turn lanes, 
which may cause lockup of the diamond interchange. However, the advantage of 
holding the arterial through phases is to allow arterial through traffic going through the 
interchange so that unnecessary delays to these vehicles can be avoided.  
 Figure 90 shows the holding phases being the frontage road phases with the 
diamond interchange operating with a special feature called conditional service. With 
conditional service, an additional arterial left-turn phase (φ1 as shown in the figure) can 
be serviced while one of the frontage road phases is being serviced (φ8 as shown in the 
illustrated case). The use of conditional service would result in unequal treatment to the 
two ramp meters. As shown in this case, holding the frontage road phase (φ8) would 
restrict vehicle entries to the left-side ramp meter (R1).  
 The control algorithm for the diamond interchange signal that incorporates the 
above phase-holding strategies under the three-phase scheme is shown in Figure 91. 
The signal control logic illustrated in Figure 91 is described as follows. When there are 
no queues detected by the spillback queue detectors, the signal phases either receive the 
normal splits or the adjusted splits, depending on the intermediate queue detector 
information. For example, if the intermediate queue detector on the right-side arterial 
approach detects a queue, the phase splits for ф6 and ф1 need to be increased, while the 
phase splits for ф4 and ф8 need to be reduced. If none of the intermediate queue 
detectors detect a queue, the diamond signal will have the normal splits. The phases 
would also receive normal splits whenever the boundary queue detectors detect a queue, 
when the ramp-metering operations are suspended. When queues are detected on either 
metered ramps, the diamond signal would hold particular phases, either ф1 and ф5 or 
ф2 and ф6, depending on the intermediate queue conditions on the arterial street. For 
example, if queues are detected by the intermediate queue detectors on the arterial 
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approaches, the diamond controller would hold ф2 and ф6. Otherwise, the controller 
would hold ф1 and ф5.  
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FIGURE 91  ICS logic and flow chart with three-phase operation. 
  
 The current algorithm does not incorporate operations with conditional service. 
The control algorithm was coded in VAP, which is used in VISSIM for evaluating the 
ICS. The complete VAP code for the algorithm is given in Appendix B.   
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Strategies with Four-Phase 
Figure 92 and Figure 93 show the conditions and the proposed holding phases when the 
diamond signals operate with four-phase. These figures illustrate the holding phases, 
either the right-side frontage road phase (φ8) or the arterial through phase (φ2) to 
control vehicle entry to the left-side ramp (R1). Similarly, φ4 and φ6 are the holding 
phases if vehicle entry to the right-side ramp (R2) needs to be controlled. The strategies 
illustrated in Figure 92 and Figure 93 would only achieve controlling vehicle entry to 
one of the ramps at a time. Under special circumstances, the holding phases can be the 
internal left-turn phases (φ1 and φ5) if vehicle entry to both ramps needs to be 
controlled. This is achieved through the use of dummy phases for the internal 
movements to cross the controller barriers under four-phase operation. For example, the 
Eagle EPAC300 controller defines a dummy ф9 for the left-side internal movement 
phase, which is on the same side of the barrier as the arterial phase (ф2) and the 
frontage road phase (ф4).  
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FIGURE 92  Hold φ8 to control left-side ramp entry with four-phase. 
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FIGURE 93  Hold φ2 to control left-side ramp entry with four-phase. 
 
 Similarly, the control algorithm incorporating these phase-holding strategies 
under four-phase operation is depicted in Figure 94. 
ICS’s Ramp-Metering Component 
Figure 95 illustrates the component concerning the ramp-metering operations in ICS. 
Under the integrated operations, ramp-metering queue flush would occur only when a 
traffic queue exceeds one of the boundary detector locations. 
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FIGURE 94  ICS logic and flow chart with four-phase operation. 
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FIGURE 95  Ramp-metering component in ICS. 
 
Other Considerations for IDIRMS Components 
The IDIRMS and its operations addressed in this research are considered first steps to 
explore a truly high level intelligent IDIRMS. Besides the vehicle detection system 
depicted in Figure 87, the IDIRMS would require additional communication and 
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traveler information systems. Dynamic message signs and advanced warning signs 
might be essential equipment for conveying necessary information to roadway users. 
Under integrated operation, the surface street vehicles will likely experience longer 
queues and delays due to implementation of phase holding in ICS. They would also 
likely experience unusual signal timing due to phase holding. Drivers should be 
informed of such timing changes to minimize their confusion and frustration. Examples 
of dynamic warning signs may include “Do not block intersection,” “Signal in special 
transition,” etc. The communication system should enable uninterrupted data exchange 
between the surface street signal system (diamond interchange signal), and the freeway 
and ramp-metering system. NTCIP-compliant (103) devices for field implementation 
are then critical to ensure data exchangeability between the two systems. With the 
advance of detection, communication, and information technologies, more accurate 
traffic flow data could be obtained and applied in real time to improve system 
performance, which would require development of more sophisticated control 
algorithms.   
EVALUATION OF ICS UNDER RECURRING CONGESTION 
The ICS discussed earlier in this chapter for ramp queue spillback control under 
recurring congestion were evaluated using the VISSIM simulation model under three 
generally defined traffic demand scenarios as characterized by the ramp conditions: 
low, medium, and high. These general traffic demand scenarios are qualitatively 
described in Table 13. 
 Instead of using a fixed metering rate, the ALINEA traffic-responsive ramp-
metering algorithm was coded in VISSIM using VAP; therefore, the ramp-metering 
capacities that were used to calculate the v/c ratios were only estimates based on the 
ALINEA algorithm. The following discussions describe the process of estimating the 
ramp-metering capacities based on ALINEA.  
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TABLE 13  Traffic demand scenarios for ICS evaluation 
Traffic Conditions  
Demand Scenarios R1 (Peak Direction) R2 (Off-Peak Direction) 
 
Case I: Low 
Demand is less than capacity 
but does experiences short-
term over-capacity (e.g., 
several cycles). 
Demand is less than capacity 
with no experience of short-
term over-capacity. 
 
Case II: Medium 
Demand is slightly over the 
ramp’s capacity and 
experiences relatively longer 
periods of over-capacity. 
Demand is less than the 
ramp’s capacity and may 
experience short-term over-
capacity. 
 
Case III: High 
Demand exceeds capacity by 
a significant margin and the 
ramp experiences over-
capacity during most of the 
analysis period. 
Demand is near or above 
capacity and the ramp 
experiences a longer period 
of over-capacity. 
 
 
 The system operations were evaluated using VISSIM under the traffic demand 
scenarios described above for the cases with and without ICS. The same 
Mayfield/SH 360 interchange network was used but with modified traffic demands to 
reflect the three demand scenarios as described in Table 13. Table 14 describes the 
experimental design matrix, including a total of 16 traffic scenarios and simulation 
cases. Two sub-cases were included in the high demand scenario, with case III-B 
reflecting a more highly over-saturated condition for R2 than that in case III-A.  
Table 15 provides more specific information about each scenario in terms of the v/c 
ratios and the percentage of cycles that demand exceeding metering capacity. It should 
be noted that over-capacity during a particular cycle does not necessarily result in queue 
spilling back to the diamond interchange, because the queue storage space between the 
ramp meter and the diamond interchange provides buffers to temporarily hold the 
vehicle queues. Detailed traffic volumes for the three demand scenarios are included in 
Appendix C. 
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TABLE 14  Naming scheme of traffic scenarios and experimental runs 
Three-Phase Four-Phase Traffic 
Demands 
Without ICS With ICS Without ICS With ICS 
Low 3PNL 3PYL 4PNL 4PYL 
Medium 3PNM 3PYM 4PNM 4PYM 
High – A 3PNHA 3PYHA 4PNHA 4PYHA 
High – B 3PNHB 3PYHB 4PNHB 4PYHB 
Note:xP-Diamond phasing; N-Without ICS; Y-With ICS; L-Low demand; M-Medium demand; HA-High 
demand, case A; HB-High demand, case B. 
 
TABLE 15  Quantitative description of the traffic demand scenarios 
Ramp Conditions 
v/c Ratio % Cycles Demand 
Exceeding Capacity 
 
Demand Scenarios 
R1 R2 R1 R2 
Case I: Low 0.88 0.54 20 3 
Case II: Medium 1.01 0.60 65 10 
Case III: High 1.06 A:  0.63 
B:  1.03 
90 A:  20 
B:  80 
 
    
 During the VISSIM simulation, the queue flush option was turned off so that the 
ramp-metering rate during each interval given by ALINEA would best represent the 
actual ramp capacity based on the freeway mainline conditions. The ramp-metering 
rates given by ALINEA during the entire course of simulation were recorded. Cases II 
and III (medium and high demand scenarios) have the same freeway mainline demands; 
therefore, the ramp-metering capacities for the two cases could be assumed to be the 
same. Simulation runs were conducted for cases I and II (low and medium demand 
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scenarios) with ten duplicate runs for each case. The ramp-metering capacity was then 
determined based on the average results from the 10 runs for each case. For example, 
for the low demand scenario, the ramp-metering capacity for R1 was estimated at 
828 vph with the standard deviation of 19 vph, and the capacity for R2 was estimated at 
878 with a standard deviation of 6 vph. For the medium and high demand scenarios, the 
metering capacity for R1 was estimated at 753 vph with a standard deviation of 18 vph, 
while the metering capacity for R2 was estimated at 832 vph with a standard deviation 
of 24 vph. For the high demand scenario of case III-B, the maximum metering rate in 
ALINEA for R2 was modified from 900 vph to 515 vph, resulting in an estimated ramp-
metering capacity of 510 vph, where the ramp meter basically operated at the highest 
rate most of the time during simulation due to the low freeway mainline demand for the 
off-peak direction. The modification of the metering rate resulted in R2 being over-
saturated, and more frequent queue spillback and queue flush occurred when ICS were 
not applied.  
 Each simulation run lasted 12,000 seconds; however, the system performance 
measures were only reported between 600 seconds and 12,000 seconds in simulation. 
The initial 600 seconds were considered a system warm-up time. At 10,600 seconds 
into simulation, no further vehicle entry to the network was coded; therefore, the time 
after 10,600 was to clear the remaining traffic in the network. Again, ten multiple 
simulation runs were conducted using different random seeds with each traffic demand 
scenario. Three major performance measures were used for the evaluation, including 
vehicle delays, the percent time that the ramp meter was in queue flush mode, and the 
ramp-meter queue flush rate defined by the number of queue flushes per hour. The 
performance measures of queue flush time and queue flush rate have been used in 
practice to indicate the quality of ramp-metering operations (32). Ramp queue flush is 
perhaps one of the primary causes of freeway breakdown; therefore, the performance 
measures related to queue flush may be good indicators for evaluating the effectiveness 
of ICS.  
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Freeway Mainline Delays and Variations  
Because the major purpose of implementing ICS is to minimize ramp queue flush and 
therefore to prevent freeway breakdown, it is expected that the significant savings in 
freeway mainline delays would offset the delay increases on the surface street traffic. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the freeway has unique operating characteristics. When the 
freeway operates in free-flow conditions (i.e., without breakdown), only minimal delays 
occur. Delays increase significantly once the freeway breaks down.  
 Figure 96 and Figure 97 demonstrate that freeway mainline delays can vary 
significantly between simulation runs due to the stochastic nature of traffic flow and the 
freeway operating characteristics. In Figure 96, the delays on the freeway mainline (the 
northbound peak direction) during simulation are plotted for each of the 10 runs for the 
case of the medium demand scenario and three-phase operation.  
 It can be seen that the freeway experienced more severe breakdowns and higher 
delays without ICS. However, significant variations in when breakdown occurred and 
how sever the breakdown was as indicated by the delay values can be observed between 
each simulation run. Similarly, Figure 97 shows the results for the high demand 
scenario. As can be seen from both figures, for the medium demand scenario, freeway 
breakdown was prevented in most of the simulation runs except for one case with ICS. 
As for the high demand scenario, although ICS still showed effectiveness in delaying 
the onset of breakdown, breakdown could not be completely avoided.  
 It is noted that in Figure 96 and Figure 97, as well as in other figures to be 
presented next, the freeway traffic delay started and ended with zeros. This is due to the 
system warm-up period and clearance period. The system clearance period is to allow 
the remaining traffic in the system to clear; therefore, the areas under the curves would 
reflect the total delays experienced by all the traffic entering the system.  
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FIGURE 96  Freeway mainline delays and variations: medium demand. 
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FIGURE 97  Freeway mainline delays and variations: high demand. 
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Ramp Performance 
The effectiveness of ICS was evaluated from the perspective of ramp-metering 
performance. More specifically, the two performance measures of percent queue flush 
time and queue flush rate were compared.  
 It is believed that frequent ramp queue flush increases the likelihood of freeway 
breakdown. Figure 98 through Figure 100 illustrate the relationship between freeway 
mainline delays and ramp-meter queue flush based on the VISSIM simulations for the 
three traffic demand scenarios. The curve for queue flush is represented in the form of 
cumulative queue flush time, where the horizontal segment indicates the period when 
the ramp meter was in normal operation without queue flush. Each figure includes two 
parts: (a) the delay profiles without ICS and (b) the profiles with ICS. The two cases in 
a and b were based on identical random seeds; therefore, they had identical traffic 
demand profiles in both cases.  
 As can be seen, the freeway mainline breakdown as indicated by the significant 
increase in the delays directly corresponds to the queue flush operation. In each of the 
traffic demand scenarios, the onset of queue flush, the total queue flush time, and the 
number of queue flushes (represented by the number of horizontal segments in the 
cumulative queue flush curve) were all improved with ICS.  For example, ICS did not 
result in any queue flush under the low demand scenario. Under the medium demand 
and high demand scenarios, the onset of queue flush was delayed by a significant 
margin; therefore, the onset of freeway breakdown was also delayed.  Another 
interesting observation is that the freeway delay was capped at approximately 
120 sec/veh once breakdown occurred and persisted, suggesting that keeping ramp 
metering in operation may no longer be effective in reducing freeway delays.  
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FIGURE 98  Relationship between freeway breakdown and 
queue flush: low demand. 
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FIGURE 99  Relationship between freeway breakdown and 
queue flush: medium demand. 
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FIGURE 100  Relationship between freeway breakdown and 
queue flush: high demand. 
 
 Figure 101 and Figure 102 compare the percent queue flush time and queue 
flush rate under the low demand scenario. Table 16 provides detailed statistical test 
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results on the two performance measures expressed in the gross queue flush time and 
number of queue flushes. Again, it is noted that no transition period was specifically 
modeled between queue flushes. 
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FIGURE 101  Percent queue flush time: low demand. 
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FIGURE 102  Queue flush rate: low demand. 
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TABLE 16  t-statistical tests comparing ramp performances: low demand. 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
 
Ramp 
 
 
Performance 
Measures Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
Flush Time, sec 143.8 149.2 0.0 0.0 3.05 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 2.6 2.8 0.0 0.0 2.85 Y 
Flush Time, sec 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA NA  
R2 No. Flushes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA NA 
Four-Phase 
Flush Time, sec 102.7 97.0 0.0 0.0 3.35 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 1.9 1.7 0.0 0.0 3.61 Y 
Flush Time, sec 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA NA  
R2 No. Flushes 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 NA NA 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
  
 The results in Figure 101, Figure 102, and Table 16 indicate that queue flush 
occurred rarely on both ramps under the low demand scenario even without ICS. ICS 
completely eliminated queue flushes in each of the 10 simulation runs. The statistical 
results indicate that the performance measures with ICS are statistically different from 
those without ICS.   
 Similarly, the ramp performance measures and statistical testing results for the 
medium demand scenario are shown in Figure 103, Figure 104, and Table 17. The 
results indicate that both the queue flush time and the number of queue flushes were 
significantly lower with ICS for R1. R2 remained under-saturated with queue flush 
occurring in only 1 out the 10 simulation runs.      
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FIGURE 103  Percent queue flush time: medium demand. 
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FIGURE 104  Queue flush rate: medium demand. 
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TABLE 17  t-statistical tests comparing ramp performances: medium demand 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
 
Ramp 
 
 
Performance 
Measures Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
Flush Time, sec 1292.7 469.5 213.5 399.0 5.54 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 22.9 6.9 4.2 6.8 6.11 Y 
Flush Time, sec 2.0 6.3 0.0 0.0 1.00 N  
R2 No. Flushes 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.00 N 
Four-Phase 
Flush Time, sec 1184.1 535.0 183.5 300.2 5.16 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 20.3 8.3 3.4 5.4 5.40 Y 
Flush Time, sec 6.2 19.6 0.0 0.0 1.00 N  
R2 No. Flushes 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 1.00 N 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
  
 The ramp performance measures and statistical testing results for the high 
demand scenario (case A) are shown in Figure 105, Figure 106, and Table 18. Again, 
the results indicate that both the queue flush time and the number of queue flushes were 
significantly lower with ICS for R1. R2 basically still remained under-saturated 
although the queue flush time increased slightly.      
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FIGURE 105  Percent queue flush time: high demand (case A). 
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FIGURE 106  Queue flush rate: high demand (case A). 
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TABLE 18  t-statistical tests comparing ramp performance: 
high demand (case A) 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
 
Ramp 
 
 
Performance 
Measures Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
Flush Time, sec 1773.8 659.7 528.8 423.0 5.02 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 28.0 6.9 10.8 8.8 4.86 Y 
Flush Time, sec 10.1 31.9 7.6 19.3 0.21 N  
R2 No. Flushes 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.00 N 
Four-Phase 
Flush Time, sec 1702.9 644.1 790.3 295.1 4.07 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 29.2 10.4 13.8 4.2 4.36 Y 
Flush Time, sec 7.6 24.0 33.8 26.7 -2.31 Y  
R2 No. Flushes 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.7 -3.86 Y 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
  
 The ramp performance measures and statistical testing results for the high 
demand scenario (case B) are shown in Figure 107, Figure 108, and Table 19. In this 
case, the maximum ramp-metering rate for R2 was changed from 900 vph to 515 vph, 
resulting in an over-saturated condition for R2. While similar results were shown for R1 
where both the queue flush time and the number of queue flushes were significantly 
lower with ICS, there were basically no differences for R2 with and without ICS.  
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FIGURE 107  Percent queue flush time: high demand (case B). 
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FIGURE 108  Queue flush rate: high demand (case B). 
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TABLE 19  t-statistical tests comparing ramp performances: high demand (case B) 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
 
Ramp 
 
 
Performance 
Measures Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
Flush Time, sec 1794.5 416.9 1018.7 257.9 5.00 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 28.3 6.2 20.0 5.1 3.28 Y 
Flush Time, sec 569.3 114.6 587.9 101.0 -0.39 N  
R2 No. Flushes 12.1 2.8 11.8 2.5 0.25 N 
Four-Phase 
Flush Time, sec 1803.7 334.5 917.3 360.4 5.70 Y  
R1 No. Flushes 31.4 5.7 19.4 5.2 4.90 Y 
Flush Time, sec 603.5 130.3 787.1 348.0 -1.56 N  
R2 No. Flushes 12.6 1.7 15.8 4.9 -1.94 N 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
  
 In fact, an interesting phenomenon could be seen that a slightly higher queue 
flush time and higher number of queue flushes were observed for R2 with ICS. By 
examining in detail the simulation process, it was found that the majority of the cases 
when the diamond signal was in a phase hold state were caused by the queues in R1, not 
R2. During the period of phase holding, long queues were generally observed on the 
right-side arterial approach (ф6). The long queues caused blocking of the arterial right-
turn movement (M12) which would otherwise arrive at R2 freely without impedance. 
When the phase holding was disengaged, the dissipation of the long queues on the right-
side arterial approach resulted in M12 arriving at R2 in large platoons. As a result, R2 
experienced longer queues and more frequent ramp queue flushes. This phenomenon 
suggests that during the over-saturated conditions at both ramps, one of the ramps 
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(usually the ramp with less congestion) may actually experience worse operations with 
ICS.      
Vehicle Delays 
The effectiveness of ICS were also investigated based on the average delays of different 
system facilities. The average delays were summarized based on system-wide and sub-
system levels. The following notations and their meanings were used in subsequent 
figures to denote the delays at different sub-system levels:  
 NBF – northbound freeway   SBF – southbound freeway  
 System – system wide   FRWY – freeway both directions 
 F-S – freeway to surface street S-F – surface street to freeway 
 S-S – surface street to surface street 
 Figure 109 shows the average delays at the system-wide and sub-system levels 
for the low demand scenario, and Table 20 has the detailed t-statistical test results. The 
t-statistical tests were conducted to compare only the freeway mainline delays and the 
system-wide delays for the cases with and without ICS. Minimizing freeway breakdown 
(also reducing freeway mainline delays) is one of the major objectives for developing 
ICS.  The system-wide delay measures represent the system performances for the entire 
IDIRMS as a whole; therefore, system delay is a good indicator whether ICS would 
benefit the operations from the system’s perspective, but not just for the freeway 
operations. The results indicate that no statistically different delays were found between 
the operations with and without ICS. Both ramps were under-saturated with rare queue 
flush occurrences. Even when occasional queue flush occurred, the freeway mainline 
was able to maintain free-flow conditions or was able to recover quickly from a short-
term breakdown due to the relatively low mainline demand.  As a result, ICS did not 
show a significant impact on either the freeway mainlines or the surface street traffic 
under the low demand scenario.  
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FIGURE 109  Average vehicle delays with ALINEA metering: low demand. 
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TABLE 20  t-statistical tests for comparing delays: low demand 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
Sub-
system 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
NBF 6.7 2.3 5.9 0.7 1.06 N 
SBF 3.9 0.4 3.8 0.5 0.63 N 
System 14.3 1.5 14.2 1.4 0.07 N 
Four-Phase 
NBF 6.8 1.7 5.9 0.9 1.54 N 
SBF 4.0 0.6 3.9 0.4 0.66 N 
System 13.5 1.0 14.1 2.1 -0.73 N 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
 
  Similarly, Figure 110 shows the average delays on system and sub-
system levels for the medium demand scenario, and Table 21 has the detailed t-
statistical results. The results indicate that significant delay savings were achieved with 
ICS for the northbound freeway mainline. The southbound freeway delays remained at 
the same low level due to the low traffic demand. Although the system-wide delays 
were reduced slightly with ICS, no statistical difference was found between the results 
with and without ICS. The significant delay savings on the northbound freeway 
mainline were diminished by the significant delay increases for the non-freeway traffic, 
such as the freeway-to-surface (F-S), surface-to-freeway (S-F), and surface-to-surface 
(S-S) traffic. Similar results could also be seen between three-phase and four-phase 
strategies. 
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FIGURE 110  Average vehicle delays with ALINEA metering: medium demand. 
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TABLE 21  t-statistical tests for comparing delays: medium demand 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
Sub-
system 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
NBF 51.9 22.5 19.8 21.9 3.23 Y 
SBF 5.4 0.4 5.1 0.5 1.40 N 
System 39.2 10.8 36.8 17.3 0.39 N 
Four-Phase 
NBF 53.0 25.3 20.7 15.7 3.42 Y 
SBF 5.1 0.7 5.6 0.6 -1.65 N 
System 38.4 12.3 35.8 14.5 0.44 N 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
 
 It is noted that the results presented in Figure 110 and Table 21 represent the 
average of 10 simulation runs, and the stochastic traffic demand variations may have 
resulted in slightly lower- or higher-level traffic demands within the generally defined 
medium demand scenario. 
 Figure 111 through Figure 113 illustrate three representative cases which may 
explain the results presented in Figure 110 and Table 21.  
 Case 1 (see Figure 111) represents a condition where freeway breakdown was 
completely eliminated with ICS operations. As a result, significant delay savings were 
achieved on the freeway mainline, and such savings outweighed the delay increases on 
the non-freeway traffic movements. As a result, the system delays also showed at a 
lower level with ICS in this case. ICS would be more effective when such a condition 
exists, i.e., the freeway breakdown could be completely eliminated with ICS.  
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FIGURE 111  No breakdown with ICS and reduced system delay (case 1). 
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FIGURE 112  With breakdown and increased system delay (case 2). 
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FIGURE 113  Delayed breakdown and identical system delay (case 3). 
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  Case 2 (see Figure 112) represents a condition where freeway breakdown was 
not avoided with ICS because high traffic demand occurred at a much earlier stage. As a 
result, ICS did not result in delay savings on the freeway mainline, and the system-wide 
delays were actually increased with ICS due to significant delay increases on the non-
freeway traffic movements. In such a case, ICS would not be effective but would rather 
be likely to increase the system-wide delays. This same conclusion will be seen under 
the high demand scenario where freeway breakdown cannot be eliminated with ICS 
operations.  
Case 3 (see Figure 113) represents a condition where the onset of freeway 
breakdown was delayed with ICS, but breakdown occurred at a later stage. Freeway 
mainline traffic achieved some delay savings; however, the system delays remained at 
similar levels with and without ICS due to the delay increases on the non-freeway 
traffic movements. In such a case, ICS would be effective in delaying the onset of 
freeway congestion; therefore, the freeway traffic would receive priority service over 
the surface street traffic.  
 Figure 114 shows the average delays at the system and sub-system levels for the 
high demand scenario (case A), and Table 22 has the detailed t-statistical results. The 
results indicate that although the savings on the northbound freeway were significant 
with ICS, the system-wide delays somehow showed a slight increase. This was due to 
the significant increases in the delays for the non-freeway traffic. As pointed out earlier, 
freeway breakdown could not be completely eliminated with ICS when the traffic 
demands reached a high level. The delay savings on the freeway mainline traffic could 
not outweigh the delay increases on the non-freeway traffic. In such a case, only the 
freeway traffic would receive higher priority services, while non-freeway traffic would 
probably suffer from significantly higher delays.  
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FIGURE 114  Average vehicle delays with ALINEA: high demand (case A). 
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TABLE 22  t-statistical tests comparing delays: high demand (case A) 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
Sub-
system 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
NBF 68.1 22.6 32.5 22.4 3.54 Y 
SBF 5.5 0.9 6.0 0.9 -1.45 N 
System 47.4 11.0 52.8 16.5 -0.87 N 
Four-Phase 
NBF 61.6 27.8 34.6 16.2 2.65 Y 
SBF 5.1 0.7 5.4 0.9 -0.93 N 
System 42.9 13.6 52.1 8.5 -1.82 N 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
 
 Figure 115 shows the average delays at the system and sub-system levels for the 
high demand scenario (case B), and Table 23 has the detailed t-statistical results. 
Similarly, the results indicate that the delays for the northbound freeway traffic were 
significantly lower with ICS. However, the system-wide delays were also significantly 
higher with ICS. Again, this was due to the significant increases in the delays for the 
non-freeway traffic. Interestingly, the southbound freeway traffic also experienced 
delay increases with ICS, a scenario explained previously. With ICS, the temporary 
phase-holding stage resulted in long queues in the arterial that blocked the right-turn 
movement which would otherwise arrive at the ramp without impedance. When this 
right-turn traffic was released as platoons, the ramp could not handle the long queues, 
causing more frequent queue flush and, therefore, increasing the likelihood of mainline 
breakdown.  It is therefore concluded that ICS will not be effective under high demand 
scenarios in reducing system delays. 
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FIGURE 115  Average vehicle delays with ALINEA: high demand (case B). 
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TABLE 23  t-statistical tests comparing average delays: high demand (case B) 
Three-Phase 
Without ICS With ICS 
 
Sub-
system 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
 
t-statistic 
 
Reject Null 
Hypothesis? 
NBF 69.5 19.9 50.0 14.0 2.53 Y 
SBF 5.4 0.8 6.5 2.1 -1.60 N 
System 50.2 9.5 72.5 7.9 -5.71 Y 
Four-Phase 
NBF 72.8 12.1 42.8 22.9 3.66 Y 
SBF 5.5 0.5 13.5 8.3 -3.06 Y 
System 50.7 5.7 72.1 13.4 -4.66 Y 
Note: (1) Null Hypothesis: Means are equal; (2) Rejection Region: t0.025,18 = 2.101 
 
 Figure 116 through Figure 121 present the performance measure results by 
traffic demand scenarios. Figure 116 illustrates the percent queue flush time for R1 
under different traffic demand scenarios, and Figure 117 illustrates the ramp-metering 
queue flush rate for R1 under different traffic demand scenarios. In general, ICS 
significantly improved the ramp performance, as indicated by the lower queue flush 
time and the number of queue flushes. With the increasing demand level, both queue 
flush and queue flush rate increased. The most significant improvements could be seen 
under the medium demand scenario.  
 Figure 118 and Figure 119 illustrate similar ramp performance measures for R2. 
Significant impact on R2 performance only emerged under the case of High-B (both R1 
and R2 became over-saturated). As can be seen, worse performance measures were 
obtained with ICS, as explained early in this chapter. Both the queue flush time and the 
queue flush rate increased with ICS.  
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FIGURE 116  Percent queue flush time by demand levels 
and control strategies: ramp 1. 
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FIGURE 117  Queue flush rates by demand levels 
and control strategies: ramp 1. 
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FIGURE 118  Percent flush time by demand levels 
 and control strategies: ramp 2. 
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FIGURE 119  Queue flush rates by demand levels 
 and control strategies: ramp 2. 
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 Figure 120 illustrates the delay results for the peak-direction (northbound) 
freeway mainline. In general, ICS resulted in delay savings for the freeway mainline 
traffic. The most significant delay savings can be seen for the medium demand and 
High-A demand scenarios. These delay savings were due to a significant reduction in 
ramp queue flush where freeway breakdowns were minimized. Under the low demand 
scenario, the delay savings with ICS was not significant. This is because ramp queue 
flush was minimal under the low demand scenario, and freeway breakdown hardly 
occurred even without ICS. For the High-B scenario, more frequent queue flush 
occurred due to over-saturation at R2. As a result, the freeway mainline experienced 
increased delays compared to the High-A scenario.  
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FIGURE 120  Peak-direction freeway mainline delays by 
demand levels and control strategies. 
 
  
 Figure 121 illustrates the system-wide delay measures by traffic demand 
scenarios. The system-wide delay is the weighted average of all the traffic in the 
system, including both freeway mainline traffic and the surface street traffic. As can be 
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seen, ICS only resulted in lower system delays under the medium demand scenario 
although the differences are not significant. Under both the High-A and High-B 
scenarios, the system delays were actually increased with ICS, especially for the High-B 
scenario. The increase in system delays reflected the situations where the surface street 
traffic experienced significant delay increases due to ICS. The delay increases for the 
surface traffic outweighed the delay savings in the freeway mainline. Under the low 
demand scenario, the system-wide delays are basically the same with and without ICS.  
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FIGURE 121  System-wide delays by demand levels and control strategies. 
 
Results with Fixed Metering 
The results in the previous section indicate that ICS would be effective in reducing 
system-wide delays only when freeway breakdown could be avoided or minimized. 
Compared to fixed ramp metering, traffic-responsive ramp metering can actively 
respond to freeway congestion; therefore, it is more effective in preventing freeway 
breakdown. Due to the existence of high traffic demands at many ramp-metering 
locations, ramp metering is often set to operate at its maximum rate in order to 
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minimize ramp queue spillback, resembling a fixed metering operation. To illustrate 
whether ICS would still be effective if ramp metering would operate as fixed metering, 
this section presents some simulation results when fixed ramp metering was used.   
 Figure 122 and Figure 123 provide delay results similar to those presented in the 
previous section, except for the conditions when ramp metering was operating at a fixed 
rate rather than the varied rate. Only the mean values are shown in these figures. No 
statistical tests were conducted on these results.  
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FIGURE 122  Peak-direction freeway mainline delays by demand levels and 
control strategies with fixed metering. 
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FIGURE 123  System-wide delays by demand levels and 
control strategies with fixed metering. 
 
 What can be noticed from the results is that the delay savings on the freeway 
mainline were no longer as significant as those when ALINEA traffic-responsive ramp 
metering was used. As a result, system delays were all higher with ICS for the three 
general traffic demand scenarios when fixed ramp metering was used. It is therefore 
concluded that traffic-responsive ramp metering has a significant advantage over fixed 
metering operations in preventing freeway breakdown and minimizing freeway delays. 
A FRAMEWORK FOR IMPLEMENTING ICS 
In the previous sections of this chapter, the proposed ICS were documented and the 
additional detection system components for implementing ICS and its algorithm were 
tested in a simulation environment. This section documents the development of a 
framework for potential field implementation of ICS in an IDIRMS. The ICS algorithm 
and architecture are described in this section. Detailed functional diagrams for the 
algorithm are provided in Appendix D. 
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Figure 124 illustrates the proposed system architecture for an IDIRMS with the 
ICS algorithm. Figure 125 illustrates the data flow within the ICS algorithm. In addition 
to the standard vehicle detection and signal control elements at the ramp-metering sub-
system and the diamond interchange sub-system, IDIRMS with ICS requires additional 
vehicle detection systems, namely the boundary queue detection, intermediate queue 
detection, and queue spillback detection. The required detector locations were 
illustrated previously in Figure 87.  
 The ICS algorithm consists of three major functions: the Integration Need 
Assessor, the Strategy Selector, and the Strategy Implementer. The Integration Need 
Assessor processes information from the various queue detectors and determines 
whether ICS is needed based on the queuing conditions. Once the queuing conditions 
warrant ICS, the Strategy Selector will determine what strategy [i.e., the candidate 
phase(s) to hold] should be implemented based on the conditions of the queues and the 
diamond control mode (i.e., phasing schemes). The Strategy Implementer will facilitate 
the transition from normal signal operation to integrated control or vice versa based on 
the current signal status and queuing conditions. The detailed functional descriptions of 
the ICS algorithm are provided in Appendix D. 
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FIGURE 124  IDIRMS architecture. 
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FIGURE 125  Diagram of data flow of the proposed ICS algorithm.  
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SUMMARY  
This chapter has documented the development and evaluation of ICS for managing an 
IDIRMS. ICS were developed with a focus on dealing with recurring congestion from 
daily traffic operations. Evaluations of the effectiveness of ICS were conducted using 
the VISSIM simulation model under three generally defined traffic demand scenarios: 
low, medium, and high. Detailed system architecture and ICS algorithm functional 
diagrams were also developed for potential field implementation.  
 One critical element of ICS is to have the ramp metering operate with traffic-
responsive instead of fixed metering. Traffic-responsive ramp-metering algorithms, 
such as ALINEA, can actively respond to freeway congestion; thus, they are more 
effective in preventing freeway breakdown and achieving significant delay savings for 
the freeway traffic. Fixed metering, although it may still be effective in improving 
freeway operations under certain circumstances, is less effective in preventing freeway 
breakdown.  
 ICS proved to be effective only within a certain traffic demand level, e.g., the 
medium level as defined in this study. Under the low demand scenario, where both the 
freeway mainlines and the ramps have sufficient capacities, implementing ICS would 
not result in significant difference in the system performances. On the other hand, when 
the traffic demands are high for both the freeway mainlines and the ramps, ICS would 
only provide marginal benefits for the freeway mainline operations by delaying the 
onset of ramp queue flush and freeway breakdown. Once the traffic queues on the 
surface street exceed boundary limits and ramp queue flush starts, the delay savings on 
the freeway traffic will be significantly diminished. The non-freeway traffic would 
experience excessive delays and queues, which would normally outweigh the delay 
savings of the freeway traffic. ICS proved to be most effective under the generally 
defined medium demand scenario, where temporary phase hold would not result in 
overflow of the queue storage spaces and freeway breakdown can be effectively 
prevented or delayed. Although non-freeway traffic would still generally experience 
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increased delays, the delay savings on the freeway traffic would normally outweigh the 
delay increases on the non-freeway traffic.  
 ICS associated with three-phase and four-phase schemes yielded similar system 
performance measures although individual surface street traffic movements may 
experience different delay levels.  
 Finally, the system architecture for an IDIRMS with ICS indicates that the 
system can be developed based on the existing controller features and functions 
although additional detection and communication equipment will be needed.  
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CHAPTER VIII: 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR TASKS PERFORMED 
This research aimed at developing integrated control strategies for better managing an 
integrated diamond interchange ramp-metering system. New methodologies were 
developed to provide enhanced modeling features for an IDIRMS.  The research 
focused on the type of diamond interchange with U-turn lanes and one-way frontage 
roads typically seen in urban areas in the state of Texas and some other states. The 
signal phasing schemes included the two most commonly used phasing schemes: basic 
three-phase and TTI four-phase.  
 The primary principle of the modeling methodologies for vehicle queues and 
delays was based on the cumulative arrival and departure queue polygon method. 
Modeling of the diamond interchange and ramp-metering operations took into 
consideration the close interrelationship between the diamond signal and the ramp-
metering signal. Ramp-metering operations and ramp performances were modeled 
considering the unique traffic flow profiles and the stochastic freeway flows. A gap-
acceptance-based model was developed to provide a theoretical basis for establishing 
freeway mainline volume thresholds for ramp-metering applications. Diamond 
interchange operations were modeled considering the impact of queue spillback from 
the ramp meters. Modeling of freeway operations took into consideration the stochastic 
nature of freeway breakdown, and the two-capacity phenomenon was specifically 
considered in the modeling process.  
 A computer model named DRIVE was developed to implement the enhanced 
modeling methodologies. DRIVE is classified as a mesoscopic simulation and analysis 
model that can be used to perform system analysis for IDIRMS over multiple cycles and 
with consideration of stochastic traffic demands. Mesoscopic models have the 
advantages of both microscopic and macroscopic models in terms of fast computing 
speed and consideration of stochastic traffic demand variations. DRIVE was validated 
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against the VISSIM microscopic simulation model. System operational characteristics 
were investigated using DRIVE to gain a better understanding of the IDIRMS 
operations.  
 ICS were developed for an IDIRMS, and a proof-of-concept evaluation was 
conducted using VISSIM under three generally defined traffic demand scenarios: low, 
medium, and high, as characterized by the volume-to-capacity ratios at the ramps. 
Finally, a framework for implementing the ICS was developed, where detailed data 
flow and functional diagrams were provided. Major findings and conclusions reached in 
this research are documented in the next section. 
MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
System Operational Features and Characteristics 
Using the DRIVE software developed in this research, the system operational features 
and characteristics were investigated based on one field case. Major findings from this 
case analysis are summarized below: 
• For the case of an under-saturated diamond interchange, no significant difference 
was found in the system performance measures between three-phase and four-phase 
operations, and whether the arterial right-turn movement was signal controlled or 
not. Stochastic variation in the traffic demands was a major contributing factor for 
the ramp queues. The ramp queue length seemed to be non-linearly related to the 
proportion of the ramp volume split. With the same ramp demand level, the queue 
length seemed to increase with the increase of the ramp volume split.  
• For over-saturated ramp conditions where queue spillback existed, the type of 
phasing scheme exhibited different operational impacts on the diamond interchange 
operation. The four-phase scheme seemed to benefit the frontage road phase 
movement, while the three-phase scheme seemed to benefit the arterial left-turn 
movement. Traffic-responsive ramp-metering operations with varied metering rates 
were more effective in maximizing freeway throughput flows and preventing 
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freeway breakdown. Ramp metering with queue flush could result in earlier freeway 
breakdown; thus, it is not a preferred operational strategy. Ramp-metering 
operations should avoid or delay the onset of ramp queue flush, which would 
require development of ICS for managing an IDIRMS. 
• To achieve control of ramp demand through split adjustment would only be possible 
when the ramp-feeding movement becomes over-saturated. The analyses 
demonstrated that when a ramp-feeding movement was under capacity at the 
diamond signal, increasing its phase split actually resulted in smaller ramp queues 
due to a reduction in the size of platoons.  
• The ramp queues were found to increase with the increase of diamond cycle length. 
The ramp queue length distributions do not follow normal distributions due to a 
significant number of zero queues.  
Model Calibration and Validation  
Calibration and validation of the DRIVE model were conducted based on the results of 
VISSIM microscopic simulation model. Specific findings and conclusions regarding the 
calibration and validation processes are summarized below: 
• The two-capacity phenomenon of freeway operations is one of the key features for 
evaluating the effectiveness of ramp-metering operations. It was found that with 
careful selection of the model parameters, VISSIM is able to produce the two-
capacity phenomenon that compared well with field data collected in this research. 
However, VISSIM seems to have shown much faster recovery from breakdown than 
what has been observed in the field; therefore, the modeling of freeway breakdown 
warrants further field study and validation.  
• Results from VISSIM also confirmed the findings from previous studies that 
freeways have a lower queue-discharge capacity under breakdown than the free-
flow capacity. Freeway breakdown and its associated traffic flows are stochastic in 
nature. The variations in the free-flow capacity are higher than the variations in the 
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queue-discharge capacity. It was also found that the difference between the two 
capacities depends on the type of ramp control. The difference between the two 
capacities tends to decrease with ramp metering on, suggesting that ramp metering 
may be effective in minimizing the impact of breakdown.  
• For the results for the freeway mainlines, both DRIVE and VISSIM yielded 
statistically identical delay measures during both under-saturated (with queue flush) 
and over-saturated (without queue flush) ramp conditions.  
• For the results for the surface street traffic movements, both DRIVE and VISSIM 
yielded delay results that matched well with PASSER III for under-saturated 
conditions without queue spillback. For over-saturated conditions with queue 
spillback, the difference between DRIVE and VISSIM was more significant, which 
the limitations in both models could have contributed to. One specific case was the 
modeling of the short-lane effect and lane blocking. Nevertheless, with the specific 
case analyzed, both DRIVE and VISSIM revealed a consistent trend in how the 
delays increased on the ramp-feeding traffic movements with the two types of 
diamond phasing schemes. Three-phase seemed to benefit the arterial left-turn 
traffic, while four-phase seemed to benefit the frontage road movement. As a result, 
validation of DRIVE for over-saturated conditions should probably be stated from a 
qualitative perspective.  
ICS Development and Evaluation  
Various ICS were developed in this research for the purpose of achieving better system 
performance measures. The ICS addressed in this research were considered as first steps 
to further explore a truly intelligent IDIRMS. Evaluations of ICS were carried out using 
VISSIM with one particular interchange location and with three generally defined 
traffic demand scenarios. Major findings and conclusions are summarized below:   
• ICS proved to be effective only within a specified traffic demand level, e.g., the 
medium level as defined in this study. Under the low demand scenario where both 
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the freeway mainlines and the ramps have sufficient capacities, implementing ICS 
would not result in a significant difference in the system performances. On the other 
hand, when the traffic demands are high for both the freeway mainlines and the 
ramps, ICS would only provide marginal benefits for the freeway mainline 
operations by delaying the onset of ramp queue flush and freeway breakdown. Once 
the traffic queues on the surface street exceed boundary limits and ramp queue flush 
starts, the delay savings on the freeway traffic will be significantly diminished. The 
non-freeway traffic would experience excessive delays and queues, which would 
normally outweigh the delay savings to the freeway traffic.  
• One critical element for achieving the expected effectiveness with ICS is to have the 
ramp meter operate with traffic-responsive instead of fixed metering. Traffic-
responsive ramp-metering algorithms, such as ALINEA, can actively respond to 
freeway congestion; thus, they are more effective in preventing freeway breakdown 
and achieving significant delay savings for the freeway traffic. Fixed metering, 
although it may still be effective in improving freeway operations under certain 
circumstances, is less effective in preventing freeway breakdown.  
• ICS associated with three-phase and four-phase schemes yielded similar system 
performance measures although individual surface street traffic movements may 
experience different delay levels.  
• The proposed system architecture for an IDIRMS with ICS indicated that the system 
can be developed based on the existing controller features and functions although 
additional detection and communication equipment will be necessary.  
Future Research 
Several research areas identified for further research are summarized below: 
• Field studies of the freeway operational features related to breakdown are needed to 
verify the modeling accuracy for both the DRIVE model and other microscopic 
simulation models. There seems to be a lack of literature to address this operational 
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feature of using microscopic simulation models. For example, why was the 
Wiedemann-74 model able to replicate the two-capacity phenomenon but the 
improved Wiedemann-99 was not? 
• The preliminary findings of system operational features drawn from the one case 
analysis should be further validated based on more case studies, requiring a broader 
range of network configuration and traffic flow scenarios.   
• Other potential enhancements to the DRIVE model include the modeling of 
advanced adaptive signal control features, modeling of potential interchange lockup, 
and interference between the freeway mainline and off-ramp queue spillback.  
• The modeling methodologies developed in this research should address more 
generalized surface street signalized intersections since those might be encountered 
often in other countries and states.  
• Field implementation and testing of the proposed ICS are necessary steps to 
evaluate their viability and effectiveness in managing the operations of an IDIRMS 
in real time. More sophisticated control algorithms could be developed with the 
advance of detection, communication, and information technologies where more 
accurate traffic flow and system status data could be obtained in real time.  
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APPENDIX A: 
GLOSSARY 
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES 
 A1, A2, A3 = total area (also total delay in veh-sec) during specific portions of the 
  cycle (see Figure 14) 
A(t)  = cumulative vehicle arrivals at a facility during time interval t, veh 
ARr(t)  = cumulative vehicle arrivals at ramp r during time interval t, veh 
AFr(t)  = cumulative vehicle arrivals in mainline freeway direction  r during time 
  interval t, veh 
B  = platoon size of freeway on-ramp traffic, sec 
b  = roadway segment in the flow conservation model (see Equation 35) 
C  = cycle length, sec 
c  = capacity for a traffic facility, vph 
cramp  = capacity for freeway on-ramp, vph 
cm  = capacity for movement m at a diamond interchange, vph 
j
mc   = unimpeded capacity of movement m during cycle j (see Equation 46) 
cFr(t)  = freeway mainline capacity of direction r during time interval t, vph 
cF  = general notation for free-flow capacity, vph 
cQ  = general notation for queue-discharge capacity, vph 
cFr  = free-flow capacity of direction r, vph 
cQr  = queue-discharge capacity of direction r, vph 
D(t)  = cumulative vehicle departures at a facility during time interval t, veh 
DRr(t)  = cumulative vehicle departures at ramp r during time interval t, veh 
DFr(t)  = cumulative vehicle departures in freeway direction r during time  
  interval t, veh 
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dL-T, dL-L = average delays for the internal through and left-turn movements of the 
  left-side diamond interchange, sec/veh  
dR-T, dR-L = average delays for the internal through and left-turn movements of the 
  right-side diamond interchange, sec/veh 
)(tFr   = randomly generated freeway mainline demand of direction r at time 
  interval t, vph 
)(tFr′   = capped freeway mainline arrival flow rate at the point of ramp merge 
  location, vph 
)(" tF r  = average mainline arrival flow rate at time t during a ramp-metering 
interval, vph 
)(tFr∆   = mainline residual demand at time interval t, vph 
gq,i - m  = queue discharge portion of the green interval for signal phase i and 
  movement m, sec 
gi  = effective green time for phase i, sec 
j
mug ,   = portion of the green interval when movement m can discharge freely 
  without impedance, sec 
h  = time headway within ramp traffic platoon, sec 
i  = phase index, i = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 
j  = general index for cycle, time interval, gap, etc. 
KR  = constant in ALINEA algorithm 
k  = index for roadway segment 
li  = lost time for phase i 
m  = index for movement at the diamond interchange, m = 1~14 
Mr(t)  = ramp-metering rate at ramp r during time interval t, vph 
Mr,k(t)  = ramp-metering rate at ramp r of segment k during time interval t, vph 
Mr,min  = minimum metering rate for ramp r, vph 
Mr,max  = maximum metering rate for ramp r, vph 
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Mo(t)  = off-ramp traffic flow rate during time interval t, vph 
Mo,k(t)  = off-ramp traffic flow rate of segment k during time interval t, vph 
NL-T(t)  = number of vehicles in queue at time t, veh 
'
mN   = queue length for movement m at the start of green of a particular cycle, 
  veh 
"
mN   = queue length at the time when ramp queue spills back and impedes the 
  discharge of movement m, veh 
j
mNR   = portion of the residual queue at the end of cycle j due to ramp queue 
  spillback, veh 
j
mNC   = portion of the residual queue at the end of cycle j due to movement m 
  itself over its capacity, veh 
Nm  = residual queue for movement m from the previous cycle, veh 
j
mN   = residual queue for movement m at the end of cycle j, veh 
j
iN   = ramp residual queue at the end of phase i during cycle j, veh 
nk(t)  = number of vehicles in roadway segment k at time t, veh 
O(t)  = throughput at a traffic facility during time interval t, vph 
ORr(t)  = throughput at ramp r during time interval t, vph 
OFr(t)  = freeway mainline throughput of direction r during time interval t, vph 
QM,m  = internal queue storage space for left-turn movement m, veh 
OL-T(t)  = departure flow rate for the left-side interchange internal through  
  movement at time t, vph 
OL-L(t)  = arrival flow rate for the left-side interchange internal left-turn  
  movement at time t, vph 
OR-T(t)  = arrival flow rate for the right-side interchange internal through  
  movement at time t, vph 
OR-L(t)  = arrival flow rate for the right-side interchange internal left-turn  
  movement at time t, vph 
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pl  = proportion of traffic in lane l on freeway mainline  
pm,r  = proportion of traffic from movement m to ramp r 
Pm  = proportion of arrival during green for movement m 
PND  = total probability of no disruption of freeway mainline 
PND,a  = probability of no disruption of freeway mainline in case a 
PND,b  = probability of no disruption of freeway mainline in case b 
PND,c  = probability of no disruption of freeway mainline in case c 
qMm  = maximum queue that would exist for movement m (residual plus  
  arrival) during the current cycle, veh 
q(t)  = queue length at a traffic facility at time interval t, veh 
qFr(t)  = freeway mainline queue length of direction r at time interval t, veh 
qRr(t)  = queue length at time interval t and ramp r, veh 
QMm  = internal queue storage space for left-turn movement m, veh 
QRr  = queue storage space for ramp r, veh 
r  = index for freeway direction and metered on-ramp, r = 1, 2 
Rr  = traffic demand at ramp r, vph 
Rr(t)  = traffic arrival rate at time interval t at ramp r, vph 
Roff,r  = off-ramp r traffic flow, vph 
j
mr   = effective red time for movement m in cycle j, sec 
ri  = effective red time for phase i, sec 
Sm  = saturation flow rate for movement m, vph 
SRr  = ramp queue flush rate at ramp r, vph 
SA, SB   = saturation flow rates for interchange internal through movements, vph 
'
mS   = departure flow rate when impeded by the ramp queue, vph 
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S10_11,  = saturation flow rate for the external arterial approach related to  
  M10_11, vph 
T  = analysis period, sec or hr 
∆T  = length of time interval in the traffic flow model, sec 
TT2,1  = travel time from the right-side to the left-side interchange, sec 
TT1,2  = travel time from the left-side to the right-side interchange, sec 
TDFr  = total freeway mainline delay of direction r, veh-hr 
TDRr  = total delay for ramp r, veh-hr 
TDTr  = total delay for freeway mainline and ramp of direction r, veh-hr 
TDL-L  = total delay for left-side internal left-turn movement, veh-sec 
TDL-T  = total delay for left-side internal through movement, veh-sec 
TDR-L  = total delay for right-side internal left-turn movement, veh-sec 
TDR-T  = total delay for right-side internal through movement, veh-sec 
tj  = time interval in describing ramp arrival/departure flow profiles, sec 
um  = throughput for movement m, vph 
UL-T(t)  = arrival flow rate at time t for left-side internal through movement, veh 
UL-L(t)  = arrival flow rate at time t for left-side internal left-turn movement, veh 
UR-T(t)  = arrival flow rate at time t for right-side internal through movement, veh 
UR-L(t)  = arrival flow rate at time t for right-side internal left-turn movement, 
  veh 
vo,d  = origin-destination demand from origin o to destination d, veh/hr 
v  = flow rate in the flow conservation model (see Equation 35), veh/sec 
vk(t)  = flow rate at roadway segment k at time t, veh/sec 
VOo  = total demand for origin o, vph 
VDd  = total demand for destination d, vph 
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Vlj  = traffic flow rate in freeway lane j, vph 
Vm  = average traffic demand for movement m, vph 
VT  = mainline volume threshold for ramp metering m, vph 
V′m  = estimated average traffic demand for movement m, vph 
j
rmV −   = traffic demand from movement m to ramp r during cycle j, vph 
j
mV   = traffic demand for movement m during cycle j, vph 
V(t)  = traffic demand at a facility, vph 
VRr(t)  = portion of the discharging flow from the diamond signal that would 
  arrive ramp r during time interval t, vph 
VWr(t)  = unimpeded demand flow during time interval t for ramp r, vph 
VMr(t)  = maximum portion of the discharging flow from the diamond  
  interchange signal that would arrive at ramp r during time interval t, vph 
VBr(t)  = portion of the discharging flow that would result in queue spillback 
  at ramp r during time interval t, vph 
VF  = freeway mainline demand, vph 
VFr  = freeway mainline demand of direction r, vph 
Wj  = ramp arrival flow rate during time period tj-1 and tj of a particular cycle, 
  vph 
xm  = v/c ratio for movement m  
xR  = v/c ratio for freeway on-ramp  
x10_11  = v/c ratio for external movement on the arterial related to M10 and M11 
ym  = ratio of demand to saturation flow rate for movement m 
φi  = phase duration for phase i, sec 
Φ  = overlap phase duration in four-phase scheme, sec 
σFr  = standard deviation of free-flow capacity for mainline direction r, veh 
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σQr = standard deviation of queue-discharge capacity for mainline direction 
r, veh 
γ  = flow cap factor, 1.2 (see Equation 92) 
η  = breakdown factor, 1.2 ~ 1.5 (see Equation 95) 
ω  = ramp-metering equivalency factor, 1/1.83 
αm,r  = lower limit for the proportion of movement m traffic going to ramp r 
βm,r  = upper limit for the proportion of movement m traffic going to ramp r 
ρ  = density, veh/mile 
fρ  = a calibration factor for density 
πm  = optimal (target) freeway mainline occupancy, % 
π(t)  = occupancy level during time interval t, % 
µ  = vehicle speed, mph 
µs,k(t)  = shockwave speed at segment k and time t, mph 
τj  = jth gap on lane 1 of freeway mainline, sec 
τc,l  = critical gap for traffic to merge into freeway lane l, sec 
τf  = on-ramp traffic follow-up time, sec 
ε  = proportion of free vehicles in a traffic stream 
δ  = minimum headway in a traffic stream, sec 
λ  = average flow rate of a Poisson arrival process, veh/sec 
θ  = flow rate within non-bunched vehicles, veh/sec 
∆k  = length of roadway segment k, mile 
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ACRONYMS 
IDIRMS = integrated diamond interchange ramp-metering system 
DRIVE = diamond interchange ramp metering integration via evaluation 
ICS  = integrated control strategies 
Mm  = movement m 
Rr  = ramp r 
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APPENDIX B: 
VAP CODE 
B1. DIAMOND SIGNAL CONTROL 
PROGRAM One; 
/* This is the VAP code for Diamond Interchange Signal */ 
 
CONST 
 
Integration = 1, /* 1 - Yes; 0 - No  */ 
ControlType = 1,  /* 1 - Fixed; 2 - Actuated; 3 - No Signal Control  */ 
Phasing = 4,     /* 3 - Basic 3-phase; 4 - TTI 4-phase */ 
Overlap = 11,  /* overlap phase used for TTI-4-Phase, in sec  */ 
 
OffRampR1Det = 10,  
OffRampR2Det = 11,  
QueueBlockR1Det = 20, 
QueueBlockR2Det = 21, 
ArtRightDet = 30,  
ArtLeftDet = 40,   
ArtRightDetMid = 50, 
ArtLeftDetMid = 70, 
OffRampR1DetMid = 60, 
OffRampR2DetMid = 61, 
QueueCountInterval = 20, 
Queue_Threshold = 0.60;   
 
ARRAY 
tAmber[8] = [4,4,4,4,4,4,4,4],  
FixPhaseSplit3[8] = [41,19,0,40,24,36,0,40],  /*3-phase, 100 sec cycle */ 
FixPhaseSplit4[8] = [45,20,0,35,34,31,0,35],  /*4-phase, 100 sec cycle */ 
CycleLength[1]= [100],   
 
/************************************/ 
/**** TTI 4- Phase Control Fixed ****/ 
/************************************/ 
 
SUBROUTINE TTI4PhaseFix; 
 
IF (Integration) THEN 
 tAmber2 := tAmber[2]; 
 tAmber4 := tAmber[4]; 
 tAmber6 := tAmber[6]; 
 tAmber8 := tAmber[8]; 
 tAmber1 := tAmber[1]; 
 tAmber5 := tAmber[5];  
 
 IF (OffRampR1QueueSpill) OR (OffRampR1QueueSpill) OR (ArtRightQueueSpill) OR 
  (ArtLeftQueueSpill) THEN  
  /* Any Queue spill on these locations would go back to normal timing */ 
  PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2]; 
  PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4];  
  PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6];  
  PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8];  
  PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1];  
  PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5];  
 ELSE 
  IF (BlockR1 = 0) AND (BlockR2 = 0) THEN 
   IF (OffRampR1MidQueueSpill) THEN /*favor Left Frontage Road */ 
    PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2] - CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
    PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4] + CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
    PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6]; 
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    PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8]; 
    PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1]; 
    PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5]; 
   ELSE 
    IF (OffRampR2MidQueueSpill) THEN /*favor RT F.Road */ 
     PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2]; 
     PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4]; 
     PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6] -   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8] +   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1]; 
     PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5]; 
    ELSE 
     IF (ArtRightMidQueueSpill) THEN /*favor artRT*/ 
      PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2]; 
      PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4] -  
        CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
      PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6] +  
        CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
      PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8] -  
        CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
      PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1] +  
        CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
      PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5];  
     ELSE 
      IF (ArtLeftMidQueueSpill) THEN /*ArtLT */ 
       PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2] + 
         CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
       PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4] - 
         CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
       PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6]; 
       PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8] - 
         CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
       PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1]; 
       PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5] + 
         CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
      ELSE  /*Normal*/ 
       PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2]; 
       PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4]; 
       PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6]; 
       PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8]; 
       PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1]; 
       PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5]; 
      END; 
     END; 
    END; 
   END; 
 
  Else 
   IF (BlockR1) AND (BlockR2 = 0) THEN 
   Trace (variable(BlockR1)); 
   Trace (variable(BlockR2)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit8)); 
    
    IF (ArtLeftMidQueueSpill) THEN  /*hold p.2 */ 
     PhaseSplit2 := 200; 
     PhaseSplit4 := 12; 
     PhaseSplit6 := Overlap; 
     PhaseSplit8 := 12; 
     PhaseSplit1 := 0; 
     PhaseSplit5 := 0; 
    ELSE  /*hold p.8*/ 
     PhaseSplit2 := Overlap; 
     PhaseSplit4 := 12; 
     PhaseSplit6 := Overlap; 
     PhaseSplit8 := 200; 
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         PhaseSplit1 := 0; 
     PhaseSplit5 := 0; 
      
    END; 
   ELSE 
    IF (BlockR1 = 0) AND (BlockR2) THEN 
     IF (ArtRightMidQueueSpill) THEN  /*hold p.6 */ 
      PhaseSplit2 := Overlap; 
      PhaseSplit4 := 12; 
      PhaseSplit6 := 200; 
      PhaseSplit8 := 12; 
      PhaseSplit1 := 0; 
      PhaseSplit5 := 0; 
     ELSE  /*hold p.4*/ 
      PhaseSplit2 := Overlap; 
      PhaseSplit4 := 200; 
      PhaseSplit6 := Overlap; 
      PhaseSplit8 := 12; 
      PhaseSplit1 := 0; 
      PhaseSplit5 := 0; 
     END; 
    ELSE  /*both block, hold p.8*/ 
     PhaseSplit2 := Overlap; 
     PhaseSplit4 := 12; 
     PhaseSplit6 := Overlap; 
     PhaseSplit8 := 200; 
     PhaseSplit1 := 0; 
     PhaseSplit5 := 0; 
    END; 
   END; 
  END; 
  
 END;     
 
ELSE 
 PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit4[2]; 
 PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit4[4]; 
 PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit4[6]; 
 PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit4[8]; 
 PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit4[1]; 
 PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit4[5]; 
 tAmber2 := tAmber[2]; 
 tAmber4 := tAmber[4]; 
 tAmber6 := tAmber[6]; 
 tAmber8 := tAmber[8]; 
 tAmber1 := tAmber[1]; 
 tAmber5 := tAmber[5]; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(2) THEN 
 IF t_green(2) >= (Overlap - tAmber8) THEN 
  sg_red(8); /* phase 8 green ends, red starts after yellow */  
  Start(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 END; 
 
 IF t_green(2) >= (PhaseSplit2 - tAmber2) THEN 
  sg_red(2); 
  start(Phase2ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(4) THEN 
 
 IF t_green(4) >= (PhaseSplit4 - Overlap - tAmber5) THEN   
  IF t_green(5) then 
   sg_red(5); /*phase 5 green ends, red starts after yellow */ 
   Start(Phase5ClearTimer); 
  END; 
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 END; 
  
 IF t_green(4) >= (PhaseSplit4 - tAmber4) THEN   
  sg_red(4);  
  Start(Phase4ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(6) THEN 
 IF t_green(6) >= (Overlap - tAmber4) THEN 
  sg_red(4); 
  Start(Phase4ClearTimer); 
 END; 
 
 IF t_green(6) >= (PhaseSplit6 - tAmber6) THEN 
  sg_red(6); 
  start(Phase6ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(8) THEN 
 IF t_green(8) >= (PhaseSplit8 - Overlap - tAmber1) THEN   
  sg_red(1); 
  Start(Phase1ClearTimer); 
 END; 
 
 IF t_green(8) >= (PhaseSplit8 - tAmber8) THEN   
  sg_red(8); 
  Start(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 END;  
END; 
 
/******************************/ 
/**** YELLOW TIMERS ****/ 
/******************************/ 
 
IF (Phase8ClearTimer >= tAmber8) THEN  
 sg_green(5); 
        stop(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 
END; 
 
IF (Phase2ClearTimer >= tAmber2) THEN  
        sg_green(4); 
        stop(Phase2ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase2ClearTimer); 
END; 
IF (Phase4ClearTimer >= tAmber4) THEN  
        sg_green(1); 
        stop(Phase4ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase4ClearTimer); 
END; 
IF (Phase6ClearTimer >= tAmber6) THEN  
 sg_green(8); 
        stop(Phase6ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase6ClearTimer); 
END; 
 
IF (Phase1ClearTimer >= tAmber1) THEN  
        sg_green(2); 
        stop(Phase1ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase1ClearTimer); 
END; 
 
IF (Phase5ClearTimer >= tAmber5) THEN 
        sg_green(6); 
        stop(Phase5ClearTimer); 
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 reset(Phase5ClearTimer); 
END. 
 
/************************************/ 
/**** Basic 3- Phase Control Fixed ****/ 
/************************************/ 
 
SUBROUTINE Basic3PhaseFix; 
 
IF (Integration) THEN 
 /*Trace(variable(AvgOccup_BlockR1Det ));*/ 
 tAmber2 := tAmber[2]; 
 tAmber4 := tAmber[4]; 
 tAmber6 := tAmber[6]; 
 tAmber8 := tAmber[8]; 
 tAmber1 := tAmber[1]; 
 tAmber5 := tAmber[5];   
 IF (BlockR1) OR (BlockR2) THEN 
  IF (OffRampR1QueueSpill) OR (OffRampR2QueueSpill) OR (ArtRightQueueSpill) 
   OR (ArtLeftQueueSpill) THEN  
 
  /* Any Queue spill on these locations would run another timing */ 
   PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2]; 
   PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4];  
   PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6];  
   PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8];  
   PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1];  
   PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5]; 
  ELSE 
   IF (ArtRightMidQueueSpill) OR (ArtLeftMidQueueSpill) THEN  
    /* hold p.6 and p.2 */ 
    PhaseSplit2 := 100; 
    PhaseSplit4 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit6 := 100; 
    PhaseSplit8 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit1 := 200; 
    PhaseSplit5 := 200; 
   ELSE  /*hold p. 1 and p.5  */ 
    PhaseSplit2 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit4 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit6 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit8 := 10; 
    PhaseSplit1 := 200; 
    PhaseSplit5 := 200; 
   END; 
    
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit1)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit2)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit4)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit5)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit6)); 
   Trace (variable(PhaseSplit8)); 
  END; 
 ELSE 
  IF (ArtRightMidQueueSpill) THEN 
   PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2]; 
   PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4] - CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
   PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6] + CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
   PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8] - CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
   PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1] + CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
   PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5]; 
  ELSE 
   IF (ArtLeftMidQueueSpill) THEN    
    PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2] + CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
    PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4] - CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
    PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6];  
    PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8] - CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
    PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1]; 
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    PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5] + CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
   ELSE 
    IF (OffRampR1MidQueueSpill) OR (OffRampR2MidQueueSpill) 
     THEN 
     PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2] -   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4] +   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6] -   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8] +   
       CycleLength[1]*0.10; 
     PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1]; 
     PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5]; 
 
    ELSE 
     PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2]; 
     PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4]; 
     PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6]; 
     PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8]; 
     PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1]; 
     PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5];  
    END; 
   END; 
  END; 
 END; 
ELSE 
 PhaseSplit2 := FixPhaseSplit3[2]; 
 PhaseSplit4 := FixPhaseSplit3[4]; 
 PhaseSplit6 := FixPhaseSplit3[6]; 
 PhaseSplit8 := FixPhaseSplit3[8]; 
 PhaseSplit1 := FixPhaseSplit3[1]; 
 PhaseSplit5 := FixPhaseSplit3[5]; 
 tAmber2 := tAmber[2]; 
 tAmber4 := tAmber[4]; 
 tAmber6 := tAmber[6]; 
 tAmber8 := tAmber[8]; 
 tAmber1 := tAmber[1]; 
 tAmber5 := tAmber[5]; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(2) THEN 
 IF t_green(2) >= (PhaseSplit2-tAmber2) THEN 
  sg_red(2); 
  start(Phase2ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(4) THEN 
 IF t_green(4) >= (PhaseSplit4-tAmber4) THEN   
  sg_red(4);  
  Start(Phase4ClearTimer); 
  sg_red(8);  
  Start(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(6) THEN 
 IF t_green(6) >= (PhaseSplit6-tAmber6) THEN 
  sg_red(6); 
  start(Phase6ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(8) THEN 
 IF t_green(8) >= (PhaseSplit8-tAmber8) THEN   
  sg_red(8); 
  Start(Phase8ClearTimer); 
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  sg_red(4);  
  Start(Phase4ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(1) THEN 
 IF t_green(1) >= (PhaseSplit1-tAmber1) THEN   
  sg_red(1); 
  Start(Phase1ClearTimer); 
  sg_red(5);  
  Start(Phase5ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF t_green(5) THEN 
 IF t_green(5) >= (PhaseSplit5-tAmber5) THEN   
  sg_red(5); 
  Start(Phase5ClearTimer); 
  sg_red(1);  
  Start(Phase1ClearTimer); 
 END; 
END; 
 
/******************************/ 
/**** YELLOW TIMERS ****/ 
/******************************/ 
IF (Phase8ClearTimer >= tAmber8) THEN  
 sg_green(6); 
 sg_green(2); 
        stop(Phase8ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase8ClearTimer); 
END; 
IF (Phase2ClearTimer >= tAmber2) THEN  
        sg_green(1); 
        stop(Phase2ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase2ClearTimer); 
END; 
IF (Phase4ClearTimer >= tAmber4) THEN  
        sg_green(2); 
 sg_green(6); 
        stop(Phase4ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase4ClearTimer); 
END; 
IF (Phase6ClearTimer >= tAmber6) THEN  
        sg_green(5); 
        stop(Phase6ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase6ClearTimer); 
END; 
 
IF (Phase1ClearTimer >= tAmber1) THEN  
        sg_green(4); 
 sg_green(8); 
        stop(Phase1ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase1ClearTimer); 
END; 
 
IF (Phase5ClearTimer >= tAmber5) THEN 
        sg_green(8); 
 sg_green(4); 
        stop(Phase5ClearTimer); 
 reset(Phase5ClearTimer); 
END. 
 
/*===============================================================*/ 
/*End of 3-phase fixed */ 
/*===============================================================*/ 
 
SUBROUTINE NoSignalControl; 
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sg_green(2); 
sg_green(4); 
sg_green(6); 
sg_green(8); 
sg_green(1); 
sg_green(5). 
 
/****************************/ 
/**** BEGIN MAIN SECTION ****/ 
/****************************/ 
 
START(QueueTimer); 
 
IF QueueTimer = (QueueCountInterval + 1) THEN 
 AvgOccup_OffRampR1Det := Occup_OffRampR1Det / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_OffRampR2Det := Occup_OffRampR2Det / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtRightDet := Occup_ArtRightDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtLeftDet := Occup_ArtLeftDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_BlockR1Det  := Occup_BlockR1Det  / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_BlockR2Det  := Occup_BlockR2Det  / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtRightDetMid := Occup_ArtRightDetMid / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtLeftDetMid := Occup_ArtLeftDetMid / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_OffRampR1DetMid := Occup_OffRampR1DetMid / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_OffRampR2DetMid := Occup_OffRampR2DetMid / QueueCountInterval; 
 
 OffRampR1QueueSpill := AvgOccup_OffRampR1Det >= Queue_Threshold; 
 OffRampR2QueueSpill := AvgOccup_OffRampR2Det >= Queue_Threshold; 
 OffRampR1MidQueueSpill := AvgOccup_OffRampR1DetMid >= Queue_Threshold; 
 OffRampR2MidQueueSpill := AvgOccup_OffRampR2DetMid >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtRightQueueSpill := AvgOccup_ArtRightDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtRightMidQueueSpill := AvgOccup_ArtRightDetMid >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtLeftQueueSpill := AvgOccup_ArtLeftDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtLeftMidQueueSpill := AvgOccup_ArtLeftDetMid >= Queue_Threshold; 
 BlockR1 := AvgOccup_BlockR1Det  >= Queue_Threshold; 
 BlockR2 := AvgOccup_BlockR2Det  >= Queue_Threshold; 
 
 RESET (QueueTimer); 
 Occup_OffRampR1Det := 0; 
 Occup_OffRampR2Det := 0; 
 Occup_OffRampR1DetMid := 0; 
 Occup_OffRampR2DetMid := 0; 
 Occup_ArtRightDet := 0; 
 Occup_ArtRightDetMid := 0; 
 Occup_ArtLeftDet := 0; 
 Occup_ArtLeftDetMid := 0; 
 Occup_BlockR1Det  := 0; 
 Occup_BlockR2Det  := 0; 
 
ELSE 
 Occup_OffRampR1Det := Occup_OffRampR1Det + Occup_rate (OffRampR1Det); 
 Occup_OffRampR2Det := Occup_OffRampR2Det + Occup_rate (OffRampR2Det); 
 Occup_OffRampR1DetMid := Occup_OffRampR1DetMid + Occup_rate (OffRampR1DetMid); 
 Occup_OffRampR2DetMid := Occup_OffRampR2DetMid + Occup_rate (OffRampR2DetMid); 
 Occup_ArtRightDet := Occup_ArtRightDet + Occup_rate (ArtRightDet); 
 Occup_ArtRightDetMid := Occup_ArtRightDetMid + Occup_rate (ArtRightDetMid); 
 Occup_ArtLeftDet := Occup_ArtLeftDet + Occup_rate (ArtLeftDet); 
 Occup_ArtLeftDetMid := Occup_ArtLeftDetMid + Occup_rate (ArtLeftDetMid); 
 Occup_BlockR1Det  := Occup_BlockR1Det  + Occup_rate (QueueBlockR1Det); 
 Occup_BlockR2Det  := Occup_BlockR2Det  + Occup_rate (QueueBlockR2Det); 
END; 
 
IF ControlType = 1 THEN 
 IF Phasing = 3 THEN 
  GOSUB Basic3PhaseFix; 
 ELSE 
  GOSUB TTI4PhaseFix; 
 END;  
END.  
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B2. RAMP-METERING CONTROL  
 
PROGRAM RampMeter; 
/** This is the Ramp-Metering Code **/ 
 
CONST 
/** select ALGORITHM to run **/ 
 
Integration = 1,  /* 1 - Yes; 0 - No. Selecting "Yes" would flush meter when off-ramp 
spillback   */ 
Algorithm = 2,   /** 1 - ALINEA; 2 - Fixed; 3 - No Meter; 4 - Ramp closure **/ 
QueueOverRide = 1,  /** 1 - queue override; 0 - no queue override  **/ 
 
QueueCountInterval = 20, 
OccupancyInterval = 20, 
GreenInterval = 2.0, 
KR = 70,  /** ALINEA constant **/ 
MaxRate = 1800, 
MinRate = 400, 
FixedRate = 720, /* fixed metering, only rates at: 400, 450, 515, 600, 720, 900, 1200 */ 
NumberofDetectors = 4,          /** total num. of downstream  detectors **/ 
dd1 = 6,  dd2 = 9, dd3 = 10, dd4 = 11,   /**downstream detector numbers **/ 
NumberMeterLane = 1, 
d_Presence1 = 5, /** presence detector-Lane 1 **/ 
/*d_Presence2 = 12,*/ /** presence detector-Lane 2 **/ 
QueueDetector_Advance = 4, 
QueueDetector_OffRamp = 10, 
QueueDetector_ArtRight = 30, 
QueueDetector_ArtLeft = 40, 
Occupancy_Opt = 0.16,  /** optimal or target occupancy **/ 
Occupancy_Threshold = 0.010,  /** threshold to metering **/ 
Queue_Threshold = 0.60,  /** for ramp queue detection **/ 
 
/* Data Collection Parameters  */ 
StartTime = 600, 
EndTime = 12000;  
 
SUBROUTINE ALINEA; 
 
IF CountTimer = OccupancyInterval THEN 
 TRACE (variable (MeterPrevious));  
 IF OccupancyInterval = 1 THEN   /** set interval to 1-sec for reporting **/ 
  AverageOcc := (Occup_rate (dd1) + Occup_rate (dd2) + Occup_rate (dd3) + 
    Occup_rate (dd4))/NumberofDetectors; 
  AvgOccup_DownStreamDet := AverageOcc; 
 ELSE 
  AvgOccup_DownStreamDet := Occup_DetDownStream / (OccupancyInterval);   
 END; 
  
 IF AvgOccup_DownStreamDet < Occupancy_Threshold THEN 
  MeterRate := 80000;  
 ELSE 
  MeterRate := MeterPrevious + KR*(Occupancy_Opt -    
   AvgOccup_DownStreamDet)*100;   
 END; 
   
 IF MeterRate >= MaxRate THEN 
  MeterRate := MaxRate;   
  RedInt := (3600/MeterRate)*NumberMeterLane - GreenInterval;   
  MeterPrevious := MeterRate; 
 ELSE 
  IF MeterRate <= MinRate THEN 
   MeterRate := MinRate;  
   RedInt := (3600/MeterRate)*2 - GreenInterval; 
   MeterPrevious := MeterRate; 
  ELSE 
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   RedInt := (3600/MeterRate)*2 - GreenInterval; 
   MeterPrevious := MeterRate; 
  END; 
 END; 
 
 SumVeh := rear_ends(dd1) + rear_ends(dd2) + rear_ends(dd3) +rear_ends(dd4); 
 FlowRate := (SumVeh/OccupancyInterval) * 3600;   
  
 TRACE (variable (AvgOccup_DownStreamDet, FlowRate));  
 TRACE (variable (MeterRate, RedInt));  
  
 RESET(CountTimer); 
 Occup_DetDownStream := 0; 
 clear_rear_ends(dd1); 
 clear_rear_ends(dd2); 
 clear_rear_ends(dd3); 
 clear_rear_ends(dd4); 
 
ELSE 
 AverageOcc := (Occup_rate (dd1) + Occup_rate (dd2) + Occup_rate (dd3) +  
   Occup_rate (dd4))/NumberofDetectors; 
 Occup_DetDownStream := Occup_DetDownStream + AverageOcc;  
  
END. 
 
/*************************************************************************************/ 
SUBROUTINE FixedMeter; 
 
 MeterRate := FixedRate;  
 RedInt := (3600/MeterRate)*NumberMeterLane - GreenInterval. 
/*************************************************************************************/ 
 
SUBROUTINE MeterOperation;  
 
/************************************/ 
/**** METERING OPERATIONS        ****/ 
/************************************/ 
/*Single-lane meter */ 
 
IF t_green(1) >= GreenInterval THEN 
 IF (QueueOverRide AND QueueSpill) AND (Integration = 0) THEN 
  MeterPrevious := MaxRate; /** Do not start red **/ 
  IF (SimuTime >= StartTime) AND (SimuTime < EndTime) THEN 
   MeterFlushTime := MeterFlushTime + 1; 
   TRACE (variable (SimuTime,MeterFlushTime));  
  END; 
 ELSE 
  IF (OffRampSpill OR ArtRightSpill OR ArtLeftSpill) AND (Integration) AND 
   (QueueSpill) THEN 
   MeterPrevious := MaxRate; /** Do not start red **/ 
   IF (SimuTime >= StartTime) AND (SimuTime < EndTime) THEN 
    MeterFlushTime := MeterFlushTime + 1; 
    TRACE (variable (SimuTime,MeterFlushTime));  
   END; 
  ELSE 
   sg_red(1); 
  END; 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF (t_red(1) >= RedInt) THEN   /*Red has the desired metering rate */  
 IF Occupancy(d_Presence1) > 0 THEN 
  sg_green(1); 
  START (greenTimer1); 
 END; 
END; 
 
IF greenTimer1 >= GreenInterval THEN 
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 IF (QueueOverRide AND QueueSpill)  THEN 
  MeterPrevious := MaxRate; /** Do not start red **/ 
 ELSE 
  IF (OffRampSpill OR ArtRightSpill OR ArtLeftSpill) AND (Integration) AND 
   (QueueSpill) THEN 
   MeterPrevious := MaxRate; /** Do not start red **/ 
  ELSE 
   sg_red(1); 
  END; 
 END; 
 RESET (greenTimer1); 
 STOP (greenTimer1); 
  
END. 
 
/*****************************/ 
/**** This is the main routine ****/ 
/*****************************/ 
 
START(QueueTimer); 
START(CountTimer); 
SimuTime := SimuTime + 1; 
 
IF QueueTimer = (QueueCountInterval + 1) THEN 
 AvgOccup_AdvanceQueueDet := Occup_AdvanceQueueDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_OffRampQueueDet := Occup_OffRampQueueDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtRightQueueDet := Occup_ArtRightQueueDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 AvgOccup_ArtLeftQueueDet := Occup_ArtLeftQueueDet / QueueCountInterval; 
 QueueSpill := AvgOccup_AdvanceQueueDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 OffRampSpill := AvgOccup_OffRampQueueDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtRightSpill := AvgOccup_ArtRightQueueDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 ArtLeftSpill := AvgOccup_ArtLeftQueueDet >= Queue_Threshold; 
 RESET (QueueTimer); 
 Occup_AdvanceQueueDet := 0; 
 Occup_OffRampQueueDet := 0; 
 Occup_ArtRightQueueDet := 0; 
 Occup_ArtLeftQueueDet := 0; 
 
ELSE 
 Occup_AdvanceQueueDet := Occup_AdvanceQueueDet + Occup_rate   
    (QueueDetector_Advance); 
 Occup_OffRampQueueDet := Occup_OffRampQueueDet + Occup_rate   
    (QueueDetector_OffRamp); 
 Occup_ArtRightQueueDet := Occup_ArtRightQueueDet + Occup_rate   
    (QueueDetector_ArtRight); 
 Occup_ArtLeftQueueDet := Occup_ArtLeftQueueDet + Occup_rate   
    (QueueDetector_ArtLeft); 
END; 
 
IF Algorithm = 1 THEN 
 GOSUB ALINEA; 
 GOSUB MeterOperation; 
ELSE 
 IF Algorithm = 2 THEN 
  GOSUB FixedMeter; 
  GOSUB MeterOperation; 
 ELSE 
  IF Algorithm = 3 THEN 
   GOSUB NoMeter; 
  ELSE 
   IF Algorithm = 4 THEN 
    GOSUB RampClose; 
   END; 
  END; 
 END; 
END. 
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APPENDIX C: 
TRAFFIC DEMAND SCENARIOS 
O/D  D 1 D 2 D 3 D4 D5 D 6 T otal 
O 1 5833 0 130 130 324 65 6480 
O 2 0 4918 172 229 172 229 5720 
O 3 192 120 156 0 31 21 520 
O 4 296 250 0 148 47 39 780 
O 5 189 27  21 30 30 3 300 
O 6 44 82  30 24 6 14 200 
T otal 6555 5395 510 560 610 370 14000 
O 1 D 2
140 
18
0 
25
5 
O 5 D 6
O 3 
D 4 
O 2D 1
O 6
D 3
O 4
720
D 5 
54
5 
15
0 
32
5 
20
0 
155 
225 
290 
150 
345 
95
220
30
0 
61
0 
64
80
 
53
95
 
65
55
 
57
20
 
20
0 
37
0 
520 
560 
510
780
800
650 480
N  
 
FIGURE 126  Low demand scenario. 
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O/D  D 1 D 2 D 3 D4 D5 D 6 T otal 
O 1 6120 0 136 136 340 68 6800 
O 2 0 5160 180 240 180 240 6000 
O 3 202 126 164 0 33 22 545 
O 4 311 262 0 156 49 41 820 
O 5 198 28 22 32 32 3 315 
O 6 46 86 32 25 6 15 210 
T otal 6880 5660 535 590 640 390 14690 
O 1 D 2
150 
17
0 
26
5 
O 5 D 6
O 3 
D 4 
O 2D 1
O 6
D 3
O 4
760
D 5 
57
0 
16
0 
34
0 
21
0 
160 
235 
305 
155 
360 
100
235
31
5 
64
0 
68
00
 
56
60
 
68
80
 
60
00
 
21
0 
39
0 
545 
590 
535
820
840
680 500
N  
 
FIGURE 127  Medium demand scenario. 
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O/D  D 1 D 2 D 3 D4 D5 D 6 T otal 
O 1 610 0 136 136 340 68 6800 
O 2 0 5160 180 240 180 240 6000 
O 3 212 132 172 0 34 23 570 
O 4 326 275 0 163 51 43 858 
O 5 208 30 23 33 33 3 330 
O 6 48 90 33 26 7 15 220 
T otal 6915 5685 545 600 645 390 14780 
O 1 D 2
155 
17
0 
26
5 
O 5 D 6
O 3 
D 4 
O 2D 1
O 6
D 3
O 4
795
D 5 
58
0 
16
0 
34
5 
21
5 
170 
245 
315 
165 
380 
100
235
33
0 
72
0 
68
00
 
56
85
 
69
40
 
60
00
 
22
0 
39
0 
570 
600 
545
860
840
680 525
N  
 
FIGURE 128  High demand scenario. 
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APPENDIX D: 
FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAMS OF THE ICS ALGORITHM 
Functional diagrams provide detailed descriptions of the systems engineering process in 
functional terms, which are considered critical elements for implementing the proposed 
ICS in IDIRMS. Functional diagrams include the process of translating top-level system 
requirements into specific qualitative and quantitative design requirements. Figure 129 
shows the top-level function diagram for the proposed ICS algorithm, and the lower-
level function diagrams are depicted in Figure 130 through Figure 133.  
 The first function (Function 1.0) is to simply get and process the detector 
information. More specifically, the 20-second occupancy data are retrieved from the 
various detectors, including the ramp queue spillback detector, the intermediate queue 
detector, and the boundary queue detector. These detector occupancy values are 
compared with the predefined queue occupancy threshold (e.g., 60 percent) to 
determine whether a traffic queue exists at a particular detector location. Any 
occupancy exceeding the threshold value is considered to have the presence of a traffic 
queue. The reason for using occupancy instead of detector presence is that a traffic 
queue might be a moving queue such as in the case of ramp metering. Presence is also 
not a good indicator of traffic queues if the gaps between vehicles leave the detector 
unoccupied.  
 The second function (Function 2.0) is to determine whether integration control is 
needed. This is assessed based on the conditions of the traffic queues. To warrant the 
integration control, two conditions must be satisfied: (a) no queues exceed any 
boundary queue locations and (b) at least one ramp has detected a queue by the queue 
spillback detector. When the queuing conditions do not warrant integration control, the 
traffic signal and the ramp-metering signal remain in normal operations.  
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FIGURE 130  Diagram of functions for getting and processing detector information. 
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FIGURE 131  Diagram of functions for determining need for integration control. 
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 The third function (Function 3.0) is to determine what integration strategy 
should be implemented, i.e., which phase(s) need(s) to hold to control vehicles from 
further entering the ramp(s). Selection of the holding phase(s) is based on the queuing 
conditions at the intermediate queue detector locations and the diamond control mode. 
Details of the control logic have been depicted in the flow charts shown in Figure 91 
and Figure 94.  
 The fourth function (Function 4.0) is to implement the control strategy, which 
involves the processes of signal transition between normal operation and integrated 
control as well as issuing appropriate commands to the diamond signal and the ramp-
metering signal. Once the candidate phase(s) to hold has(have) been determined, the 
algorithm needs to retrieve the phase status from the diamond signal controller. The 
phase status should include parameters such as the minimum green times of each phase, 
the current phase, and the next phase. A force-off call or phase omit call may then be 
issued to terminate the current phase if it is not the candidate phase for holding, and 
either omit the following phases or allow minimum green times until transition to the 
holding phase(s) occurs. During the phase-holding period, the queuing conditions on the 
relevant queue detector locations are continuously monitored. When the conditions no 
longer satisfy the requirements for integrated operation, the phase holding will be 
terminated, and the diamond signal will return to normal operation. The ramp-metering 
signal will turn to queue flush mode if traffic queues are detected by any of the queue 
spillback detectors and traffic queues are detected by any of the boundary queue 
detectors.  
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FIGURE 133  Diagram of functions for implementing  integration strategy. 
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